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The overall goal of this study was to determine if the Tillamook Bay tributaries'
water quality has improved as a result of the Best Management Practices (BMP) installed
at Tillamook County Dairies.
The Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) was a 10 to 15 year experiment designed to
control agricultural non-point source (NPS) in rural watersheds throughout the nation. The
RCWP Tillamook Watershed Project in Tillamook County, Oregon promoted the installation
of manure management facilities and nutrient management strategies to improve the water
quality of Tillamook Bay.The goal of the project was to reduce the fecal coliform
concentration by 70 %.
Since the Bay is used for oyster production, there has been extensive sampling of
Tillamook Bay and its tributaries since 1960. Unfortunately, much of the tributary data were
compiled for a variety of short-term projects and therefore, the area lacks a consistent strategy
for data collection.This inconsistency coupled with the variability in the data has made it
difficult to evaluate changes in the water quality.It is important to note that this analysis is not a prediction model.It is a statistical
model using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The term, model, will be used to describe the
response of ANOVA. This model is the best representation of the trend given the limited
useful data that was available.
The 33 year "tributary" analysis of the Wilson River station (D412130) determined
fecal coliform concentration reductions as high as 69.83, 62.67, 69.02 and 72.38 % in the
Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter, respectively. There were 48.59, 36.41, 47.21 and
52.95% reductions during the RCWP years (1980 - 1992) that may be attributed to the
BMP's. The BMP installation began in 1981 and continued through 1995, however, the
majority of the BMP's installation began in 1983.
These reductions are not at optimum levels because of three important factors.
First of all, not all farms have been provided with fullest possible array of manure
containment facilities.Secondly, even with full implementation, some fecal coliform
bacteria may escape.Finally, the BMP's must be diligently operated and maintained to
provide the most effective capture and die-off of fecal coliform bacteria. When the BMP's
are correctly installed and well managed, they will provide the maximum manure
containment protection for the streams.©Copyright by Jadene Dorsey-Kramer
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BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES INSTALLED AT TILLAMOOK COUNTY
DAIRIES
INTRODUCTION
The Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) was a 10 to 15 year experiment designed to
control agricultural non-point source (NPS) in rural watersheds throughout the nation. The
RCWP Tillamook Watershed Project in Tillamook County, Oregon promoted the installation
of manure management facilities and nutrient management strategies to improve the water
quality of Tillamook Bay.The goal of the project was to reduce the fecal coliform
concentration by 70 %.
Since the Bay is used for oyster production, there has been extensive sampling of
Tillamook Bay and its tributaries since 1960. Unfortunately, much of the data were compiled
for a variety of short-term projects and therefore, the area lacks a consistent strategy for data
collection. This inconsistency coupled with the variability in the data has made it difficult to
evaluate changes in the water quality.
The overall goal of this project was to determine if the Tillamook Bay tributaries'
water quality has improved as a result of the Best Management Practices (BMP) installed
at Tillamook County Dairies.Since water quality data was not collected for this specific
goal, two existing databases were procured; the County precipitation data from the State
climatologist and the available STORET data from Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (ODEQ). These two databases were merged and organized to be utilized in a
statistical model.2
It is important to note that this analysis is not a prediction model.It is a statistical
model using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The term, model, will be used to describe the
response of ANOVA. This model is the best representation of the trend given the limited
useful data that was available.
Previous studies have had difficulties drawing conclusions when evaluating the
numerous parameters that effect the water quality. This study analyzed and estimated the
variance of five important parameters that effect the water quality of this region. The five
variables used in this model are; 120 hour antecedent precipitation, season, location of the
sampling station, the area where the station is located and time. These parameters will be
used to calculate the reductions of the fecal coliform concentrations at each of the
sampling stations over a 33 year time period.BACKGROUND
Geography
3
The Tillamook Watershed islocated on the northwestern coast of Oregon,
approximately 50 miles south of the Columbia River, 70 miles north of Yaquina Bay and 75
miles southwest of Portland. The location of the Tillamook region on the northwest coast of
the state is shown in Figure 1. Also, a detailed map of the Tillamook Watershed is presented in
Figure 2.
The Tillamook Watershed has a maritime climate characterized by wet winters and dry
summers with a relatively narrow range of seasonal temperatures. Within a short duration of
time the winter storms frequently result in large quantities of precipitation.The Tillamook
drainage basin receives, on average, 115 inches of precipitation annually.It ranges from 90
inches in the City of Tillamook to 150 inches at higher elevations. The precipitation data in
Appendix 1 indicates that ninety-two percent of annual precipitation (1960 - 1992) occurred
between October and May. The water yield for each sub-basin is represented in Table 1.
Approximately 70 % of the flow is from the Wilson and Trask rivers. The result is an average
annual water yield of approximately 2.6 million acre-feet that discharges into Tillamook Bay.
Fog is common, particularly during the night and early morning.It should be noted that
freezing seldom occurs near the estuary which results in a 190 day growing season with no
killing frost (Kelch, 1977).'
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Figure 2: Detailed Map showing five major tributaries of Tillamook Bay6
Mean Annual River
Discharge
MiamiKilchisWilson TraskTillamookTotal
Acre-feet Der year 196,263345.5641.022.790811,904251.7752.628.296
Source: USDA-NRCS Main Report Table IV-2
Table 1: Water Yield By Sub-Basin in Tillamook Watershed
The Tillamook estuary is the third largest in Oregon.It is approximately two miles
wide and seven miles long with an estimated 8,861 acres of surface water area at high tide
(TBNEP, 1995). Ever since the Bay was first measured in 1867, it has been decreasing in
volume. In 1984, it had decreased to 67.1 % of the 1867 volume (TBNEP, 1995). Roughly
5,100 acres of the estuary is considered tideland acreage. The Bay is very shallow with tidal
ranges from 0.0 feet at mean lowest low water to 7.5 feet at mean highest high water. The
lowest tide is about minus three feet and the highest tide is eleven feet. The average lagoon
depth at mean sea level is five feet (Kelch, 1977).
Five major rivers comprise the Tillamook Watershed. The first being the Miami
River, which enters the northern end of the Bay from the northeast Coast Range, through
a 12 mile long narrow valley. The other four rivers are at the southeastern end of the Bay;
each of which arises in the coastal range, entering the Bay within 2 miles of each other.
These are: the Kilchis River which originates 17 miles to the Northeast; the Wilson River
which originates about 40 miles to the East; the Trask River which originates 35 miles to
the East; and the Tillamook River which originates 15 miles to the South Southeast
(Kelch, 1977).7
A broad flood plain exists in the area where these four rivers discharge into the
Bay. The discharge of these rivers varies dramatically on a seasonal basis. The Water
Data Report (USGS, 1992) only list flows for the Wilson River. The average summer
discharge for the Wilson River is 610 cubic feet per second (cfs) while average winter
flows are 7,311 cfs. The average discharge for the fifty-seven years of data is 1,186 cfs,
with a maximum and minimum occurring at 36,000 cfs on January 20, 1972, and 32 cfs on
September 5, 1973, respectively. Table 2 contains the monthly mean data for the Wilson
River. Winter flooding is common for the Tillamook Bay flood plain, as a result of the
high precipitation, low permeability, rapid run-off, high water tables, high tides and strong
marine winds (Aroner et. al., 1987).
Flow (cfs)Oct.Nov.Dec.Jan.Feb.Mar.Apr.MayJuneJulyAug.Sept.
Mean 570186026112501219917741173613 335 169 106 157
Max. 22303975798857764619363726221391876514240780
Max. Year194819351934195319611956199119331933198319681959
Min. 43.587.5378344641406426202 13176.544.340.1
Min. Year198819371977197719731992193919391992199219671967
Source: USGS Water Data Report, 1992
Table 2: Statistics of Monthly Mean Data for Water Year 1915 - 1992 in Wilson River,
Tillamook, Oregon
Along with the main rivers, the Tillamook basin also includes numerous streams,
sloughs and drainage ditches. The total area of the basin is 363,520 acres, of which 323,050
acres, 91 %, are in the forested lands. There are approximately 29,000 acres in farmland and
11,000 acres composing the rivers and Bay (Koch et. al., 1986, Maas, 1985). The majority of8
the streams which provide drainage and receive runoff from the Tillamook County dairy farms
empty into Tillamook Bay.
The Watershed topography is extremely diverse. Moving west from the Coast Range,
there are gentle to steep sloping rocky uplands, deeply incised canyons to flat and gently rolling
flood plains.The coastline is largely sand dunes, beaches and sedimentary rock outcrops
alternating with occasional rugged headlands of volcanic rock. Soils are varied, ranging from
deep, well-drained course-textured bottomland soils with moderate permeability, to poorly
draining silty loam overlying silty clay loam (Arnold, 1989). The majority of the farmlands in
the Tillamook basin are on Nehelem-Brenner-Coquille soils associations covered by pasture.
The Nehelem soils are moderately permeable, moderately well drained silty loam soils. Slopes
nearest the streams, that are normally flooded in the rainy season, are imperfectly drained,
moderately slowly permeable Brenner soils.The Coquille, poorly drained, moderately
permeable, clay soils are adjacent to the stream channels on tidal flats (USDA-SCS, 1964). In
1983, a national inter-agency team found that eighty-seven percent of the sediment reaching
the Bay originates in the forest lands (Spooner, 1993).
Domestic Animals
The domestic animal population in the Tillamook Bay drainage area, included
approximately 30,800 (1992) cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, horses and mules.Of these, an
estimated 22,000 are dairy cows (Spooner, 1993). The Tillamook Dairy Herd Improvement
Association (DMA) tracks herd size of producers in their program.Not every farm in9
Tillamook participates in the DHIA, however, they represent approximately 80 % of the farms
(Schild, 1995).Table 3 represents the herd sizes for the DHIA.
Year1980198119821983198419851986198719881989199019911992
DHIA816981718808999697421090412091123051345813443132091418017131
Source: DHIA 1992 Annual Report
Table 3: DHIA Dairy Cow Totals for Tillamook County (1980 - 1992)
In 1992, the average dairy cow in Tillamook produced 19,594 pounds of milk (DHIA,
1992). Most of the County's milk is produced by members of the Tillamook County Creamery
Association (TCCA). Table 4 inventories the TCCA's annual net value of dairy products for
1980 - 1995. To keep up with the demands, TCCA has needed to supplement milk from
outside the County to varying degrees throughout this time period (Schild, 1995).
Year Dollar Year Dollars
1980 $53_705_252 1988 $91.115_666
1981 $63,108,678 1989 $101,691,887
1982 $64,477,897 1990 $114,074,417
1983 $68,553,058 1991 $103,340,709
1984 $74,963,023 1992 $115,313,678
1985 $77,958,126 1993 $117,564,370
1986 $82,053,311 1994 $122,547,405
1987 $86,175,636 1995 expected $130 M
Source: Harold Schild, General Manager for the Tillamook County Creamery Association, 1995
Table 4: Annual Net Values of Dairy Products for Tillamook County Creamery Association10
The large concentrations of livestock, primarily dairy cows, produce 322,500 (USDA-
ASCS, 1989) tons of manure each year. Large quantities of manureare deposited by animals
that graze on the low lying pastures adjacent to the Bay or near the rivers. A 500 and 1400
pound dairy cow produces approximately 41 and 115 pounds ofmanure each day, respectively
(MWPS, 1975). Overcash et. al., (1983) tabulated that 5.4 X 109 fecal coliform organismsare
produced daily by a dairy cow.
Liquid manure handling systems and/or dry spreading techniques are generally used to
recycle the manure deposited in animal holding areas by spreading it on nearby pastures.
Manure is transported into the Bay via pasture runoff during and following rainfall.Bacteria
concentrations in the run-off is usually elevated if manure has been applied to saturated soils
during or immediately before precipitation. These conditions may lead to non-pointsource
pollution in the streams after heavy rainfall.
Water Quality Indicator
Many contaminants present in manure are harmful when they escape into the surface
and ground waters. A water quality concern has been created by the large number of animals
present and the associated manure production in the area. The contaminants were identified as
an important water quality issue because of the existence of a commercial shellfish harvesting
industry.This industry operates in the Tillamook Bay, which is the final destination of the
Watershed drainage.The estuary supports Oregon's third largest oyster growingarea
(Cannon, 1995).Figure 3 illustrates the Tillamook Bay Shellfish Management areas and
sampling stations. The economic impact on the state from this industryranges from one to twoOREGON UEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
COMMERCIAL SHELLFISH MANAGEMENT AREAS
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Figure 3: The oyster harvesting areas and water quality sampling locations of TillamookBay12
million dollars annually (USDA, 1991).Recreational clam digging, fishing, boating, and
numerous other activities also occur in the Bay. These activities attract more than a million
tourists and sports enthusiasts to the area annually, whichare important economic
considerations.
The sale of oysters harvested from Tillamook Bay is regulated by the Oregon
Department of Agriculture (ODA). Due to excessive fecal coliform bacteria levels in the
harvesting areas, the Bay has periodically been subject to closures. Ms. Deb Cannon, ODA's
Shellfish Program Specialist, provided valuable information about the shellfish harvesting and
the Bay closure programs. The "Main Bay" closureprogram has been in effect since 1988,
although an inventory of closures have only been kept since the 1990water year. It was based
on water quality data and river flow records. Table 5 provides a list of the recorded dates of
the main Bay closures. Ms. Cannon warned that due to reorganizationprocesses in ODA and
the transfer of the records from ODEQ to ODA, thismay not be a complete list of official
closures.It is important to note, the program states that the Bay is closed when the Wilson
river reaches seven feet in gauge height, instead of when the bacteriacount exceeds regulation.
The length of the Bay closure depends on the peak flow of the river. Opening of the Bay is
five days after the peak flow. The Bay closure basedon river height does not demonstrate the
real water quality issue. This procedure will change when enough data indicates that the old
criteria are found to be invalid. Water quality should be based directlyon bacteria indicators
amounts rather than the concept that bacteria are increased when the Wilson River flow is high.13
Water
Year
Total
Closures
Dates of Bay Closures in Each Water Year
'89-'90 3 1/6-1/15 128-2/15 3/10-3/15 **** ****
'90-'91 9 11/13-11/18 11/23-11/30 12/4-12/10 1/10-1/18 2/4-2/9
2/13-2/18 220-2/4 3/2-3/8 4/4-4/15 ****
'91= 92 4 12/6-12/11 124-2/2 2/20-2/25 4/17-422 ****
92-' 93 5 11/21-11/26 12/11-12/15 12/20-12/25 120-125 3/23-3/28
'93-'94 7 12/1-12/6 12/9-12/13 1/1-1/7 2/16-2/21 2/23-2/28
3/21-3/26 4/8-4/13 **** **** ****
94-' 95 10 10/27-11/4 11/30-12/4 12/16-12/21 12/26-12/31 1/13-1/17
1/30-2/4 2/172/23 3/10-3/15 3/21-3/25 4/9-4/13
Table 5: Tillamook Bay Closures from ODA Shellfish Management Division Water Year
(Oct. - Sept.)
The National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) measure shellfish safety based on
determinations of water quality rather than microbiological analysis of shellfish meats. The
National Advisory Committee (NAC) on Microbiological Criteria for Foods (NAC, 1992) are
concerned that this methodology may not be enough to ensure safe shellfish.First, they insist
that the nation's shellfish growing waters must be properly classified and restrictions be placed
where the waters do not meet the guidelines.They have also recommended modifying the
criteria so that one method may by applied at multiple points from post-harvest to retail
distribution. They indicate that vibrios and other gram-negative, nonfermentative bacteria such
as Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, Moraxella and Flavobacterium predominate as natural flora
in oysters and can be enumerated by Aerobic Plate Count (APC).They also state that
microorganisms from seafood grow better at 25 °C in media with added Sodium Chloride
(NaCl) at a final concentrations of 1.0 % than at 35 °C without NaCI (NAC, 1992). These14
recommendations were designed to enhance the microbiological safety of shellfish and protect
the consumer.
Since the 1920's, coliform organisms have been used as water quality indicators for
fecal contamination of fresh water, sea water, and wastewater effluents. These indicators have
been incorporated into widely accepted procedures published in Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater (APHA, 1992). The coliforms belong to the family
Enterobacteriaceae and include all aerobic or facultative anaerobic, gram-negative, non-spore-
forming rods.Coliform bacteria ferment lactose with gas formation within 48 hours at 35
degrees celsius (APHA, 1992). The analysis of these organisms by the Most Probable Number
(MPN) or Membrane Filter Method have been commonly used as a Standard Methods
indicator system for many years.
The extensive use of conform organisms, specifically fecal coliform bacteria, as an
acceptable indicator of fecal pollution is reflected by the number of comprehensive studies.
The studies have been based wholly or in part upon fecal coliform indicator systems (Canale et
al., 1993; Chai et al., 1994; Larsen et al, 1993). Both deterministic and statistical models,
using coliform bacteria as indicators, have been developed to predict changes in water quality.
The indicators also relate environmental factors to the concentrations of coliforms organisms
present in a system.
It should be noted that the presence of fecal coliform bacteria does not identify the
source of the fecal waste. These bacteria are commonly found in humans, animals and the
environment. Furthermore, fecal coliform organisms may proliferate in natural waters when
environmental factors including temperature and nutrients are favorable (Chai, 1993).15
The method used for calculating fecal coliform concentrations (FCC) for the data
analyzed in this study was by the Most Probable Number (MPN) method. MPN can also be
represented as a count per 100 milliliters (# / 100 ml). It should be noted that from 1960 until
1990 the experimental process called for three samples to be used in the calculation. This
method was changed in 1991, and the laboratory currently uses a five sample analysis
(Wickman, 1995). The modification provides a more precise reading of the MPN of FCC.
Both methods used three dilutions as the 1984 "Laboratory Procedures for the Examination of
Sea Water and Shellfish" (APHA, 1984) manual suggests. The three concentrations are as
follows: 10 ml sample into double strength media (lactose broth), 1 ml sample into single
strength media and 0.1 ml sample into single strength media (Wickman, 1995). Even when five
fermentation tubes are used, the precision of the results obtained is not of a high order (APHA,
1992). Normal results are obtained in 95 % of the cases (APHA, 1984). For example, if only
one of the five tubes of the 0.1 ml samples are positive, the index is 2 MPN of fecal coliforms,
however, the 95 % confidence limits are between 0.5 and 7 MPN. It should be noted that
switching to a five tube analysis does not change the accuracy, but only increases the precision.
For fecal coliform bacteria, the Oregon standard for freshwater and estuarine waters,
other than shellfish growing waters, states: a mean of 200 fecal coliform per 100 ml based on a
minimum of five samples in a 30-day period with no more than 10 % of the samples in the 30-
day period exceeding 400 fecal coliform per 100 ml. In marine waters and estuarine shellfish
growing waters: a fecal coliform median concentrations of 14 organisms per 100 ml, with not
more than 10 % of the samples exceeding 43 organisms per 100 ml (OAR, 1994).The
National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) is a voluntary partnership among the states, the16
shellfish industry, and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Their standard guidelines
have been established to assure safe shellfish products. The FDA and the NSSP have also
designated 14 fecal coliforms per 100 ml, based on a geometric mean, as an acceptable level for
shellfish harvesting. The 1990 NSSP Manual designated an unsatisfactory FCC in shellfish
meat when any sample exceeds 330 MPN, or when two or more of the five samples exceed
230 MPN but are less than or equal to 330 MPN (NAC, 1992).
Watershed Data Analysis
The Tillamook Watershed data compilation was derived from two existing data sets.
Daily precipitation data were measured at the KTIL radio station located 1.4 miles west of the
Tillamook post office and near the southern tip of the Bay (Lat. 45.45°, Long. 123.8667°).
The precipitation data were obtained from the State Climatologist, in the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences at Oregon State University. The remainder of the data was acquired
from STORET, a water quality database maintained by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and accessed by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ).
The compiled data set was presented in a preliminary report, "FCC Measured at Various
Locations in the Tillamook Watershed" (Dorsey-Kramer and Miner, 1994). A copy may be
available at the Bioresource Engineering Department at Oregon State University.
The data were collected from various rivers, streams and ditches throughout the
Tillamook Watershed since 1960; although, the majority of the data was gathered between
1965 and 1992.It is of interest to note that the STORET database does not have any FCC
sampling entries for 1978.The data set included extensive sampling information, such as17
temperature, salinity and Entero bacteria concentrations. Although for this study, the focus was
on the FCC. As previously mentioned, the fecal coliform group has been widely utilized as a
water quality indicator for many years.
There are many obstacles to overcome when evaluating a large and highly variable data
set.Further, the transient nature of non-point source (NPS) pollution events, the fecal
coliform's sensitivity to environmental conditions, and inherent problems in assuring the data
set is accurate and precise makes this a unique and particularly difficult modeling problem.
First of all, there is a significant relationship between fecal coliform organisms in the
run-off and the antecedent precipitation (Wiltsey,1990).The 120 hour antecedent
precipitation is related to the saturation of the soil.For example, usually, the more days of
continuous rainfall, the faster the soil will become saturated. When the soil becomes saturated,
water will collect at the surface of the soil and flows to the streams via the natural topography
as surface flow.Therefore, it was postulated that the 120 hour precipitation value, when
compared to the daily (24 hour) value, would be a better indicator of the true effect of
precipitation. The soils of this region have relatively rapid infiltration and adsorption rates;
therefore, die-off of bacteria generally occurs during the subsurface transport to the waterways
(USDA, 1991).Gerba et. al., (1974) found the combined effectiveness of filtration and
adsorption caused 92 to 97 % removal of bacteria in the first centimeter of the soil and almost
total removal was accomplished in the upper five centimeters of soil.It was noted that clay
soils were much more effective for immobilizing the bacteria.However, when the soil is
saturated, Hortonian overland flow will occur due to precipitation in excess of the infiltration
capacity or available porosity of the soil column. As the overland flow increases, the number18
of bacteria in the runoff will increase (if manure is present) and the transport time to the stream
will decrease. Therefore, the time required for bacterial die-off will not be achieved before the
surface water reaches the stream. The ODEQ has determined that surface runoff from fields
and confinement areas is the greatest source of fecal bacteria in the streams (Arnold, 1987).
Another major factor to be considered in evaluating this data set is that precipitation
varies with season.The regulations dealing with storing and spreading of manure are
influenced by seasonal precipitation. Therefore, each season should be quantified individually
over the entire time interval. Table 6 illustrates the difficulties with using the raw FCC data for
the entire data set, including the Bay, for each season. Column 2, in Table 6, contains the mean
FCC for each season.It should be noted that the outliers dictate the average of the FCC,
therefore, this is not a valid representation. Based on this, it was decided that the mean of the
natural log (Ln) of the original FCC would be used in this analysis. The Ln of the individual
FCC were taken for each data point, then the mean was calculated.These values are
represented in Column 3. Column 4 contains the exponential of the mean Ln values in Column
3, the geometric mean. However, it was found that some sampling dates did not have fecal
coliform values associated with them (missing data). The analysis system that was used,
represents missing data as the value "zero", and does not include zero in its determinations.
Also, zero values decrease the calculation of the mean. Therefore, the zero values are omitted
when calculating the mean Ln concentrations (Column 5). Column 6 shows the corresponding
exponential of the values from Column 5.19
Column 1Column 2Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6
SeasonMean FCMean Ln (FC)
(1)
Exp( Mean Ln(FC))
(1)
Mean Ln(FC)
w/o zero (2)
Exp(MeanLn(FC))
w/o zero (2)
Winter 530.227 2.478 11.917 4.120 61.553
Spring 404.783 2.571 13.079 4.205 67.045
Summer1990.981 2.281 9.786 4.678 107.536
Autumn 870.616 2.470 11.822 4.493 89.370
Table 6: Various methods to calculate Fecal Coliform (FC) Concentrations of the entire
STORET data set, including the Bay.
When the seasonal means of the tributary raw fecal coliform data were evaluated, it
was found that the highest FCC occur in the summer. Table 7 illustrates this for the STORET
tributary data. Baxter-Potter (1988) found that bacterial densities were generally higher in the
spring and summer months and lower in the late fall and winter. Seasonal variation could be
related to several factors such as temperature, livestock management practices and manure
management practices. However, more than likely, the high precipitation of Tillamook County
is a very important factor.
The sampling stations in the Bay presented conflicting results for fecal coliform
concentrations when compared to the rivers. The highest counts in Tillamook Bay actually
occur in the Winter.This anomaly is most likely due to transportation and dilution rates.
During the relatively dry summer and early autumn, fecal waste accumulates in the pastures,
but these sources of organisms have no mechanism available for transport into the Bay.
Sewage treatment plants and subsurface septic tanks, barring mechanical malfunction, also
operate more effectively during dry months.This all changes with precipitation.Extended
periods of rain or high daily precipitation values which may occur periodically during the dry20
seasons cause flooding and heavy surface runoff which may wash any exposed waste from the
pastures to the streams. Until weather becomes predictable, this non-point source from run-off
containing manure is unavoidable. In the winter there is more precipitation and higher stream
flows, therefore, the FCC are more dilute in the streams. If streamflow data at each sampling
station were available, mass loading values could be calculated.Most likely, a mass load
analysis would indicate a higher amount of bacteria entering the waterways during the winter.
A simple mass flow value can be calculated by using Table 2, the Wilson River winter
and summer flow, and multiplying them by the exponential of column 3 in Table 7. The winter
flow is ten times greater than the summer flow. The winter and summer values are 343,500
and 134,000 MPN. Therefore, the winter mass load is almost three times higher than the
summer, even though the sampling concentration is lower in the winter.
Season No. of Ln. of Fecal Coliform Cone.Std. Deviation
Winter 329 3 854 1 693
Spring 290 4 370 1 811
Summer 321 5 392 1 792
Autumn 361 4 985 1 663
Table 7: Tillamook tributaries seasonal mean of the Ln of the FCC for 1960 - 1992
For this investigation, the Tillamook basin was divided into three separate areas. Each
area was different in its environment, geography and hydrology. Additionally, each area has
different amount of fecal coliform bacteria present due to the natural and environmental
conditions.The upper and predominately timber area has limited human and livestock
contamination. Niemi and Niemi (1991) found that fecal indicators were found in half the21
samples of the pristine areas, sometimes in high concentrations. Occasionally the waters did not
fulfill the criteria of good swimming water. It was concluded that the total output of bacteria
from pristine areas was, however, insignificant in comparison with the bacterial loads of the
agricultural areas.
The second area encompasses the waterways that border the agricultural activities.
The third, and smallest area incorporates all rivers and streams located downstream from most
dairy activity.
Included in the data set received from ODEQ were various sampling sites located
outside the Tillamook Watershed and sites located in the Bay.James Worledge at Farm
Services Agency (FSA) and Bob Petersen at Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)
helped to determine which sites did not drain into the Tillamook basin. These sites along with
the stations in the Bay were removed from the data analysis.
Along with the dairies, other factors may contribute to the high FCC in the Bay,
including waste water treatment plants, failing septic systems, fisheries and boat disposal of
human wastes. Therefore, this report does not try to explicitly quantify the change in the Bay
FCC. This report is to be used only as a tool to review the Tillamook water quality data set
and perhaps in the future be able to further evaluate all factors effecting the Bay.
STORET Water Quality Sampling Stations
In the original STORET data set acquired from the ODEQ, contained 127 sampling
stations. Bob Petersen at NRCS, stated that 16 of those stations were located outside the
Tillamook Watershed. An additional four of the stations had no FCC data. Of the remaining22
107 sampling stations, 18 were in the Bay and 89 were on the tributaries.Tim Worledge of
FSA noted that in most cases, the drainages for the Tillamook tributaries are completely north
of the rivers themselves.Therefore, run-off will flow to the river located south of the land
where it originated. The Miami, Kilchis, Trask, Tillamook and Wilson River drainages have
10, 10, 21, 20 and 19 sampling stations, respectively. In addition to the 18 stations located in
the Bay, six stations monitor water quality near the Bay. The station locations (Table 8) are
shown on a map in Figure 4.
Studies Leading to the Rural Clean Water Program
The information in the following paragraph was summarized from Moore, et.al.,
(1982) who compiled it from the 1972 and 1974 Federal Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) Tillamook Bay Water Quality reports.
The first indication of problems from fecal bacteria pollution were revealed through
routine monitoring of the Bay waters in 1969 - 71 by the Oregon State Health Division
(OSHD). The data implied a problem might exist during periods of heavy precipitation.In
1972, the OSHD's monitoring was intensified at sewage treatment plants and in the oyster beds
during wet weather. This data indicated that under flooding conditions, the oyster beds had
high levels of total and fecal coliform bacteria. Following FDA recommendations, the OSHD
conducted studies in the Fall and Winter of 1973 and found that the area did not meet the
NSSP guidelines. The FDA in cooperation with the OSHD conducted further comprehensive
monitoring studies in November 1974, May 1976 and November 1977. The purpose of these1.
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ODEQ and the OSHD conducted a series of intensive field studies from 1979 to 1981.
A total of four studies were conducted; three in wet weather and one in dry weather
conditions. The studies focused on three topics. First, describing the effects of the FCC in the
Bay and its drainage basins.Second, identifying the bacterial densities under various
meteorological conditions. Finally, identifying the sources that significantly contributed to the
problems in the Bay. There are twelve separate conclusion statements in the report. Overall, it
states that dairy operations, primarily manure storage and disposal on pastures, were sources of
organisms that contaminated the surface waters, especially during periods of rain. Ultimately,
recommendations were made for controlling sources of fecal pollution by installing various
Best Management Practices (BMP's) at dairy operation.For further reading, see the
"Tillamook Bay Bacteria StudyFecal Source summary EPA report" (Jackson et. al., 1982).
Meanwhile, many other studies were conducted on the Tillamook Watershed to
investigate water quality.Jim Moore et.al., (1982) examined the environmental factors
influencing the die-off and transportation of fecal coliform bacteria present in manure that was
applied to the land. A model was developed that investigated the effects of precipitation,
season, method of storage, die-off of bacteria in storage and on land, infiltration and soil
morphology and behavior. This model was designed to evaluate which management systems
significantly decrease bacterial pollution in agricultural runoff.
The FDA conducted a study, Tillamook Bay's hydrology, during the fall of 1980 (Carr
and Furfari, 1980). This report characterized the water circulation patterns within the Bay.26
Rural Clean Water Program
As a result of the studies and the continued problems in the Bay, the Tillamook Bay
Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) was awarded by the Federal government in 1980. The
Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) was a 10 to 15 year experiment designed to control
agricultural non-point source (NPS) in rural watersheds throughout the nation. In cooperation
with Tillamook County Soil and Water Conservation District, other state and federal agencies,
and the local dairy industry, the local project evolved. The Tillamook RCWP was a 15 year
effort to promote the utilization of on-farm pollution avoidance practices to improve the
basin's water quality. The goal of the project was to decrease the number of bacteria entering
the basin surface water by 70% using improved manure management systems and practices.
The theory behind most of the procedures can be summed up by the phrase "keep the manure
out of the water and keep the water out of the manure." Individual farm plans were developed
for dairy operations that participated in the program.These plans established the best
combination of practices for each farm to improve the manure management and to reduce the
escape of fecal coliform bacteria.The primary objective of the Tillamook RCWP was to
reduce the amount of organisms escaping from the dairy farms into the streams.
Nationally, the completed project provided $64 million in cost-share funds through the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), now the Farm Service Agency
(FSA). The money was allocated to twenty-one Watershed projects across the United States
including the Tillamook Watershed Project, in Oregon. NRCS funds were used to encourage
local investment in the construction and improvement of manure management and drainage
control facilities on the dairy farms throughout the county.As of 1990, the "cost-share"27
portion of the budget had already reached $7.75 million, with $5.26 million paid by the Federal
government and almost $2.5 million paid by the Tillamook farmers.Table 9 illustrates the
Tillamook RCWP Budget totaling $8.9 million dollars as of 1990. Table 10 summarizes the
annual achievements accomplished by RCWP.
Sources
Activity FederalState FarmerOther SUM
Cost Share 5,262,292 02,484,304 0 7,746,596
Information & Education 41,158 0 0 2,806 43,964
Technology Asst. 812,415 0 0122,375 934,790
H2O Quality Monitoring 9,821 83,090 051,625 144,536
SUM 6,125,686 83,0902,484,304176,806 $8,869,886
Source: Tillamook Bay RCWP Project, 1990
Table 9: Tillamook RCWP Budget28
Year Summary of Annual Achievements (based on fiscal year, Oct. - Sept)
1981 Project Funded: $1,834,942 allocated for contracts.
3 contracts written and approved.
1982 35 contracts written
$1,442,452 approved
$ 621,503 paid to 28 producers for BMP installation.
1983 $700,000 allocation increase for contracts
23 contracts written
$1,004,366 approved
$ 435,011 paid to 31 producers for BMP installation
1984 $482,338 allocation increase for contracts
10 contracts written
$ 400,628 approved
$492,263 paid to 30 producers for BMP installation
1985 $467,998 allocation increase for contracts
8 contracts written
$386,865 approved
$324,696 paid to 27 producers for BMP installation
1986 $900,000 allocation increase for contracts
25 contracts written
$1,200,767 approved
$483,335 paid to 28 producers for BMP installation
1987 $155,000 allocation increase for contracts
$122,613 approved for revisions to contracts
$628,670 paid to 47 producers for BMP installation
1988 $53,801 approved for revisions
$293,294 paid to 25 producers for BMP installation
1989 $24,782 approved for revisions
$184,345 paid to 20 producers for BMP installation
1990 $2,393 approved for revisions
$111,428 paid to 10 producers for BMP installation
1991 As of Dec. 31, $22,374 paid to 2 producers for BMP installation
Excerpt from Tillamook RCWP 10-year Progress Report, 1991, Table2.4.2
Table 10: Summary of Annual Achievements of Tillamook RCWP (1981 - 1991)
Best Management Practices (BMP's)
Best Management Practices (BMP's) are beneficial practices utilizing the most recent
technical and economical information available. Waste management practices that will insure
water quality are the focus of Tillamook County RCWP. When manure is collected it is29
usually stored and then later spread on the pastures. Increased storage capacity significantly
decreases pollution of surface waters. However, rainfall patterns must provide opportunity to
empty storage, regardless of size, or pollution will occur (Moore et. al., 1982).Dudley and
Karr (1979) noted that bacterial concentrations of fecal coliform were three times greater
during high flow periods as compared with base flow. It was suggested that even with higher
dilution rates resulting from peak run-off, the increased transport of surface materials was
sufficient to cause increased bacterial contamination.
Tillamook County's primary agricultural industry is dairy farming.The agricultural
lands that constitute the RCWP Tillamook project area account for 23,540 acres (USDA,
1987). Of Tillamook County's 131 dairy farms, implementation of BMP's on 109 farms was
considered critical for the project's success.This included 8,723 acres (37%) of the
agricultural lands. In total, 105 dairy farms have participated in the project, 102 under contract
with RCWP and three under the Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP) (Spooner, 1993).
The treatment of less extensive problems were solved by the dairy owners for an additional 22
dairies which were judged to pose no significant threat to water quality due to their location or
existing waste handling systems (USDA, 1991).
Assisted by federal and private funding, construction of physical improvements on
dairy farms was initiated in 1981. The vast majority of cost share funds were focused on
animal waste management. Table 11 shows the BMP's goals and achievements of the
Tillamook dairies as of December 1990. The BMP's were divided into six systems, with one
to twelve components per system. All installed BMP's were targeted toward manure storage
and management of the stored and land spread manure. Many BMP components are unique to30
this project because of the concerns caused by extremely high precipitation. Examples are
roofing and guttering of manure storage areas, and pasture drainage systems to prevent water
from standing in pastures where manure is applied.
.BMP's Utilized in the Project Units Goal Achievements
Total% of Goal
I. Permanent vegetative cover
a. Pasture and hayland management acres 388 284 73%
b. Pasture and hayland planting acres 30 30 100%
II. Animal waste management systems
a. Waste storage structure ft3 1,417,6971,214,365 86%
b. Guttering ft 51,411 39,103 76%
c. Roofing ft2 479,309405,824 85%
d. Buried mainline ft 32,615 27,715 85%
e. Waste treatment lagoon acre-ft 21 21 100%
f. Conduit ft 60 20 33%
g. Curbing ft 7,969 5,569 70%
h. Dike ft 45 0 0%
i. Grassed waterway or outlet ft 6,049 3,440 57%
j. Subsurface drain ft 96,300 84,420 88%
k. Surface drain, main, or lateral ft 8,090 8,050 99%
1. Waste management system # 98 45 46%
III. Grazing land protection system
a. Pipeline ft 4,650 2,150 46%
b. Trough or tank # 11 2 18%
c. Stock trails or walkways ft 259 104 40%
IV. Stream protection system
a. Fencing ft 7,693 5,873 76%
V. Water control structure
a. Structure for water control # 4 2 50%
VI. Fertilizer management
a. Waste utilization acres 8,700 5,849 67%
Source: Exerts from RCWP National Water Quality Evaluation Project, 1990
Table 11: BMP's Utilized in the Tillamook RCWP Project31
The hydrologic proximity of the potential fecal pollution sources to a stream is
significant. If the potential sources are deposited where organisms may not travel in run-off to
the stream, their contribution to the fecal pollution will be minimal (Baxter-Potter, 1988).
The BMP's selected for the project were the result of several intensive studies in the
basin (Moore et. al., 1982, USDA, 1991).This information was combined with knowledge
acquired from on-farm installations. According to Jim Worledge of FSA, the project will be
concluded by December 31, 1995, and has reached 95 % of the projected critical areas under
contract. The additional 5 % of the farms will not complete the RCWP installations under this
contract.
Jim Moore et. al., (1982, 1988) compared different waste management procedures to
evaluate their influence on FCC in run-off The following is a summarized list of guidelines for
the Tillamook Basin dairy producers.
(1) Storage significantly decreases pollution of surface waters. The method
and capacity of waste storage have a significant role in run-off water quality.
The method of storage is determined by the economic situation of the dairy
producer.However, storage capacity should be large enough to allow
flexibility of when to spread waste. With storage units of sufficient capacity,
dairy producers can store waste during wet periods of the year and then
withdraw and spread wastes during the dry periods.
(2) Drainlines significantly reduce run-off and the transport of bacteria.Soils
with subsurface drainage generally have larger profile water holding capacities
during the Winter than soils without drainage, consequently, they can hold
more bacteria and water, which decreases transport and run -off.
(3)Spreading waste on well drained soils in the Winter helps to decrease
pollution potential.
(4) Buffer zones are an efficient waste management procedure in reducing the
quantity of pollution entering the stream.
(5) Heavy application rates of wastes increase pollution potential.32
(6) Run-off from barnyards laden with stacked animal wastes possesses the
greatest pollution potential. These last two situations should be avoided in an
effort to maintain the water quality of surface waterways. (Moore, 1982)
These and other waste management practices were compared using three 40 day
precipitation records that represented heavy (30.38 inches), average (18.2 inches), and light
(11.79 inches) rainfall periods. The comparison was based on the 40-day net total of the FCC
in the run -off.It was found that an increase or decrease in the application rate resulted in a
proportional increase or decrease in the net run-off FCC when the remaining variables were
held constant. Applying the waste on poor draining soil results in the greatest increase of net
quantity of FCC. The addition of subsurface drainage to the loam soil resulted in a 90%
decrease in the net run-off FCC for liquid waste application, and 75% and 72% decreases for
dry and semi-liquid wastes, respectively. Finally, a buffer strip is effective in reducing the net
runoff FCC by 60 %.
Other Studies During RCWP
Historically, high FCC have been found in Tillamook Bay and its tributaries. Many
obstacles were encountered in previous studies which attempted to represent the behavior of
fecal coliform bacteria in this Watershed. At first glance, the raw data appears highly variable
so no trend seems apparent.
The statisticians from North Carolina State University (NCSU) discovered an overall
reduction in the login mean FCC of the tributaries (Maas, 1985).Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q)
plots were used to compare the FCC frequency distributions of 1978-1980 pre-BMP data with
1982-1984 post-BMP data. This analysis used a rigorous statistical approach which tests both33
the change in slope and whether the intercept is equal to zero. Table12indicates significant
reductions at four of the nine sites that were evaluated, however, all four sites were on the
same major river. When the split date was changed to January1982,it was found that four of
the five major river sites had statistically significant FCC reductions (Table 13). It was believed
that the difference in the results may have been due to the increased number of post-treatment
observations.
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Source: Excerpt from Maas(1985)Annual Report Table2.11:Changes in Logio-Mean FC
Concentrations in Tillamook Tributaries From a Q-Q Plot Analysis (Maas1986)
Table12:Q-Q Plot Analysis Results for1978-1980and1982-1984Division Dates for
Tillamook Tributaries
Site
TCHr.hic River
Miami River
TraskRiver
TillamookRiver
Wilson River
Site Identifier
MM4
TR8
T4A
WI3
Interpretation
pod =pre
post = pre
post = pre
post < pre
post = pre
Source: Excerpt from Maas(1985)Annual Report Table2.12:Changes in Log-Mean FC
Concentrations in Tillamook Major Tributaries from a Q-Q Plot Analysis using Jan.1982as
Pre-Post Division Date (Maas1986)
Table 13: Q-Q Plot Analysis Results for January1982Pre-Post Division Date for
Tillamook Tributaries34
Next, the student t-test was used to compare the pre- and post-BMP FCC log means
with various pre-post divisions. All of the sites showed some reductions in the log mean FCC.
Statistically, the p-value (described in the next section) needs to be less than 0.05 to be
considered significant. The reductions were statistically significant at all of the small tributary
sites, but only one of the five major river sites (Table 14).Again, January 1982 was used as
the dividing date and the FCC reductions were significant at four of the five major river sites
(Table 15).
Site IdentifierSampling Period N Mean LogP-value% Reduction
B1A Pre: 3/80 - 10/80 23 530 0.0001
Post: 9/83 - 3/85 27 78 85 %
B2 Pre: 12/79 - 10/80 30 3070 0.0001
Post: 9/83 - 3/85 30 236 92 %
K3A Pre: 3/80 -10/80 30 6531 0.0010
Post: 8/83 - 3/85 22 1104 83 %
K4 Pre: 10/79 - 3/82 68 87 0.19
Post: 7/82 - 6/85 39 61 30 %
M12 Pre: 7/83 - 11/83 6 699 0.12
Post: 1/84 - 3/85 24 200 71 %
MM4 Pre: 2/82 - 6/83 12 85 0.49
Post: 8/83 - 6/85 21 61 28 %
TR8 Pre: 12/79 - 6/83 42 119 0.14
Post: 8/83 - 3/85 27 70 41 %
T4A Pre: 3/80 - 6/83 31 268 0.41
Post: 8/83 - 6/85 32 196 27 %
W13 Pre: 10/79 - 6/83 91 132 0.005
Post: 8/83 - 6/85 52 68 48
Source: Excerpt from Maas (1985) Annual Report Table 2.13: FC Concentrations For Pre-
BMP vs. Post BMP Periods For Tillamook Bay Tributaries ( Maas, 1986).
Table 14:1985 MAAS (1995) t-test Analysis of Tillamook Tributaries with Various
Division Dates35
Site IdentifierNPre Mean LogPost Mean Log P-value % Reduction
K4 107 87 61.0 0.19 30 %
MM4 64 276 60.7 0.0002 78 %
TR8 69 168 63.4 0.005 62 %
T4A 63 387 162.0 0.023 58 %
W13 143 147 68.6 0.008 53 %
Source: Excerpts from Maas (1985) Annual Report Table 2.14: Log Mean FC Concentration
for Pre-BMP (1/75 - 12/81) vs. Post-BMP (1/82 - 6/85) Periods (Maas, 1986).
Table 15: 1985 Maas (1985) t-test Analysis of Tillamook Tributaries with January 1982
Division Date
It was observed that most of the pre-treatment data was from storm sampling (i.e.,
multiple daily samples during rainfall events) while the post-treatment period included both
storm and ambient sampling.It was suspected that streamflow may have biased the results.
After analyzing the Wilson River streamflow data with the fecal coliform data, it was found
that regardless of the pre- and post-BMP period chosen, there was no significant relationship
between log FCC and log streamflow, at least for the Wilson river.
The effects with a hydrograph analysis was also investigated. As might be expected,
the BMP's appeared to have the greatest effect in reducing peak FCC. Peak flow indicates the
highest flowrate, and thus the highest dilution.
Both of the analyses, Q-Q and t-test, demonstrate a decrease in the FCC. However, in
most cases, the results were not statistically significant in the major rivers.There are three
primary reasons for this conclusion.First, during any given storm event there are rapid
changes in the FCC. Second, it was difficult to obtain accurate flow records. Finally, it was
difficult to distinguish the segregation of the data in the pre- and post-BMP treatments periods.36
The 1989 Tillamook Bay Watershed Bacterial Analysis by Gary Arnold et al. (Arnold,
1989) compared data from the Bay and tributaries during three distinct periods.The first
group retained the water years (WY) 79 - 81. The second and third group contained WY 82 -
84, and WY 85 - 87, respectively.Concerning the tributaries, it was found that most fecal
coliform levels decreased in WY 82 - 84 and WY 85 - 87 as compared with WY 79 - 81.
Trends in the first WY group demonstrated increased fecal pollution. It was believed that this
may have been due to the lack of data for those water years. The waterways that exhibited an
increase in FCC were two of the smaller creeks. This may be due to the low dilution rates of
smaller channels (Arnold, 1989).
A computer model was developed by Koch and Aroner (1986) at Portland State
University, Portland, Oregon, to predict the concentrations of fecal coliform in Tillamook Bay.
The interim report states that the model will be able to produce FCC with data from any
combination of the established monitoring points in the Bay, with values reported at six-hour
intervals.This model was primarily intended to assist public agencies with the daily
management of FCC in the Tillamook shellfish growing areas (Koch, et. al., 1986).
There have also been several studies conducted throughout the sampling duration
which will not be addressed because their results do not pertain to the Tillamook tributaries.
These and previously mentioned studies indicate that water pollution from non-point sources
are characterized as being intermittent and variable in response to weather events. For this
reason, a simplified strategy for water sample collection is unlikely to yield useful data. An
ideal data set would include water quality information before and after the installation of a
BMP with all other factors held constant. Unfortunately, there is seldom an opportunity to37
collect consistent water quality data when working with non-point pollution.The data that
have been gathered from the Tillamook Bay and tributaries, however, provide an insight on
whether the installation of BMP's had any effect on the FCC in the tributaries as a result of the
confined surface run-off from the dairy farms.
The Statistical Analysis System
FCC exhibit substantial variations over seasons, location and years.If these
confounding variables are ignored, long-term trends in fecal coliform levels may be very
obscure. However, trend may be detected if the effects of these confounding variables are
estimated and removed before trends are investigated.
The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) has a procedure named General Linear Model
(GLM) which is designed to do the needed computation. GLM has the analysis tools needed
to accomplish the project objectives and it could easily accommodate the size of the data set.
Three distinct difficulties arose in analyzing the Tillamook tributary data set for trends.First,
the data set is not temporally homogeneous. Secondly, the data are not normally distributed.
Finally, the apparent trends in FCC data may result from a trend in meteorological conditions
such as rainfall or streamflow which are difficult to predict or control (Koch, 1986, Wiltsey,
1990).
A statistical model of a natural system can anticipate some variability which remains
unexplained. As previously mentioned, the daily precipitation data was gathered from only one
site in the Tillamook Watershed. Actual precipitation at a sampling site probably varied from
that at the precipitation gauge near the radio station, due to the distance between the sampling38
site and the precipitation gauge. Human error contributed to the variations in the sample
collections and laboratory analysis. The error associated with reading fecal conform colonies is
approximately 5 % (APHA, 1984).In an uncontrolled natural environment, the samples
probably were not chosen from the same specific location, depth and time as previous samples.
There are differing amounts of data collected at sampling sites and some sites that were studied
before the BMP's but not after the BMP's installation and vise-versa.
The square of the correlation coefficient, R2, is the fraction of the variation in the values
ofy that is explained by the least-squares regression ofy on x (Moore, 1993). In other words,
the R2 value demonstrates how well the chosen parameters, as a whole, explain the situation.
As previously mentioned, a model of a natural system may have a large amount of
unaccountable error. Therefore, in a model of a natural system, the R2 values are expected to
be smaller than the values found in a deterministic model. The type HI sum of the squares (SS)
analysis is a better method for viewing the accuracy of the model. In a type III SS evaluation,
the unaccountable error is separate from the parameters or terms. Therefore, the specific effect
of each parameter can be evaluated after the effects of all other parameters. It is important to
note that the accuracy is the same, whether the R2 value or the type DI SS is used.
The SASGLM procedure was used to analyze the data.GLM handles both
classification variables, which have discrete levels, and continuous variables, which measure
quantities.The GLM procedure employs the method of least squares to fit general linear
models. When more than one dependent variable is specified, GLM automatically groups
together those variables that have the same pattern of missing values within the data set. The39
analysis for each response variable utilizes all possible observations. GLM allows for any
degree of interaction, both cross effects and nested effects, as specified by the analysis model.
Within GLM, two specifications greatly influence the resulting analysis. The "Class"
statement identifies the classification variables, such as a station, to be considered in the
analysis.The "Model" statement names the dependent variables and independent effects.
Further, the "Output" statement creates a new SAS data set containing diagnostic measures
calculated after fitting the model.
The procedure calculates the sum of squares (SS), the mean square (MS), the F value
and the Pr>F value (P-value) for each term on the right-hand side of the equal sign in the
model.In its simplest form, the SS term is calculated by taking the deviation of each
observation, Yi,from the estimated mean, Y, squaring it, and then summing all such squared
deviations. This is shown in equation 1 (Neter, 1990).
n
(Y1Y)2
i=1
Equation 1
Each SS is divided by the degrees of freedom associated with it to get the MS. Here,
this number is n - 1, because one degree of freedom is lost by using / to estimate the
population mean, .The resulting estimator is the MS (a.k.a. sample variance) is shown in
equation 2 (Neter 1990).
(Yi17)2
S2 2i=1
n 1
Equation 2
In the more complex case, GLM evaluates each SS as the solution, (Y'Qi )(Y), where
Q' is a matrix of the general form (V(X'X)-1)( ).This computation produces a quantity40
MS; = SS; / rank (Q;) which should estimate residual variance if the part of the model with
which X is associated has no contribution to prediction of the response.
The F-value evaluates how close MS; is to the estimated residual variance: MS; / MS-
residual.This ratio should be close to one if the model term, with which MS; is associated,
adds nothing to the model of predictability. In other words, a formal statistical hypothesis, H.,
is true. The evidence against H. is evaluated by computing the probability (P-value), assuming
the H. is true. This estimates the probability that the F-value would take a value as extreme or
more extreme than the actual observed value if H. were true.The smaller the P-value, the
stronger the evidence against H. the data provides.
For example, if the F value is 4.18 with a P-value of 0.0447, then an F-value of 4.18 or
larger would occur about 4.5% of the time by chance.
Statistical significance is created when the P-value is compared to a fixed value. The
fixed value announces in advance how much evidence against H. is desired.The scientific
community frequently uses a fixed value of 0.05.It is important to note that any fixed value
can be used, however, 0.05 is commonly used as a statistical significance standard. The fixed
value gives evidence against H. so that it would happen no more than 5 % of the time, by
chance. The P-value is one-sided.
SAS uses a Type I and Type III Sum of the Squares (SS) analysis in the General Linear
Regression Model (GLM). A Type I SS analysis is also known as the sequential sum of the
squares. Sequential SS analyzes variables that are added in sequence to the linear model. Type
III SS analyses are also known as partial SS. The partial SS uses parameters that reflect the
partial effect of one independent variable when the other independent variables are included in41
the model and are held constant.In other words, the partial SS analysis evaluates the
contribution of the parameters in the linear model as though each were the last to enter the
equation. It illustrates the relative effects of each variable independently of the others (Draper,
1981).42
METHODS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction of Two Farm Study
This study had one objective. To evaluate the available water quality data, and,
analyze the data to see if the effects of installing various pollution avoidance measures
changed the water quality.Specifically, the goal was to determine if the escape of fecal
coliform organisms from dairies into the streams has decreased by the installation and/or
adoption of BMP ' s.
Initially, it was difficult to determine the data that would be useful to this project.
There were 107 locations from which samples have been collected for analysis in the Tillamook
STORET data set.There were 89 sampling sites were located on the streams and creeks.
However, only a few locations were found with before and after BMP installation data which
could provide directly comparable information. This conclusion resulted from reviewing other
studies and scanning the raw data.As a result, there were not sufficient data to directly
interpret the effects of the BMP's at several locations.As previously stated, other studies
encountered this same problem and were unable to find statistically significant trends of the
data in the Tillamook waterways.
Analysis of Two Farm Study
The first step was to develop a small scale statistical model. It was determined that the
desired profile would consist of farms with BMP's installed as well as sampling stations located43
up and downstream from the farm.Although there are 131 dairy farms in the Tillamook
Watershed, there were only two sites where up and downstream data were collected
concurrently. The available data above and below the two farms were analyzed to determine if
there were changes in the FCC at the selected farms during the time of the BMP installation.
Before the BMP's were installed, the downstream concentration should be higher than the
upstream concentration due to the contribution of fecal pollution in the run -off.Once the
BMP's were installed, they should reduce the amount of fecal pollution entering the surface
water from the dairy operation. Therefore the downstream concentration should be equal or
less than the upstream concentration due to die -off. If changes were demonstrated, this would
infer that the installation of BMP's were the main factor affecting the difference.
It was determined that two farms in the Tillamook Watershed data set fit the profile.
The first farm (Landolt's) had monitoring from 1985 to 1990. A total of fifty-five observations
were recorded either upstream or downstream from the farm during this period. The second
farm (Morrison's) was also monitored from 1985 until 1990.There were 43 observations
either upstream or downstream from this farm during the observation period.Appendix 2
summarizes the normal and Ln of FCC from Landolt and Morrison's farm study.
The differences of the Ln of the FCC downstream minus Ln of the FCC upstreamare
the dependent variables. The dependent variables are represented in this modelas
The F DIFF is calculated by a three step process. The first step is to calculate the dailymean
of the Ln of the FCC for each station. There are four stations in this analysis. Each farm has
one station located upstream and one station located downstream.The second step is to
calculate the change of Ln of the FCC at each farm by subtracting the upstream value from the44
downstream value. The final step is to combine the two farms' FDIFF values into a modified
data set.
The model calculates coefficients for the following parameters; INTERCEPT,
PREC_120, YEARC and each SEASON. To evaluate the equation, it is necessary to input
the raw data of five day precipitation and the date in the appropriate locations. The date is
calculated so that January 1, 1985, is the initial time and the time step is 1/365th.This time
value is multiplied by the YEARC coefficient value. The PREC_120 coefficient is multiplied
by the actual 5 day precipitation value. When the original data is combined with the coefficients
of the model a plane is created.The equation has the intercept plus the slope due to the
antecedent precipitation, the annual seasonal variations, and changes due to irregularities in
each year.Actually, there are four equations, one for each of the seasons, to illustrate the
diversity of each season. Table 16 depicts the equation of the planes for each season.
Season Equation
Winter FC =1.4440+ 0.00053 x (Prec 120) + 0.2868 x (Time)
Spring FC =1.8807+ 0.00053 x (Prec_120) + 0.2868 x (Time)
Summer FC =0.5610+ 0.00053 x (Prec 120) + 0.2868 x (Time)
Autumn FC =-0.0224+ 0.00053 x (Prec 120) + 0.2868 x (Time)
Table 16: Equations of the estimates of the Ln of the FCC created by SAS for each season in
the 2Farm study
In most cases, the Ln of the FCC is not reduced in the individual upstream or the
individual downstream models over the time period. However, it was observed that the FCC
downstream are significantly higher than the FCC upstream. This increase is presumed to be45
caused by fecal waste entering the stream or river between the two sampling points.
Unfortunately, after evaluating the coordinated data, it was discovered that the daily difference
across the farms slightly increased over the observation period and was not statistically
significant..
There may be numerous reason why this model was not statistically significant.
Specific answers can not be determined from this analysis.However, the following three
reasons may have play a role in this result. First, this analysis involved a small population of
samplings, usually taken after storm events.Secondly, these farms may not have
maintained the BMP' s at optimum levels.Finally, no data existed to establish the
upstream/downstream difference prior to the installation of BMP's.
Introduction of Tributary Study (All Stations)
The next phase of the study was to examine the entire Tillamook Watershed to
estimate the changes in the fecal coliform concentrations. A larger modelwas developed to
evaluate the entire tributary data set. This model depicts the response of FCC by modifying the
irregularities due to four major factors; antecedent precipitation,season, area and station.
These parameters will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
This model tries to determine the trend by estimating the variance of each parameter, it
is not a prediction model. This model is the best representation of the trend given the limited
useful data that was available.
As previously mentioned, Tillamook's daily precipitation data were gathered from the
State Climatologist at Oregon State University. A 120 hour antecedent precipitation figure46
was calculated for each day. The data were then organized and merged with the corresponding
STORET data in a newly formed database. The value for the Ln of the FCCwas calculated
for each observation. In some cases, data were collected several times in a single day.Since
storm events will not be evaluated, a daily Ln of the FCC is needed. In this case, the Ln of the
FCC were averaged daily, and the frequency was recorded for each date. An analysiswas also
conducted on the STORET raw data to find the mean Ln of FCC for each river.This
information is provided in Table 17.
Tributary Mean Ln(FCC)I Std. Dev. Drainage Basin * (Miles)
Kilchis 4.535 1.931 6.1
Miami 4.559 1.650 5.6
Tillamook 5.039 1.759 12.8
Trask 4.577 1.736 9.6
Wilson 4.462 1.954 8.4
Bay 4.144 1.833
Segment through Agricultural Lands (Tillamook County SWCD, 1981)
Table 17: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Ln of the FCC in the Tillamook Rivers
Once the database was established, an introductory model was developed to analyze
the data.Because the model was used only to evaluate the tributaries in the Tillamook
watershed, the sites either outside the Tillamook watershed or in the baywere removed from
the analysis data set.Incorporation of data from outside the study area only shifted the
intercept to an excessively high value.
Even though the BMP installations began in 1981, some pollution control efforts began
before RCWP. There was not a clear date to separate "pre-BMP" from "post-BMP" because47
the controls were phased in over several years. The data set was divided into time periods
designated as 'before' (1960 - 1984) and 'after' (1985- 1992) BMP installation, respectively.
Alternative time splits were evaluated:1983 and 1985.The alternative time splits
demonstrated similar statistical results, however, the 1984 time split provided slightly better
statistical significance.Also, there are very few sampling points during 1981 through 1984.
Therefore, 1985 seems to be a natural beginning for the post-BMP period. Only the last two
digits of the year are used in the STORET database (i.e., 1960 = 60). However, in the analysis,
the date was represented in two separate forms. The first method, termed "SAS_DAY," isa
six figure notation where 01 - 01- 60 represents January 1, 1960.The second style is a
specialized Julian date, which was calculated to accommodate the model. The model evaluates
each year by designated season. For this model, Winter, Spring, Summer and Autumn begin
on December 21, March 21, June 21, and September 21, respectively.The Julian date is
modified so that the initial date is December 21, 1959, and the time step is 1/365th for each
successive day.Therefore, December 20, 1960, would be the last day of the first year and
December 20, 1992, is the completion of the thirty-third year.It is of interest to note that the
STORET database has no FCC sampling entries for 1978.
After aerial photographs were evaluated in April 1994, a tour of Tillamook's farms and
sampling stations was arranged. With the help of James Worledge, at the Tillamook County
FSA, each of the sampling stations were located on topographic maps. Thereare two different
ways to evaluate the drainages. The first method is to look at each of the five drainage areas
separately.Another practice is to dissect the drainages as a whole, by river miles.It was
uncertain which of the methods would produce a better outcome. Therefore, each approach48
was evaluated. Drainages in the Tillamook Watershed are unique in that most of the drainage
basin for each river lies completely north of the corresponding river.Figure 5 illustrates the
USGS designations of the Tillamook drainages.
The 1985 NWQEP Annual Report (Maas, 1985) analyzed the Tillamook Bay
tributaries individually. However, only one site on each river was considered.The report
postulated that with more data, statistical significance could be established for the reduction of
FCC. The STORET data were sampled from various ditches and small streamsas well as the
main tributaries.Therefore, each station in this analysis needed to be specifically locatedon
topographic maps to determine which drainage it was sampling.
There are five drainages, excluding the Bay: Miami, Kilchis, Trask, Tillamook and
Wilson. Each station was located in its corresponding drainage and a subroutinewas created
to group the stations together in their designated drainage. This analysis demonstrated that the
parameter were applicable, however, the effects of the BMP's could not be determined with
this method.In other words, another approach was needed. The drainage version of the
analysis can be reviewed in Appendix 4.
A station's river mile designation is an artificial, but useful measurement to determine
the distance from the river's mouth. A subroutine was created to segregate the watershed by
river mile.Three "areas" were specified for the analysis.The "agricultural" area was
designated as the "area" where the majority of the farms are located.Then two lines were
sketched to identify the upper and lower boundaries around the "agricultural" area. The upland
orforestedareawasabovetheagriculturalsectionandthedownstreamareaHE
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signifies the area next to the bay. The segregation of these three designated areas (UP, MIDD,
DOWN) represents the land use distinction in every version of this analysis (Figure 6).
The three designated "areas" were utilized to evaluate the change in FCC.The
majority of the manure handling treatment was located in the agricultural section; the model
identified this area as "MIDD". The BMP's should reduce the amount of fecal coliform
organisms entering the waterways in this section and therefore decrease the downstream
(DOWN) fecal coliform concentrations. Therefore, it was anticipated that the greatest change
in FCC would be observed in the "MIDD" and "DOWN" areas.
The final variation to the analysis evaluated the importance of precipitation data; both
24 hour and 120 hour antecedent precipitation were investigated. The analysis demonstrated
both were significant (Pr < 0.05), however, the 120 hour antecedent precipitation was the
better of the two. This version can be reviewed in Appendix 5.It was decided that only the
120 hour antecedent precipitation would be utilized since the antecedent values include the 24
hour values.This removed any possible confounding between the two variables.Seasonal
precipitation was tabulated in Appendix 1 by low, median and high values in hundredths of an
inch (10th, 50th & 90th percentile, respectively).
Discussion of Tributary Analysis
The results of the analysis may be viewed as the effects that one variable has on the
estimate of the Ln of the FCC at an individual station, then describe the effects of each variable
as it is added to the equation. Each station had a unique solution, however, for illustration any
one station may be chosen.Therefore, station D412130, Wilson River at Highway 101, wasTILLAMOOK BAY DRAINAGE BASIN
Tillamook, YorMill, Washington County
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It has 211 observations during 1960 to 1992, of which only 156 observations actually
contained FCC data.
Figure 7 illustrates the effects that antecedent precipitation have on the Ln of the FCC
at this station. Figure 7 was created using Equation 3.After the initial analysis, it became
evident that the slope of the antecedent precipitation values differed in the two time periods.
The slope was positive before BMP's and negative after BMP installation.Therefore, two
different coefficients were used to evaluate the antecedent precipitation values. A 13, estimates
the slope produced by all antecedent precipitation values, while 642_, was the change in the
estimate of the antecedent precipitation values occurring after BMP installation. To produce
the pre-BMP line, A132_, has a multiplier of zero for pre-BMP data records. However, the
entire equation was utilized to create the post-BMP line. To examine the estimate of the slope
after BMP's, the two estimates must be summed, ( = 0(3 32-1+ 131).For simplification,
incremental steps beginning at 0.01 inches of precipitation will be used to evaluate the
precipitation variable. Figure 7 indicates that prior to 1985, pre-BMP, the Ln of the FCC was
increasing with an increase in 120 hour antecedent precipitation. This suggests that as rain
increased, there was an increase in the FCC at the sampling stations.In other words, when
precipitation increases, the soil becomes saturated, and overland flow may occur. This runoff
probably would carry manure deposited on the agricultural lands to the streams.This may
cause a higher reading of FCC at the sampling stations.53
T= + Ai12-3xP) + +la Equation 3
Where:
= Ln FCC
131 = Prec_120 coefficient
0132-1 = Prec120*Postbmp coefficient
P = Simplified precipitation values
= Station coefficient
cp = Area coefficient
= Model Intercept
Equation 3: Tributary model to create Figure 6
Figure 7 also shows that after 1985, the Ln of the FCC decreased with an increase in
120 hour antecedent precipitation. Using the same logic as previously, it suggests that there
were lower FCC reaching the sampling stations. One reason could be that the overland flow
which occurred with increased precipitation did not contain the high concentrations of the fecal
coliform bacteria, probably as a result of the manure containment devices installed at the
dairies. Therefore, the run-off diluted the stream's normal fecal coliform concentration.
The next variable evaluated was the seasonal effects. The Ln of FCC may vary due to
seasons for many reasons. There may be an increased chance for manure to enter the streams
due to livestock management and transitory precipitation of individual seasons.First, in the
summer, the cows grazing and manure spreading activities are both more likely to increase on
the pastures than in the winter.Second, the variation may be affected because the season
coefficient examined a longer precipitation trends (four months) than the 120 hour precipitation4
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coefficient. Finally, with an increase in the seasonal precipitation, the river flows are increased.
The only change in Equation 3 was adding the season coefficient to the end of the equation.
This modification only changes the intercept of the equation.Actually, each season has a
distinct and individual intercept.Therefore, there are four lines to demonstrate the seasonal
effects on the equation. For ease of demonstration, before and after BMP installation equations
were presented in separate figures. Figure 8 and 9 demonstrate the pre-BMP and post-BMP
seasonal effects on Station D412130, respectively.
The final variable evaluated was time as a continuous variable.Mathematically, the
time variable generates a third dimension. To represent all the variables, the equations of the
model can be viewed as planes in three-dimensions. Each line that was created by the seasonal
effect actually is an individual plane. The x-, y- and z-axes are represented by the parameters,
"prec_120", "yearcalc" and "LNfecal", respectively. To visualize this plane, place a piece of
paper in the corner of a room; the bottom corner is the point (0,0,0). The z-axis lies at the
junction of the two walls and the x- and y-axes are created between the walls and the floor
(Figure 10). The paper can be tilted in the x- and y-directions to illustrate the specified slopes
and positioned at different elevations to vary the intercept.I-11
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Example of 3-D Diagram
Figure 10: Example of a 3-D Diagram
The original data can be used to evaluate the entire equation.However, to evaluate a
three dimensional picture, the original data had to be duplicated and organized into two
separate spreadsheets. Each spreadsheet contained the same data. The first spreadsheet was
arranged by time and will illustrate the plane of the Ln of the FCC and the time continuous
variable (y- and z-axes). The second spreadsheet was sorted by the seasonally averaged 120
hour antecedent precipitation and produce the plane of the Ln of the FCC and the precipitation
variable (x- and z-axes).
In Equation 4, the FCC were estimated by summing three terms.The first term
multiplied the precipitation coefficients by the original prec_l 20 data to create a slope in thex-
-direction. The second term multiplied the continuous time coefficient by the original time data
, to create a slope in the y- direction. The final term, the combined intercept (+ (f) ++),59
was a constant for each station.If a different station is investigated, the station (A,) and
perhaps the area ( (1) ) variables would change. As previously noted, 6112_, equals zero during
the pre-BMP period.
tif ={(111-1- A2_1)xP} +( i-xT)+i+(p. +11+i-1 Equation 4
Where:
lIf = Ln FCC
13, = Prec 120 coefficient
0f32_, = Prec 120*Postbmp coefficient
P = precipitation values
= Station coefficient
(p^= Area coefficient
= Model Intercept
ti = Yearcalc coefficient
T = Time continuous values
rl= Season coefficient
Equation 4: Estimates of the natural log of Fecal Coliform Concentrations
A two dimensional (Ln FCC & time) representation was displayed in Figure 11. There
was a slight downward trend found in the FCC prior to BMP installation. Over this twenty-
five year period the Ln of the FCC decreased by 0.5 units or a 1.6 unit change in the FCC.
This presumably was caused in part, by the efforts of the dairy farmers to improve manure
management even before the "cost-share" program was initiated.It may also have been due to
upgrading septic systems to improve sewage containment. During the sixties and seventies,
renovations were constructed to reduce dumping the raw sewage into the rivers. Several areastri 6.5
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serviced by septic systems were connected to municipal sewer lines (Spooner, 1987).Also,
there was an increased awareness in the community and agricultural industry to protect the
streams.
In Figure 11, the post-BMP period does not demonstrate a significantly steeper slope
than the pre-BMP solution. However, some trends can be determined from Figure 11. When
comparing pre-BMP to post-BMP time periods, the summer concentrations have the least
change in slope, whereas winter concentrations demonstrate the greatest change in slope.
Since there is an increase in precipitation and therefore, increased run -off in the Winter, the
FCC would demonstrate the precipitation variable effects more distinctly.Converting the
planes into lines created in the "Ln of the FCC" and "time" axes will not completely
demonstrate the dynamics of this analysis.Time, as a variable, has been essential in other
studies, however, the precipitation variable may also play an important role.
The precipitation effect was the most important key to the trend analysis. The event
was seen in every analysis that was run. Therefore, a chart to view the Ln of the FCC verses
the prec_l 20 axes is illustrated in Figure 12. A seasonally averaged 120 hour antecedent
precipitation value was calculated for each season to use for these charts. Every season
confirmed that the post-BMP period has lower fecal coliform concentrations. Figure 12 also
demonstrates the range of the 120 hour antecedent precipitation for each season. Figures 13,
14, 15, and 16 depict Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring individually.In each season, the
Ln of the FCC are considerably lower in the post-BMP period when compared to the pre-BMP
period.Wilson River Station0412130: Estimates ofthe Natural Log of theFecal Coliform Concentrations Using theOriginal Prec_120 Datain the Tributary Model
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Figure 13: Wilson River Station D412130: Estimates of the Natural Log of the Fecal
Coliform Concentrations Using the Original Prec_120 Data In the Tributary Model
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Figure 14: Wilson River Station D412130: Estimates of the Natural Log of the Fecal
Coliform Concentrations Using the Original Prec_120 Data in the Tributary Model
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Figures 13 and 14: Tributary Model estimates of the Ln (FCC) in Summer and Winter64
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Figure 15: Wilson River Station D412130: Estimates of the Natural Log of the Fecal
Conform Concentrations Using the Original Prec_120 Data In the Tributary Model
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Figure 16: Wilson River Station 0412130: Estimates of the Natural Log of the Fecal
Coliform Concentrations Using the Original Prec_120 Data In the Tributary Model
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FigUres 15 and 16: Tributary Model estimates of the Ln (FCC) in Autumn and Spring65
To investigate the trends in each area, the mean for all the station coefficients in each
area was calculated.This mean station coefficient replaced the station coefficient ( X ) in
Equation 4. The estimates for the Ln of the FCC in the downstream area for each season are
displayed in Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20. They are three dimensional surface plots for Winter,
Summer, Autumn, and Spring, respectively.These trends were similar to those seen in the
figures created with the Wilson riverstation.In actuality,the combined intercept
( X + cp + µ +) of equation 4 is the only value that changes in the equation. Specifically, the
Wilson station coefficient (1.22282) will be decreased to the value of the mean station
coefficient (0.92435).There is a 0.298 unit decrease in the combined intercept from the
Wilson River representation.
In these figures, the affects of the 120 hour antecedent precipitation can be seen by
moving along one line of the Ln of the FCC from low to high precipitation.In every case
before BMP's, the Ln of the FCC increase with an increase in precipitation.After BMP
installation, the Ln of the FCC decrease with an increase in precipitation. The Ln of the FCC
continually decrease along the time axis, however, there is a shift in 1985.
The upstream and agricultural areas affect equation 4, also.To calculate the area
effects, the mean station coefficient was added to the area coefficient.In this representation,
the area coefficients only affect the combined intercept.Mathematically, the slopes in the
prec_120 (x-axis) and time (y-axis) axes will not be affected.Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24
demonstrate the three planes created by the different areas for each season.These figures
demonstrate that the FCC increase from the upstream to the agricultural area. Then there is a
slight decrease from the agricultural area to the downstream area. The difference between the66
agricultural and downstream areas was approximately 0.4 natural log units.The difference
may have been biased by the sampling differences in the two areas, and was too small to make
any conclusions. The upstream, or baseline area had the lowest FCC. The FCC increased
0.927 natural log units for the agricultural area and 0.531 units for the downstream area.
For this statistical model, the percent reduction of the estimates of the Ln of the FCC
over the entire time period (1960 - 1992) are presented in Table 18. The FCC can be back
calculated from the estimates of the Ln of the FCC. The percent reductions of the FCC are
presented in Table 19. The percent reductions of the FCC for the RCWP period (1980- 1992)
are presented in Table 20.67
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Figure 17: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
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FIGURE 18: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): 3-0 TREND OF THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
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Figures 17 and 18: Downstream surface plots with mean station coefficient for Winter and Summer68
FIGURE 19: TRIBUTARY MOCEL (1): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURAL LOG CF THE FECAL
CCUFORM CONCENTRATICN IN THE COWNSTREAm AREA. AUTUMN
FIGURE 20: TRIBUTARY MODEL (I): SJ TRENO FCR THE NATURAL LOG OF THE FECAL
CCUFORM CONCENTRATICN IN THE :CWNSTREAM AREA. SPRING
Figures 19 and 20: Downstr=m plus withrnt-L.-. for Soring and Autumn69
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FIGURE 21: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): AREA COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
FECAL COUFORM CONCENTRATION IN WINTER
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FIGURE 22: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): AREA COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
FECAL COUFORM CONCENTRATION IN SUMMER
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Figures 21 and 22: Area surface plots for Winter and SummerFIGURE 23: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): AREA COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL LOG OF
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FIGURE 24: TRIBUTARY MODEL (1): AREA COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL LOG OF
THE FECAL COUFORM CONCENTRATION IN SPRING
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FigUres 23 and 24: Area surface plots for Spring and Autumn
70PREC 120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 15.49% 18.34% 26.00% 20.67%
High 17.18% 21.92% 30.28% 24.46%
Table 18: Tributary Model - Percent reduction of the natural log of the fecal coliform concentrations(1960 - 1992)
PREC 120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 58.49% 61.67% 65.84% 62.67%
High 62.67% 69.02% 72.38% 69.83%
Table 19: Tributary Model - Percent reduction of the fecal coliform concentrations (1960 -1992)
PREC_120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 29.27% 34.69% 41.80% 36.41%
High 36.41% 47.21% 52.95% 48.59%
Table 20: Tributary Model - Percent reduction of the fecal coliform concentrations (1980 -1992)72
Tributary Study -- 14 Stations
After reviewing the initial tributary model, it was decided to review and scrutinize the
raw data again. As stated, some stations were only monitored before 1984 or only monitored
after 1984. These stations were removed from the data set and another analysis was assessed.
There are 55 stations located on the Tillamook tributaries and creeks.Eighteen
stations are in the upstream and pristine areas. Two of these stations have sufficient data to
compare before and after BMP installation fecal coliform concentrations.There are twenty
sites in the agricultural land, of which six may be compared. Finally in the downstream areas
there are seventeen stations.Six have corresponding data that may be compared. This is a
limited data set with which to directly evaluate the effects of BMP locations before and after
BMP installation. With this information, it is extremely difficult to directly interpret the effects
of the BMP's at every location.
The SAS program was written exactly the same as the tributary SAS program, with the
exception of using only the fourteen selected stations. Table 21 contains the station identifiers
and their locations used in this analysis.It was also statistically significant. The output can be
found in Appendix 6.
This variation of the model is also statistically significant, however, it does not produce
as prominent P-values as the initial analysis does. This indicates that there were variances that
were unaccounted.As noted in the 1985 NWQEP Annual Report, (NWQEP, 1985) the
majority of the post-BMP data was gathered during storm events.This may have produced
some of the unaccounted for variance.73
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Table 21: Station Identifiers and Locations used in Modified Analysis
Analyzing the estimates of the Ln of the FCC at one station is preferred to using the
mean station coefficient.Therefore, the results for the 14 station version utilize the Wilson
river station location.Since the same parameters were used for both versions of the model,
equation 4 may be used to create the seasonal surface plots of the downstream station, Wilson
River (412130), in Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28. The figures describe the effects of time and the
120 hour antecedent precipitation on the Ln of the FCC. The trend is almost identical to the
tributary study.The change in equation 4's combined intercept value without the season
coefficient (.1, + 0 + ,ii ) was decreased only 0.137 Ln units.
For the 14 station model, the percent reduction of the estimates of the Ln of the FCC
over the entire time period (1960 - 1992) are presented in Table 22.The FCC can be back
calculated from the estimates of the Ln of the fecal coliform concentrations.The percent
reductions of the FCC are presented in Table 23. The percent reductions of the FCC for the
RCWP period (1980 - 1992) are presented in Table 24.74
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FIGURE 25: TRIBUTARY MODEL (2): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
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FIGURE 26: TRIBUTARY MODEL (2): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURAL LOG OF THE
FECAL COUFORM CONCENTRATION IN THE DOWNSTREAM AREA, SUMMER
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Figures 25 and 26: Surface plots for 14 station model in Winter and Summer75
FIGURE 2T: TRIBUTARY MODEL (2): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURALLoaOFTHE FECAL
COUFORMCONCENTRATION IN THE DOWNSTREAM AREA, SPRING
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FIGURE 29: TRIBUTARY MODEL (2): 3-0 TREND FOR THE NATURAL LOG OF THE FECAL
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Figures 27 and 28: Surface plots for 14 station model in Spring and AutumnPREC_120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 12.14% 14.46% 19.98% 16.43%
High 13.44% 17.20% 23.16% 19.39%
Table 22: 14 Station Model - Percent reduction of the natural log of the fecal coliform concentrations (1960 - 1992)
PREC 120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 50.70% 53.79% 57.92% 54.78%
High 54.78% 61.12% 64.59% 61.95%
Table 23: 14 Station Model - Percent reduction of the fecal coliform concentrations (1960 - 1992)
PREC_120 Summer Autumn Winter Spring
Low 24.33% 29.07% 35.40% 30.58%
High 30.58% 40.31% 45.64% 41.59%
Table 24: 14 Station Model - Percent reduction of the fecal coliform concentrations (1980 - 1992)77
CONCLUSION
The overall goal of this project was to determine if the Tillamook tributaries' water
quality have improved due to the installation of Best Management Practices (BMP) at
dairies in the Tillamook Bay Watershed.Since water quality data was not collected for
this specific goal, the available STORET data was used.Previous studies have had
difficulties in evaluating the numerous parameters that effect water quality. Therefore, this
study analyzed and estimated the variance of five important parameters that effect the
water quality of this region. The five main variables used in this analysis are; 120 hour
antecedent precipitation, season, location of the sampling station, the area where the
station is located and time.
It is important to distinguish that this is not a prediction model.It is a statistical
analysis that estimates the variance (noise) created by parameters and the effects that these
parameters have on the trend of a dependent variable, Ln of the FCC.The analysis
predicts the variance of these parameters extremely well (P-value < 0.05) by evaluating the
STORET data set.However,itdoes not predict the future trend of the FCC.
Recommendations for creating a data set that will predict the future trends are included in
the "Recommendations" section.
With the available data, this study tried to demonstrate that the installation of
BMP's was a major contributor to the reduction in fecal coliform concentrations. With
the Statistical Analysis System (SAS), three statistically significant models were designed
to demonstrate the water quality trends in the Tillamook tributaries.The analyses78
confirmed that there were reductions in the Ln of the FCC in the tributaries. The rate of
the decrease was altered by the BMP installation as shown by the post-BMP data set.
The procedure of measuring the changes of the water quality over time was
appropriate. However, analyzing the trends created in the prec_l 20 plane demonstrated
the post-BMP influence better than the time analysis.
There are three distinct difficulties in analyzing the Tillamook tributary data set for
trends. First, the data set is not temporally homogeneous. Secondly, the data are not normally
distributed. Finally, the apparent trends in fecal coliform concentration data may result from a
trend in meteorological conditions such as rainfall or stream flow which are difficult to predict
or control (Aroner, 1987, Wiltsey, 1990).
The "up/downstream" analysis examined the up and downstream data from two
farms in the watershed.No statistical significance was demonstrable with this data.
However, when those farms were included in the "tributary" study, this analysis found
statistically significant reductions in the fecal coliform concentrations.
The question may be raised; which one of these analyses should be believed? They
are truly two different analyses.The "up/downstream" analysis demonstrates that there
were not statistically significant increases in fecal coliform concentrations between the two
sampling stations at each of the farms. The "up/downstream" analysis looked at a very
small population of samplings, usually taken after storm events and only during the "post-
BMP" period.Whereas the "tributary" study analyzed all tributary data taken during
various meteorological conditions over a thirty-three year period. The four stations used
in the "up/downstream" study were included in the "tributary" study. However, they were79
then considered part of the "agricultural" area data.The "tributary" analysis found an
overall statistically significant reduction of the FCC in the "agricultural" area. Therefore,
both of these analyses were correct.In other words, the four sites' parameters, as an
individual model, were not statistical significance, however, when the sites were included
with the rest of the agricultural data, the parameters in the overall analysis were
statistically significant.
The 33 year "tributary" analysis of the Wilson River station (D412130) determined
FCC reductions as high as 69.83, 62.67, 69.02 and 72.38 % in the Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter, respectively. There were 48.59, 36.41, 47.21 and 52.95% reductions
during the RCWP years (1980 - 1992) that may be attributed to the BMP's. The BMP
installation began in 1981 and continued through 1995, however, the majority of the
BMP's installation began in 1983.
To demonstrate the change of the Ln of the FCC in each area, the station
coefficient values were averaged to produce a "representative mean station" for each area.
The percent reductions were calculated for each area.Table 25 demonstrates the
reductions of the Ln of the FCC over time in each season.
Area Spring Summer Autumn Winter
Upstream 25.42 % 17.53% 23.66% 33.20%
Agricultural 20.26% 14.45% 19.23% 25.50%
Downstream 21.91% 15.45% 20.66% 27.90%
Table 25: Percent Reduction of Natural Log of the Fecal Coliform Concentration by Area80
The upstream area demonstrated the greatest reduction in the Ln of the FCC. This
may be due to upgrading of septic systems of homeowners, increased awarenessand
actions toward reducing pollution and other factors.
It was also discovered that the reduction of the Ln of the FCC in the downstream
area was greater than the agricultural area.This suggests that the installed BMP's
contributed to the reduction of fecal coliform concentrations and that there is a significant
reduction in the waterways downstream from the installed BMP's.
These reductions are not at optimum levels because of three important factors.
First of all, not all farms have been provided with fullest possible array of manure
containment facilities.Secondly, even with full implementation, some fecal coliform
bacteria may escape.Finally, the BMP's must be diligently operated and maintained to
provide the most effective capture and die-off of fecal coliform bacteria.
On occasion, FCC still exceed regulatory guidelines. Unfortunately, not all of the
manure has been kept out of the tributaries. During the Fall of 1993, aerial photographs
were taken of many farms.Some BMP's were not being properly operated and
maintained. As a result, the farmers will not be able to optimally reduce FCC that enter
the streams. Continued efforts by the dairy farmers to maintain their BMP's with the best
operational efficiency are extremely important.
When the BMP's are correctly installed and well managed, they will provide the
maximum manure containment protection for the streams. Dairy farms, however, are not
the only source of fecal coliform bacteria in the waterways. There is a natural background
concentration that occurs in the streams. Realistically, the best case scenario would be if81
the BMP's could prohibit all manure produced at the dairy farms from entering the
streams.
Water quality sampling needs to be continued to evaluate further trends.Some
difficulties were encountered in this study due to the lack of relevant data. Precipitation
and stream flow conditions taken at the sampling sites would have aided this analysis
considerably. Hydrological data is necessary to evaluate trends in a dynamic system, such
as a river. The only hydrological information available was the USGSmonthly record of
the Wilson River read at Highway 101. This location is downstream from most
agricultural use.Maas (1985) tried to use this data to find trends in the tributaries.
Statistically significant trends could not be found using this data. Maas (1985) planned to
attempt an analysis with streamflow data from other tributary sites in the future. Oregon
State Climatologist, George Taylor, stated that using precipitation data from one gauge
station may be erroneous for predicting streamflow since the precipitation is highly
variable throughout Tillamook County.For this project, the precipitation data was
provided from only one location, the KTIL radio station located on the south end of the
Bay.In the future, precipitation data should be gathered using appropriate spatial and
temporal designs.
Recommendations
A consistent monitoring program needs to be funded to analyze the water quality
of the Tillamook tributaries.To evaluate the effects of the BMP's, there are several
suggestions that need to be achieved. Stations must be located up and downstream from82
farms that have BMP's installed. When using statistics, paired analysis has more precise
determinations.(Urquhart, 1995, Spooner, 1993)Approximately thirty farms (60
sampling sites) are needed.In statistics, incremental improvement slows after 30
determinations. Reviewing a t-test table in a statistics book indicates that the incremental
change is nearly negligible at 30 determination (i.e.,1 /,r). At these stations, FCC and
either, stream flow or precipitation should be measured. A regular sampling schedule
must be followed. For this type of analysis, it is more important to have more sites that
are measured less often than the reverse. Therefore, N. ScottUrquhart suggested that one
sample per month or even once per season for long-term trends is valid.Seasonal
variation will be seen over the years. Additional funds could be designated to analyze the
effects of storm events. Sampling for storm events may occur in any season. To be able
to incorporate the storm event data into the BMP analysis, it should be taken atthe same
up and downstream stations.It is not necessary to sample storm events at each farm,
however, each tributary should be represented and the same sites should be continuously
studied to provide the best long term analysis.The funding for these two sampling
methods must be separate so that both goals will be reached. This data would allow for
better evaluations of the Tillamook County water quality.
Overall, BMP's installed at Tillamook dairy farms have reduced the amount of
manure entering the waterways. This has reduced the amount of fecalcoliform bacteria
entering the Tillamook Bay. Continued efforts by the dairy farmers are needed to provide
the optimum results from the BMP's. It can not be overstated that the installation of the
BMP's alone will not reduce the amount of pollution reaching the waterways. For the83
greatest reductions in fecal coliform concentrations, the BMP's must be installed and then
managed properly to achieve the desired water quality values.
Additional Recommendations by RCWP
In May 1993, the USDA -- NCSU Extension, in cooperation with EPA evaluated
the experimental RCWP's.They compiled numerous findings, recommendations and
successes of various projects across the nation. A few of therecommendations that are
relevant to this study and/or should be considered for similar analyses are included below.
Further evaluation of the USDA-NCSU report findings and recommendations can be
examined by reviewing the reference (U.S. EPA, 1993).
The following recommendations should be incorporated when planning similar
water quality evaluation projects in the future:
1. Critical areas must be defined accurately before project initiation, even if this
requires visiting all farms during every season, especially the "wet" season.Statistical or
modeling tools should be utilized to help establish realistic and achievable goals. Water
quality monitoring should start at least two years before the project and be extended past
the life of the project in order to document water quality changes. Monitoring goals and
objectives should be clarified prior to the project start-up and should be consistent with
available, stable, funding levels.
2. Future programs should be announced in advance with clear project application
guidelines so that agencies preparing applications will know precisely what information is
required. At the national level, a procedure for transferring project funds to cooperating84
agencies is needed in order to insure smooth and efficient program administration at the
state level.For future projects, agencies responsible for administration, planning,
implementation, and water quality data should have computer networking capabilities.
This would enhance overall project management, reports, program redirection, and project
evaluation. Local leadership and cooperation are crucial to any project's success.
3.Regional and financial institutions must be educated about RCWP and similar
programs. Private businesses can play a pivotal role in farmer education and compliance.
State and county governments must be required to continue funding for each project
element (such as information and education (I & E )) if it is still needed and the project is
worthwhile. I & E for many management practices should be extended past the end of the
project if full benefits of the BMP's are to be derived.Agricultural and water quality
agency personnel should work together on designing, publicizing, and implementing the
non-point source (NPS) pollution control program to ensure a high level of farmer
participation.
4. BMP systems must be modified at the local level. The agricultural industry and
potential participants must be involved in BMP selection. A skilled technical staff of
adequate experience must be available. A similar sized project, could not be efficient
without a minimal staff of four, including; a soil conservationist, a soil conservationist
technician and a civil engineer in addition to the district conservationist.Agency
personnel must gain the trust of the farmers and be viewed as "advocates" rather than
"enforcers". Local decisions about handling contract violations must be supported at both
state and national levels for consistency of enforcement. Otherwise, area farmers who are85
in compliance may become resentful toward those farmers who have not complied with
contractual guidelines.As individual farmers increase herd sizes, BMP's may become
obsolete and need to be updated. For this reason, BMP's must be regularly reviewed and
up-dated as necessary. Lessons learned from the RCWP projects need to be shared and
should be transmitted to the local Agricultural Conservation Programs (ACP).Once
animal manure systems are installed, different management of the farm is required. BMP
installation can be accomplished within a short duration of time, but proper management
and maintenance of the systems are long-term commitments.Education is a continual
process if success is to be achieved.
5.Some measurable indicator of hydrological state such as precipitation, stream
flow or salinity should be included in water quality monitoring programs attempting to
identify water quality trends. A pre-BMP water quality database, including stream flow
and localized precipitation of at least a two year duration, would greatly facilitate
documenting water quality effects of BMP's. Water quality monitoring activities must be
adequately funded and stable staffing throughout the project period. For trend detection,
establish a minimum monitoring strategy early in the project planning and then it must be
adhered to throughout the project.A monitoring strategy including regularly spaced
sampling on a predetermined schedule; at least a sub-set of trend detection sampling sites
is needed. Selection of methods of data analysis early in project planning are necessary in
order to ensure that data sufficient for the anticipated analysis are collected.Conduct
additional samplings to be evaluated along with the predetermined and scheduled trend
sampling.These additional samplings might include intensive wet weather sampling,86
effectiveness monitoring or up/downstream sampling.Additional intensive monitoring
studies, particularly during summer/fall runoff events would be useful.This would be
valuable in evaluating the effectiveness of installed practices and for identifying "hot
spots" that need further monitoring. Regular monthly sampling should continue beyond
the contracting and BMP implementation phase of the project to allow for more
comprehensive long-term evaluation of the projects effects. Improvements resulting from
installation of manure management practices should continue to increase for some period
of time.Secure funding in advance to perform additional data analysis (both of existing
data and future data) after three to five more years of data are collected.87
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Appendix I92
Tillamook Precip. Data from State Climatologist (precip.doc)
SEASON PREC_120 MEANPREC_120 10th %PREC_120 90th %
Spring 1960 163 1 637
Summer 1960 16 0 281
Fall 1960 162 0 273
Winter 1960 203 2 658
Spring 1961 184 8 736
Summer 1961 6 0 220
Fall 1961 114 0 291
Winter 1961 183 0 603
Spring 1962 141 0 493
Summer 1962 21 0 180
Fall 1962 135 0 324
Winter 1962 148 0 508
Spring 1963 151 15 614
Summer 1963 27 0 148
Fall 1963 152 0 355
Winter 1963 217 7 628
Spring 1964 109 0 382
Summer 1964 34 0 135
Fall 1964 99 0 110
Winter 1964 284 0 843
Spring 1965 71 0 271
Summer 1965 11 0 154
Fall 1965 106 0 152
Winter 1965 240 8 806
Spring 1966 117 0 526
Summer 1966 17 0 85
Fall 1966 116 0 253
Winter 1966 261 25 783
Spring 1967 125 7 541
Summer 1967 8 0 102
Fall 1967 104 0 348
Winter 1967 233 3 572
Spring 1968 112 0 586
Summer 1968 58 0 269
Fall 1968 158 0 333
Winter 1968 287 56 659
Spring 1969 81 1 408
Summer 1969 27 0 235
Fall 1969 100 0 219
Winter 1969 288 3 732
Spring 1970 104 0 412
Summer 1970 5 0 133
Fall 1970 143 0 335
Winter 1970 277 4 701
Spring 1971 155 10 505
Summer 1971 25 0 171
Fall 1971 158 0 350
Winter 1971 316 22 82193
Tillamook Precip. Data from State Climatologist (precip.doc)
SEASON PREC 120 MEANPREC 120 10th% PREC_120 PREC 120 90th%
Spring 1972 160 23 560
Summer 1972 14 0 154
Fall 1972 78 0 205
Winter 1972 181 14 664
Spring 1973 100 0 283
Summer 1973 22 0 161
Fall 1973 236 0 290
Winter 1973 345 13 1106
Spring 1974 174 4 596
Summer 1974 28 0 212
Fall 1974 76 0 43
Winter 1974 285 14 601
Spring 1975 128 15 433
Summer 1975 26 0 179
Fall 1975 127 0 335
Winter 1975 264 11 813
Spring 1976 103 1 509
Summer 1976 22 0 108
Fall 1976 42 0 155
Winter 1976 72 0 176
Spring 1977 130 2 460
Summer 1977 27 0 201
Fall 1977 133 0 254
Winter 1977 212 40 582
Spring 1978 107 0 312
Summer 1978 42 0 306
Fall 1978 71 0 167
Winter 1978 202 3 431
Spring 1979 107 0 505
Summer 1979 17 0 242
Fall 1979 120 0 356
Winter 1979 211 0 582
Spring 1980 106 10 327
Summer 1980 22 0 151
Fall 1980 86 0 137
Winter 1980 202 1 830
Spring 1981 112 7 397
Summer 1981 35 0 241
Fall 1981 150 0 433
Winter 1981 332 18 644
Spring 1982 127 0 653
Summer 1982 14 0 57
Fall 1982 112 0 221
Winter 1982 320 2 768
Spring 1983 161 6 520
Summer 1983 51 0 252
Fall 1983 145 0 158
Winter 1983 216 9 50994
Tillamook Precip. Data from State Climatologist (precip.doc)
SEASON PREC_120 MEANPREC_120 10th %PREC_120 90th %
Spring 1984 155 2 492
Summer 1984 41 0 352
Fall 1984 199 0 341
Winter 1984 125 0 529
Spring 1985 87 0 401
Summer 1985 35 0 291
Fall 1985 147 0 365
Winter 1985 192 0 475
Spring 1986 107 1 516
Summer 1986 15 0 136
Fall 1986 130 0 284
Winter 1986 178 4 542
Spring 1987 106 0 463
Summer 1987 30 0 223
Fall 1987 49 0 48
Winter 1987 206 21 655
Spring 1988 121 0 347
Summer 1988 24 0 243
Fall 1988 121 0 148
Winter 1988 183 3 564
Spring 1989 135 0 450
Summer 1989 29 0 134
Fall 1989 82 0 291
Winter 1989 247 0 650
Spring 1990 90 0 539
Summer 1990 31 0 185
Fall 1990 132 0 256
Winter 1990 147 0 390
Spring 1991 142 0 461
Summer 1991 14 0 237
Fall 1991 97 0 180
Winter 1991 155 13 414
Spring 1992 69 0 398
Summer 1992 12 0 101
Fall 1992 108 0 178
Winter 1992 217 70 42495
Appendix II2FARM.DOC
FILENAME DATAIN 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\tilamok.prn';
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL = 166 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS=2OBS=7795;
INPUT
LAT 1 9
LONG 10 18
LOCATION$ 19 72
STATION 76 - 83
OLDYEAR 87 - 91
MONTH 95 99
DAY 103 107
TIME 110 - 115
PREC 24 119 123
PREC 120 125 132
REGFECAL 134 - 140
REGENTRO142 - 149
TEMP 151 - 157
SALINITY 159 - 164;
IF (OLDYEAR=85) OR (OLDYEAR=86) OR(OLDYEAR=87)OR(OLDYEAR=88) OR
(OLDYEAR=89) OR (OLDYEAR=90) OR (OLDYEAR=91) OR(OLDYEAR=92)
THEN YEAR = OLDYEAR;
YEARC = YEAR 84;
OBS =N ;
SAS DAY = MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
FECAL = LOG(REGFECAL);2FARM.DOC
ENTERO = LOG(REGENTRO);
/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON= 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
RUN;2FARM.DOC
/*UP AND DN FARM DATA */
DATA FARMUP1;
SET FIRST;
IF (STATION = 412323);
RENAME FECAL = FECALUP;
RENAME ENTERO = ENTRUP;
RENAME STATION = STATNUP;
/*
PROC SORT DATA = FARMUP1;
BY SAS_DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = FARMUP1;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
BY SAS_DAY;
OUTPUT OUT = FUP1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEARC
YEAR
SEASON;
VARSTATNUP
PREC_24
PREC_120
FECALUP
ENTRUP
TEMP
SALINITY;
PROC PRINT DATA = FUP1;
TITLE 'FARMUP1';
RUN;
*/2FARM.DOC
DATA FARMDN1;
SET FIRST;
IF (STATION = 412250);
RENAME FECAL = FECALDN;
RENAME ENTERO = ENTRDN;
RENAME STATION = STATNDN;
PROC SORT DATA = FARMDN1;
BY SAS_DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = FARMDN1;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
BY SAS DAY;
OUTPUT OUT = FDN1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEARC
YEAR
SEASON;
VARSTATNDN
PREC 24
PREC 120
FECAEDN
ENTRDN
TEMP
SALINITY;
RUN;2FARM.DOC
DATA FARM1;
MERGE FUP1 FDN1;
BY SAS_DAY;
F DIFF = FECALDN - FECALUP;
E DIFF = ENTRUP - ENTRDN;
/* -RENAME FECALUP = FECAL;
RENAME FECALDN = FECAL;
RENAME ENTRUP = ENTERO;
RENAME ENTRDN = ENTERO; *1
PROC SORT DATA = FARM1;
BY SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
/* PROC PRINT DATA = FARM1;
TITLE 'LANDOLT FARM DATA SET';
IDSAS_DAY
STATNUP
STATNDN
PREC 24
PREC 120
FECAEUP
FECALDN
F DIFF;
/*ENTRUP
ENTRDN
E_DIFF;
TEMP
SALINITY;
RUN;
*/2FARM.DOC
DATA FARMUP2;
SET FIRST;
IF (STATION = 412326);
RENAME FECAL = FECALUP;
RENAME ENTERO = ENTRUP;
RENAME STATION = STATNUP;
PROC SORT DATA = FARMUP2;
BY SAS_DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = FARMUP2;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
BY SAS DAY;
OUTPUT OUT = FUP2 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEARC
YEAR
SEASON;
VARSTATNUP
PREC 24
PREC 120
FECAIUP
ENTRUP
TEMP
SALINITY;
RUN;2FARM.DOC
DATA FARMDN2;
SET FIRST;
IF (STATION = 412325);
RENAME FECAL = FECALDN;
RENAME ENTERO = ENTRDN;
RENAME STATION = STATNDN;
PROC SORT DATA = FARMDN2;
BY SAS_DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = FARMDN2;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
BY SAS_DAY;
OUTPUT OUT = FDN2 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEARC
YEAR
SEASON;
VARSTATNDN
PREC 24
PREC 120
FECAEDN
ENTRDN
TEMP
SALINITY;
RUN;2FARM.DOC
DATA FARM2;
MERGE FUP2 FDN2;
BY SAS_DAY;
F_DIFF = FECALDN - FECALUP;
E_DIFF = ENTRDN - ENTRUP;
PROC SORT DATA = FARM2;
BY SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS_DAY MMDDYY.;
/*PROC PRINT DATA = FARM2;
TITLE 'MORRISON FARM DATA SET';
ID SAS_DAY
STATNUP
STATNDN
PREC 24
PREC 120
FECAIUP
FECALDN
F_DIFF
ENTRUP
ENTRDN
E_DIFF;
/*TEMP
SALINITY; */
RUN;2FARM.DOC
DATA FARMS;
SET FARM1 FARM2;
PROC SORT DATA = FARMS;
BY SAS DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
/*PROC PRINT DATA = FARMS;
VAR SAS_DAY
SEASON
PREC 24
PREC 120
STATRUP
STATNDN
F DIFF
E DIFF;
TITLE 'COMBINED UP AND DOWNSTREAM FARM DATA SET';*/
RUN;2FARM.DOC
/*PROC GLM DATA = FARM1;
CLASS SEASON YEAR;
MODEL FECALUP FECALDN=PREC_120 YEARC YEAR SEASON/SOLUTION NOINT;
OUTPUT OUT = SET1 R = R1_UP R1_DN;
TITLE 'MODEL OF LANDOLTS FARM DATA SET';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET1;
PLOT R1_UP*PREC_24;
TITLE 'UPSTREAM LANDOLT FARM DATA';
PLOT R1_DN*PREC_24;
TITLE 'DOWNSTREAM LANDOLT FARM DATA';
RUN;
PROC GLM DATA = FARM1;
CLASS SEASON;
MODEL FECALDN =PREC_120 YEARC YEAR SEASON/SOLUTION NOINT;
OUTPUT OUT = SET2 R =RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'MODEL OF DOWNSTREAM LANDOLTS FARM DATA SET';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET2;
TITLE 'DNSTREAM LANDOLT FARM DATA';
PLOTRESIDUAL*PREC 24;
RUN;2FARM.DOC
PROC GLM DATA = FARM2;
CLASS SEASON YEAR;
MODEL FECALUP FECALDN =PREC_120 YEARC YEAR SEASON/SOLUTION NOINT;
OUTPUT OUT = SET3 R = R2_UP R2_DN;
TITLE 'MODEL OF MORRISONS FARM DATA SET';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET3;
PLOTR2 UP*PREC 24;
TITLE 'UPSTREAM MORRISON FARM DATA';
PLOT R2_DN*PREC_24;
TITLE 'DOWNSTREAM MORRISON FARM DATA';
RUN;
PROC GLM DATA = FARM2;
CLASS SEASON;
MODEL FECALDN =PREC 120 YEARC YEAR SEASON/SOLUTION NOINT;
OUTPUT OUT = SET4 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'MODEL OF DOWNSTREAM MORRISONS FARM DATA SET';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET4;
TITLE ,DNSTREAM MORRISON FARM DATA';
PLOTRESIDUAL*PREC 24;
RUN;
*/2FARM.DOC
PROC GLM DATA = FARMS;
CLASS SEASON YEAR;
MODEL F_DIFF =PREC_120 YEARC SEASON/SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET3 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN 2 FARM DATA SET--120HR PRECIP';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET3;
TITLE'PLOT OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN 2 FARM DATA SET--120 HR PRECIP';
RUN;
PROC GLM DATA = FARM1;
CLASS SEASON YEAR;
MODEL F_DIFF =PREC_120 YEARC SEASON/SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET4 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN LANDOLT'S FARM DATA SET--120HR PRECIP';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET4;
TITLE'PLOT OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN LANDOLT'S FARM DATA SET--120 HR PRECIP';
RUN;
PROC GLM DATA = FARM2;
CLASS SEASON YEAR;
MODEL F_DIFF =PREC_120 YEARC SEASON/SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET5 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN MORRISON'S FARM DATA SET--120HR PRECIP';
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET5;
TITLE'PLOT OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN MORRISON'S FARM DATA SET--120 HR PRECIP';MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN 2 FARM DATA SET--120HR
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
YEAR 6 85 86 87 88 89 90
Number of observations in data set = 89
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 74 observations can be used in this analysis.MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN 2 FARM DATA SET--120HR
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: F_DIFF
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 5 31.84216987 6.36843397 2.59 0.0331
Error 68 167.00706134 2.45598620
Corrected Total 73 198.84923121
R-Square C.V. Root MSE F_DIFF Mean
0.160132 87.75913 1.56715864 1.78575006
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 5.45779717 5.45779717 2.22 0.1407
YEARC 1 4.46054990 4.46054990 1.82 0.1822
SEASON 3 21.92382280 7.30794093 2.98 0.0376
Source DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 1.59112708 1.59112708 0.65 0.4237
YEARC 1 10.68158565 10.68158565 4.35 0.0408
SEASON 3 21.92382280 7.30794093 2.98 0.0376MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN 2 FARM DATA SET--120HR
T for HO: Pr >ITS Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
INTERCEPT 1.133538408B 1.64 0.1060 0.69191866
PREC_120 0.001105194 0.80 0.4237 0.00137309
YEARC 0.271048847 2.09 0.0408 0.12996986
SEASON AUTUMN -0.776246814B -1.25 0.2149 0.62011076
SPRING 0.319942769B 0.50 0.6177 0.63810602
SUMMER -1.105819151B -1.82 0.0738 0.60895206
WINTER 0.000000000B
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular and a generalized inverse was used to
solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter 'B' are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN LANDOLTS FARM DATASET--120HR PRECIP;
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
YEAR 6 85 86 87 88 89 90
Number of observations in data set = 46
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 35 observations can be used in this analysis.MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN LANDOLTS FARMDATA SET--120HR PRECIP;
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: F_DIFF
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 5 70.09977516 14.01995503 7.80 0.0001
Error 29 52.14636394 1.79815048
Corrected Total 34 122.24613910
R-Square C.V. Root MSE F_DIFF Mean
0.573431 83.55556 1.34095133 1.60486191
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 9.18063115 9.18063115 5.11 0.0315 YEARC 1 6.06865697 6.06865697 3.37 0.0765 SEASON 3 54.85048704 18.28349568 10.17 0.0001
Source DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 1.60468529 1.60468529 0.89 0.3526 YEARC 1 12.94780597 12.94780597 7.20 0.0119 SEASON 3 54.85048704 18.28349568 10.17 0.0001Parameter Estimate
T for HO: Pr
Parameter=0
INTERCEPT 1.592719458B 1.90
PREC_120 0.001593540 0.94
YEARC 0.423355929 2.68
SEASON AUTUMN -2.149899356B -2.90
SPRING -0.248326436B -0.31
SUMMER -3.314630590B -4.50
WINTER 0.000000000B
>ITI
0.0676
0.3526
0.0119
0.0071
0.7602
0.0001
Std Error of
Estimate
0.83884684
0.00168687
0.15776860
0.74262085
0.80602058
0.73692020
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular anda generalized inverse was used to
solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter 'B'are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE IN MORRISONS FARM DATA SET--120HR PRECIP;
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
YEAR 6 85 86 87 88 89 90
Number of observations in data set = 43
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 39 observations can be used in this analysis.MODEL OF FECAL COLIFORM CHANGE INMORRISONS FARM DATA SET--120HR PRECIP;
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: F_DIFF
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 5 5.15391389 1.03078278 0.49 0.7805
Error 33 69.27620002 2.09927879
Corrected Total 38 74.43011390
R-Square C.V. Root MSE F_DIFF Mean
0.069245 74.37501 1.44888881 1.94808557
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 0.06318721 0.06318721 0.03 0.8633 YEARC 1 0.41347851 0.41347851 0.20 0.6601 SEASON 3 4.67724816 1.55908272 0.74 0.5343
Source DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 0.08054114 0.08054114 0.04 0.8459 YEARC 1 0.59716947 0.59716947 0.28 0.5974 SEASON 3 4.67724816 1.55908272 0.74 0.5343T for HO: Pr >IT( Std Error of Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
INTERCEPT 0.789493731 B 0.87 0.3903 0.90683704 PREC_120 0.000348454 0.20 0.8459 0.00177898 YEARC 0.090994120 0.53 0.5974 0.17060808 SEASON AUTUMN 0.679119459 B 0.83 0.4138 0.82051363 SPRING 0.981292394 B 1.21 0.2353 0.81180700 SUMMER 1.104526183 B 1.39 0.1746 0.79615956 WINTER 0.000000000 B . . .
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to besingular and a generalized inversewas used to solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter'B' are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.117
Appendix III1JVODELDOC
SAS PROGRAM: TILLAMOOK TRIBUTARY MODEL (1) ENTIRE DATASET
FILENAME DATAIN 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\TILAMOK.PRN';
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL = 170 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS =2 OBS =7795;
INPUT
LAT 1 9
LONG 10 18
LOCATION$ 19- 72
STATION 76 83
STATN $ 76 83
YEAR 87 91
YEARC 87- 91
YEARB 87- 91
MONTH 95 99
DAY 103 107
TIME 110 115
PREC 24 119 123
PREC 120 125- 132
FECAL 134 140
ENTERO 142 149
TEMP 151- 157
SALINITY 159- 164;1_MODEL.DOC
/* TIME VARIABLES*/
YEARCALC = YEAR - 59;
IF YEAR > 84 THEN POSTBMP = 1;
ELSE POSTBMP =0;
OBS=N
SASDAY = MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
IF (YEARB = 85) OR (YEARB =86)OR(YEARB=87)OR(YEARB=88)OR(YEARB=89)OR
(YEARB = 90) OR (YEARB =91)OR(YEARB=92)OR(YEARB=93)
THEN BMPYEAR = YEARB;
IF (YEARB = 60) OR (YEARB =61)OR(YEARB=62)OR(YEARB=63)OR(YEARB=64)OR
(YEARB = 65) OR (YEARB =66)OR(YEARB=67)OR(YEARB=68)OR(YEARB=69)OR
(YEARB = 70) OR (YEARB =71)OR(YEARB=72)OR(YEARB=73)OR(YEARB=74)OR
(YEARB = 75) OR (YEARB =76)OR(YEARB=77)OR(YEARB=78)OR(YEARB=79)OR
(YEARB = 80) OR (YEARB =81)OR(YEARB=82)OR(YEARB=83)OR(YEARB=84)
THEN PREVYEAR = YEARB;
NLFECAL = LOG(FECAL);1_MODEL.DOC
/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
/*AREA = DOWN */
IF (STATION = 402596) OR (STATION
OR (STATION = 412119) OR (STATION =
OR (STATION = 412130) OR (STATION =
OR (STATION = 412140) OR (STATION =
OR (STATION = 412185) OR (STATION =
THEN AREA = 'DOWN';
= 402597) OR (STATION
412123) OR (STATION =
412136) OR (STATION =
412145) OR (STATION =
412222) OR (STATION =
= 404632) OR (STATION
412124) OR (STATION =
412137) OR (STATION =
412183) OR (STATION =
412223) OR (STATION =
= 404633)
412129)
412139)
412184)
412141)1_MODEL.DOC
/*AREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATION =404632)OR(STATION=412120)OR(STATION=412125)OR
(STATION =412131)OR(STATION=412132)OR(STATION=412138)OR
(STATION =412142)OR(STATION=412146)OR(STATION=412148)OR
(STATION =412181)OR(STATION=412182)OR(STATION=412186)OR
(STATION =412188)OR(STATION=412194)OR(STATION=412195)OR
(STATION =412196)OR(STATION=412206)OR(STATION=412210)OR
(STATION =412212)OR(STATION=412215)OR(STATION=412216)OR
(STATION =412217)OR(STATION=412218)OR(STATION=412221)OR
(STATION =412250)OR(STATION=412251)OR(STATION=412253)OR
(STATION =412323)OR(STATION=412324)OR(STATION=412126)OR
(STATION =412254)OR(STATION=412255)
THEN AREA = 'MIDDLE';
/* AREA =UP *
ELSE IF (STATION =402258)OR(STATION=412121)OR(STATION=412122)OR
(STATION =412127)OR(STATION=412128)OR(STATION=412134)OR
(STATION =412135)OR(STATION=412144)OR(STATION=412150)OR
(STATION =412151)OR(STATION=412180)OR(STATION=412189)OR
(STATION =412190)OR(STATION=412191)OR(STATION=412192)OR
(STATION =412193)OR(STATION=412197)OR(STATION=412198)OR
(STATION =412199)OR(STATION=412200)OR(STATION=412201)OR
(STATION =412202)OR(STATION=412203)OR(STATION=412204)OR
(STATION =412205)OR(STATION=412207)OR(STATION=412208)OR
(STATION =412209)OR(STATION=412211)OR(STATION=412213)OR
(STATION =412214)OR(STATION=412219)OR(STATION=412220)OR
(STATION =412224)OR(STATION=412225)OR(STATION=412226)OR
(STATION =412227)OR(STATION=412228)OR(STATION=412325)OR
(STATION =412326). OR(STATION=412123)OR(STATION=412179)OR
(STATION =412187) OR(STATION=412252)OR(STATION=412143)
THEN AREA = 'UP';1_MODEL.DOC
/*TRIBAREA = DOWN */
IF (STATN= '402596')OR(STATN='402597')OR(STATN='404632')OR
(STATN= '404633')OR(STATN='412119')OR(STATN='412123')OR
(STATN= '412124')OR(STATN='412130')OR(STATN='412136')OR
(STATN= '412137')OR(STATN='412139')OR(STATN='412140')OR
(STATN= '412145')OR(STATN='412183')OR(STATN='412184')OR
(STATN= '412185')OR(STATN='412222')OR(STATN='412223')OR
(STATN= '412141')
THEN NEWSTATN ='D'IISTATN;
/*TRIBAREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATN= '404632')OR(STATN='412120')OR(STATN='412125')OR
(STATN= '412131')OR(STATN='412132')OR(STATN='412138')OR
(STATN= '412142')OR(STATN='412146')OR(STATN='412148')OR
(STATN= '412181')OR(STATN='412182')OR(STATN='412186')OR
(STATN= '412188')OR(STATN='412194')OR(STATN='412195')OR
(STATN= '412196')OR(STATN='412206')OR(STATN='412210')OR
(STATN= '412212')OR(STATN='412215')OR(STATN='412216')OR
(STATN= '412217')OR(STATN='412218')OR(STATN='412221')OR
(STATN= '412250')OR(STATN='412251')OR(STATN='412253')OR
(STATN= '412323')OR(STATN='412324')OR(STATN='412126')OR
(STATN= '412254')OR(STATN='412255')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'M'IISTATN;1_MODEL.DOC
/* TRIB -AREA = UP */
ELSE IF (STATN='402258')OR(STATN='412121')OR(STATN='412122')OR
(STATN='412127')OR(STATN='412128')OR(STATN='412134')OR
(STATN='412135')OR(STATN='412144')OR(STATN='412150')OR
(STATN='412151')OR(STATN='412180')OR(STATN='412189')OR
(STATN='412190')OR(STATN='412191')OR(STATN='412192')OR
(STATN='412193')OR(STATN='412197')OR(STATN='412198')OR
(STATN='412199')OR(STATN='412200')OR(STATN='412201')OR
(STATN='412202')OR(STATN='412203')OR(STATN='412204')OR
(STATN='412205')OR(STATN='412207')OR(STATN='412208')OR
(STATN='412209')OR(STATN='412211')OR(STATN='412213')OR
(STATN='412214')OR(STATN='412219')OR(STATN='412220')OR
(STATN='412224')OR(STATN='412225')OR(STATN='412226')OR
(STATN='412227')OR(STATN='412228')OR(STATN='412325')OR
(STATN='412326')OR(STATN='412123')OR(STATN='412179')OR
(STATN='412187')OR(STATN='412252')OR(STATN='412143')
THEN NEWSTATN ='U'II STATN;
/*REMOVE OUTLIERS
ELSE DELETE;
RUN;
*11MODELDOC
DATA TILLAMOK;
SET FIRST;
PROC SORT DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
OUTPUT OUT = TILL1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEAR
YEARC
YEARB
YEARCALC
YEARNEW
POSTBMP
BMPYEAR
PREVYEAR
SEASON
AREA;
VARPREC 24
PREC 120
NLFECAL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY;
/*PROC PRINT DATA = TILL1;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK DATA';
RUN;
*/1_MODEL.DOC
PROC GLM DATA = TILL1;
CLASSES SEASON AREA NEWSTATN;
MODEL NLFECAL = PREC 120 PREC 120*POSTBMP SEASON AREA NEWSTATN(AREA)
YEARCALC /SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET7 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA TILLAMOOK MODEL (1) -- ENTIRE DATASET (1960- 1992)';
MEANS SEASON;
LSMEANS SEASON;
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET7;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA -- TILLAMOOK MODEL (1)-- ENTIRE DATASET (1960 - 1992)';TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (1)-- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
AREA 3 DOWN MIDD UP
NEWSTATN 93 D402596 D402597 D404632 D412119 D412123 D412124 D412130 D412136
D412137 D412139 D412140 D412141 D412145 D412183 D412184 D412185
D412222 D412223 M412120 M412125 M412126 M412131 M412132 M412138
M412142 M412146 M412148 M412181 M412182 M412186 M412188 M412194
M412195 M412196 M412206 M412210 M412212 M412215 M412216 M412217
M412218 M412221 M412250 M412251 M412253 M412254 M412255 M412323
M412324 U402258 U412121 U412122 U412127 U412128 U412134 U412135
U412143 U412144 U412150 U412151 U412179 U412180 U412187 U412189
U412190 U412191 U412192 U412193 U412197 U412198 U412199 U412200
U412201 U412202 U412203 U412204 U412205 U412207 U412208 U412209
U412211 U412213 U412214 U412219 U412220 U412224 U412225 U412226
U412227 U412228 U412252 U412325 U412326
Number of observations in data set = 2162TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET TRIBUTARY MODEL (1) -- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source DF
Model 60
Error 1240
Corrected Total 1300
R-Square
Sum of Squares
1818.99477119
2540.87732241
4359.87209361
C.V.
Mean Square
30.31657952
2.04909461
Root MSE
F Value Pr > F
14.80 0.0001
NLFECAL Mean
0.417213 30.70175 1.43146590 4.66248896
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC 120 1 9.11328617 9.11328617 4.45 0.0352 _
PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 62.47252628 62.47252628 30.49 0.0001
SEASON 3 442.16235611 147.38745204 71.93 0.0001
AREA 2 28.21985689 14.10992844 6.89 0.0011
NEWSTATN(AREA) 52 1251.18111179 24.06117523 11.74 0.0001
YEARCALC 1 25.84563394 25.84563394 12.61 0.0004
Dependent Variable:NLFECAL
Source DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC 120 1 12.19587752 12.19587752 5.95 0.0148 _
PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 24.26598003 24.26598003 11.84 0.0006
SEASON 3 436.14685743 145.38228581 70.95 0.0001
AREA 2 57.17286791 28.58643396 13.95 0.0001
NEWSTATN(AREA) 52 1262.36606672 24.27627051 11.85 0.0001
YEARCALC 1 25.84563394 25.84563394 12.61 0.0004TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET--TRIBUTARY MODEL (1)
T for HO:
-- (1960
Pr >IT1
- 1992)
Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
INTERCEPT 3.480969066B 11.06 0.0001 0.31459422
PREC 120 0.000970068 2.44 0.0148 0.00039763
PREC 120*POSTBMP -0.001772553 -3.44 0.0006 0.00051509
SEASON AUTUMN 1.157650136B 10.28 0.0001 0.11259441
SPRING 0.706391701B 5.80 0.0001 0.12184942
SUMMER 1.666212145B 13.86 0.0001 0.12025041
WINTER 0.000000000B
AREA DOWN -0.393570293B -0.38 0.7059 1.04275324
MIDD 1.669973548B 5.31 0.0001 0.31430182
UP 0.000000000B
NEWSTATN(AREA) D402596DOWN
1.780080011B 1.62 0.1057 1.09937464
D402597DOWN
1.101690102B 1.05 0.2922 1.04554383
D404632DOWN
-1.090568800B -1.03 0.3014 1.05492117
D412119DOWN
1.789178521B 1.73 0.0844 1.03584091
D412123DOWN
2.779529368B 2.40 0.0165 1.15757359
D412124DOWN
-0.294172951B -0.25 0.7994 1.15757359
D412130DOWN
1.222821507B 1.19 0.2335 1.02586285
D412136DOWN
1.988472488B 1.72 0.0861 1.15757359
D412137DOWN
1.068718900B 0.97 0.3343 1.10650928TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Parameter Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) D412139 DOWN
2.472851228
D412140 DOWN
1.317027973
D412141 DOWN
1.044826119
D412145 DOWN
1.471639965
D412183 DOWN
-0.900701743
D412184 DOWN
0.735829688
D412185 DOWN
-0.110862090
D412223 DOWN
0.000000000
M412120 MIDD
-0.786717537
M412125 MIDD
-1.015058920
M412126 MIDD
-1.710499534
M412131 MIDD
0.415971703
M412132 MIDD
-1.616617812
M412138 MIDD
1.885828090
--
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
TRIBUTARY MODEL
T for HO:
Parameter=0
2.39
1.27
1.00
1.33
-0.75
0.68
-0.10
-2.63
-3.82
-3.60
0.89
-3.70
3.51
(1)-- (1960
Pr >ITS
0.0168
0.2051
0.3196
0.1850
0.4539
0.4974
0.9185
0.0085
0.0001
0.0003
0.3721
0.0002
0.0005
- 1992)
Std Error of
Estimate
1.03307225
1.03879743
1.04929435
1.10949820
1.20215719
1.08392171
1.08348436
0.29861366
0.26541612
0.47450492
0.46586171
0.43692994
0.53722018TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
--TRIBUTARY MODEL (1)
T for HO:
-- (1960
Pr >ITI
- 1992)
Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) M412142 MIDD
-0.871077514B -3.17 0.0015 0.27441618
M412146 MIDD
-0.212407638B -0.63 0.5315 0.33936524
M412148 MIDD
-0.892469499B -1.82 0.0686 0.48974148
M412181 MIDD
-2.023532231B -5.02 0.0001 0.40336746
M412182 MIDD
-3.031768400B -4.84 0.0001 0.62604682
M412186 MIDD
-2.506699792B -6.21 0.0001 0.40385604
M412212 MIDD
0.287647168B 0.90 0.3698 0.32063137
M412215 MIDD
-1.031823238B -0.99 0.3235 1.04479359
M412217 MIDD
-0.121261335B -0.12 0.9071 1.03931918
M412218 MIDD
-0.639821587B -0.62 0.5383 1.03931918
M412250 MIDD
1.435913236B 4.38 0.0001 0.32781463
M412253 MIDD
-2.028343123B -1.95 0.0512 1.03931918
M412323 MIDD
-0.404503296B -1.31 0.1905 0.30881161
M412324 MIDD
0.000000000B . .
U402258 UP
1.811937719B 5.07 0.0001 0.35703572TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (1) -- (1960 - 1992)
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr >IT1 Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) U412121 UP
-1.326851956B -1.27 0.2058 1.04807200
U412122 UP
-0.538260920B -0.89 0.3728 0.60373994
U412127 UP
-2.013023559B -3.68 0.0002 0.54725587
U412128 UP
-1.831993686B -3.36 0.0008 0.54552865
U412134 UP
-1.817043868B -3.18 0.0015 0.57131020
U412135 UP
-1.314560971B -2.30 0.0216 0.57131020
U412143 UP
0.118434496B 0.23 0.8163 0.50960429
U412144 UP
-1.187225888B -2.17 0.0303 0.54739519
U412150 UP
1.380845845B 2.62 0.0089 0.52692737
U412151 UP
1.522110765B 4.85 0.0001 0.31407337
U412180 UP
-0.828541950B -1.32 0.1866 0.62697390
U412191 UP
-1.835491449B -1.26 0.2063 1.45151579
U412214 UP
0.147267681B 0.22 0.8284 0.67926388
U412228 UP
1.191925287B 3.69 0.0002 0.32260033
U412252 UP
2.110089893B 1.45 0.1466 1.45270670TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (1) -- (1960 - 1992)
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Parameter Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) U412325 UP
1.863396472 B
U412326 UP
0.000000000 B
YEARCALC -0.026641896
T for HO:
Parameter=0
5.89
-3.55
Pr >ITS
0.0001
0.0004
Std Error of
Estimate
0.31619936
0.00750158
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular and a generalized inverse was used to
solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter 'B' are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.Level of
SEASON
TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (1)-- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
NLFECAL PREC 120
N Mean SD Mean SD
AUTUMN 361 4.98514768 1.66267653 147.587258 179.702173
SPRING 290 4.37033878 1.81108031 160.993103 146.593924
SUMMER 321 5.39249048 1.79193009 49.143302 92.787685
WINTER 329 3.85371470 1.69342870 149.468085 151.384504
Level of POSTBMP YEARCALC
SEASON N Mean SD Mean SD
AUTUMN 361 0.51523546 0.50046147 21.3130194 9.83723493
SPRING 290 0.67241379 0.47014431 24.3965517 7.39245771
SUMMER 321 0.69158879 0.46255841 24.5981308 7.85993775
WINTER 329 0.48632219 0.50057421 20.6990881 9.44031471
General Linear Models Procedure
Least Squares Means
SEASON NLFECAL
LSMEAN
AUTUMN 4.48071592
SPRING 4.02945748
SUMMER 4.98927793
WINTER 3.32306578134
Appendix IV/*SAS PROGRAM: TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) ENTIRE DATASET*/
FILENAME DATAIN 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\TILAMOK.PRN';
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL = 170 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS=2 OBS=7795;
INPUT
LAT
LONG
LOCATION
STATION
STATN
YEAR
YEARC
YEARB
MONTH
DAY
TIME
PREC_24
PREC_120
FECAL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY
YEARCALC =
IF YEAR > 84
1
10
$ 19
76
$ 76
87
87
87
95
103
110
119
125
134
142
151
159
YEAR
THEN
- 9
- 18
- 72
- 83
- 83
- 91
- 91
- 91
- 99
- 107
- 115
- 123
- 132
140
149
- 157
- 164;
59;
POSTBMP=1;
ELSE POSTBMP = 0;
NLFECAL = LOG(FECAL);OBS =N ;
SAS DAY = MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
/*DRAINAGE SUBROUTINE*/
IF (STATION = 402596) OR (STATION = 402597) OR (STATION = 412129) OR (STATION = 412130) OR
(STATION = 412131) OR (STATION = 412132) OR (STATION = 412134) OR (STATION = 412135)
OR (STATION = 412138) OR (STATION = 412197) OR(STATION = 412198) OR (STATION =
412199) OR (STATION = 412200) OR (STATION = 412201) OR (STATION = 412202) OR
(STATION = 412203) OR (STATION = 412204) OR (STATION = 412223) OR (STATION = 412255)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'WILSON';ELSE IF (STATION = 404632) OR (STATION = 412139) OR (STATION = 412140) OR (STATION =
412141) OR (STATION = 412142) OR
(STATION = 412143) OR (STATION = 412144) OR (STATION = 412189) OR (STATION =
412190) OR (STATION = 412191) OR
(STATION = 412192) OR (STATION = 412193) OR (STATION = 412215) OR (STATION =
412216) OR (STATION = 412217) OR
(STATION = 412218) OR (STATION = 412224) OR (STATION = 412225) OR (STATION =
412252) OR (STATION = 412253) OR
(STATION = 412254)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'zTRASK';
ELSE IF (STATION = 412145) OR (STATION = 412146) OR (STATION = 412148) OR (STATION =
412150) OR (STATION = 412151) OR
(STATION = 412207) OR (STATION = 412208) OR (STATION = 412209) OR (STATION =
412210) OR (STATION = 412211) OR
(STATION = 412212) OR (STATION = 412213) OR (STATION = 412214) OR (STATION =
412226) OR (STATION = 412227) OR
(STATION = 412228) OR (STATION = 412324) OR (STATION = 412325) OR (STATION =
412326)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'TILAMOOK';
ELSE IF(STATION = 412125) OR (STATION = 412126) OR (STATION = 412127) OR (STATION =
412128) OR (STATION = 412186) OR
(STATION = 412187) OR (STATION = 412188) OR (STATION = 412250) OR(STATION =
412251) OR (STATION = 412323)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'KILCHIS';
ELSE IF(STATION = 412119) OR (STATION = 412120) OR (STATION = 412121) OR (STATION =
412122) OR (STATION = 412179) OR
(STATION = 412180) OR (STATION = 412181) OR (STATION = 412219) OR (STATION =
412220) OR (STATION = 412221)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'MAIMI';
ELSE IF (STATION = 412123) OR (STATION = 412124) OR(STATION = 412136) OR (STATION =
412137) OR (STATION = 412182) OR(STATION = 412183) OR (STATION =412184) OR(STATION = 412185) OR (STATION =
412205) OR (STATION = 412222) OR
(STATION = 412006) OR (STATION =412007) OR (STATION = 412008) OR(STATION =
412009) OR (STATION = 412010) OR
(STATION = 412011) OR (STATION =412012) OR (STATION = 412013)OR (STATION =
412014) OR (STATION = 412015)OR
(STATION = 412016)
THEN DRAINAGE = 'BAY';
/*TRIBAREA = DOWN */
IF (STATN = '402596') OR (STATN ='402597') OR (STATN = '404632')OR
(STATN = '404633') OR (STATN ='412119') OR (STATN = '412123')OR
(STATN = '412124') OR (STATN ='412130') OR (STATN = '412136')OR
(STATN = '412137') OR (STATN ='412139') OR (STATN = '412140')OR
(STATN = '412145') OR (STATN ='412183') OR (STATN = '412184')OR
(STATN = '412185') OR (STATN ='412222') OR (STATN = '412223')OR
(STATN = '412141')
THEN NEWSTATN ='D''11 STATN;
/*TRIB - AREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATN = '404632') OR (STATN ='412120') OR (STATN = '412125')OR
(STATN = '412131') OR (STATN ='412132') OR (STATN = '412138')OR
(STATN = '412142') OR (STATN ='412146') OR (STATN = '412148') OR
(STATN = '412181') OR (STATN ='412182') OR (STATN = '412186') OR
(STATN = '412188') OR (STATN ='412194') OR (STATN = '412195') OR
(STATN = '412196') OR (STATN ='412206') OR (STATN = '412210') OR
(STATN = '412212') OR (STATN ='412215') OR (STATN = '412216') OR
(STATN = '412217') OR (STATN ='412218') OR (STATN = '412221') OR
(STATN = '412250') OR (STATN ='412251') OR (STATN = '412253') OR
(STATN = '412323') OR (STATN ='412324') OR (STATN = '412126') OR
(STATN = '412254') OR (STATN ='412255')THEN NEWSTATN ='M'
/* TRIB - AREA =UP
II STATN;
*
ELSEIF (STATN='402258')OR(STATN='412121')OR(STATN='412122')OR
(STATN='412127')OR(STATN='412128')OR(STATN='412134')OR
(STATN='412135')OR(STATN='412144')OR(STATN='412150')OR
(STATN='412151')OR(STATN='412180')OR(STATN='412189')OR
(STATN='412190')OR(STATN='412191')OR(STATN='412192')OR
(STATN='412193')OR(STATN='412197')OR(STATN='412198')OR
(STATN='412199')OR(STATN='412200')OR(STATN='412201')OR
(STATN='412202')OR(STATN='412203')OR(STATN='412204')OR
(STATN='412205')OR(STATN='412207')OR(STATN='412208')OR
(STATN='412209')OR(STATN='412211')OR(STATN='412213')OR
(STATN='412214')OR(STATN='412219')OR(STATN='412220')OR
(STATN='412224')OR(STATN='412225')OR(STATN='412226')OR
(STATN='412227')OR(STATN='412228')OR(STATN='412325')OR
(STATN='412326')OR(STATN='412123')OR(STATN='412179')OR
(STATN='412187')OR(STATN='412252')OR(STATN='412143')
THEN NEWSTATN ='U'II STATN;
/*REMOVE OUTLIERS */
ELSE DELETE;
RUN;DATA TILLAMOK;
SET FIRST;
PROC SORT DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC =3 DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
OUTPUT OUT = TILL1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEAR
YEARC
YEARB
YEARCALC
POSTBMP
SEASON
DRAINAGE;
VARPREC 24
PREC_120
STATION
NLFECAL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY;
/*PROC PRINT DATA =TILL1;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK DATA';
RUN;
*/PROC GLM DATA = TILL1;
CLASSES SEASON DRAINAGE NEWSTATN;
MODEL NLFECAL = PREC 120 PREC 120*POSTBMP SEASON DRAINAGENEWSTATN(DRAINAGE)
YEARCALC/SOLUTIOR;
OUTPUT OUT = SET7 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 -
1992)';
MEANS SEASON;
LSMEANS SEASON;
MEANS DRAINAGE;
LSMEANS DRAINAGE;
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET7;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 1992)';TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)--
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
(1960- 1992)
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
DRAINAGE 6 BAY KILCHI MAIMI TILAMO WILSON zTRASK
NEWSTATN 88 D402596 D402597 D404632 D412119 D412123D412124D412130D412136
D412137 D412139 D412140 D412141 D412145D412183D412184D412185
D412222 D412223 M412120 M412125 M412126M412131M412132M412138
M412142 M412146 M412148 M412181 M412182M412186M412188M412210
M412212 M412215 M412216 M412217 M412218M412221M412250M412251
M412253 M412254 M412255 M412323 M412324U412121U412122U412127
U412128 U412134 U412135 U412143 U412144U412150U412151U412179
U412180 U412187 U412189 U412190 U412191U412192U412193U412197
U412198 U412199 U412200 U412201 U412202U412203U412204U412205
U412207 U412208 U412209 U412211 U412213U412214U412219U412220
U412224 U412225 U412226 U412227 U412228U412252U412325U412326
Number of observations in data set= 2162
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 1271 observations can be used in this analysis.TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) -- (1960 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source DF Sum of Squares Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 59 1769.34998499 29.98898280 14.64 0.0001
Error 1211 2481.08899633 2.04879356
Corrected Total 1270 4250.43898133
R-Square C.V. Root MSE NLFECAL Mean
0.416275 30.86939 1.43136074 4.63682921
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC 120 1 10.80172355 10.80172355 5.27 0.0218
PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 49.68975517 49.68975517 24.25 0.0001
SEASON 3 436.37384592 145.45794864 71.00 0.0001
DRAINAGE 5 90.03090154 18.00618031 8.79 0.0001
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) 48 1153.82642730 24.03805057 11.73 0.0001
YEARCALC 1 28.62733152 28.62733152 13.97 0.0002TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 1992)
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source
General Linear Models Procedure
DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC 120 1 8.22772709 8.22772709 4.02 0.0453
PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 19.24915390 19.24915390 9.40 0.0022
SEASON 3 422.85803214 140.95267738 68.80 0.0001
DRAINAGE 5 134.07823046 26.81564609 13.09 0.0001
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) 48 1168.25112007 24.33856500 11.88 0.0001
YEARCALC 1 28.62733152 28.62733152 13.97 0.0002
T for HO: Pr > ITI Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
INTERCEPT 5.631368250 B 3.88 0.0001 1.45012812
PREC 120 0.000813220 2.00 0.0453 0.00040580
PREC 120*POSTBMP -0.001599115 -3.07 0.0022 0.00052170
SEASON AUTUMN1.144080287 B 10.01 0.0001 0.11429523
SPRING0.682147642 B 5.52 0.0001 0.12352531
SUMMER1.663529082 B 13.65 0.0001 0.12189682
WINTER0.000000000 B
DRAINAGE BAY -3.456749107 B -2.23 0.0261 1.55214661TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) -- (1960 - 1992)
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Parameter
DRAINAGE
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE)
General Linear Models Procedure
T for HO: Pr > ITI Std Error of
Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
KILCHI -3.945105232B -2.59 0.0096 1.52039590
MAIM -2.924864593B -1.88 0.0597 1.55187038
TILAMO -2.097002513B -1.44 0.1491 1.45267897
WILSON -3.427754606B -2.24 0.0252 1.52946275
zTRASK0.000000000B .
D412123 BAY
3.728570309B 4.60 0.0001 0.81036085
D412124 BAY
0.654867990B 0.81 0.4192 0.81036085
D412136 BAY
2.937513429B 3.62 0.0003 0.81036085
D412137 BAY
2.025141724B 2.77 0.0058 0.73230051
D412183 BAY
0.069246114B 0.08 0.9363 0.86679352
D412184 BAY
1.703607646B 2.46 0.0139 0.69176425
D412185 BAY
0.857831556B 1.24 0.2151 0.69168595TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) -- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr > ITI Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) M412182 BAY
0.000000000 B
M412125 KILCHI
2.505093609 B
M412126 KILCHI
1.787158914 B
M412186 KILCHI
1.014326439 B
M412250 KILCHI
4.952234302 B
M412323 KILCHI
3.112685921 B
U412127 KILCHI
-0.183569012 B
U412128 KILCHI
0.000000000 B
D412119 MAIMI
2.228092620 B
4.91
2.88
1.68
8.94
5.74
-0.27
0.0001
0.0041
0.0932
0.0001
0.0001
0.7857
0.51037858
0.62120174
0.60368121
0.55378581
0.54242945
0.67490217
3.58 0.0004 0.62249817TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO:
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0
(6) -- (1960
Pr > ITS
- 1992)
Std Error of
Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) M412120 MAIMI
1.708859375B 2.76 0.0058 0.61865232
M412181 MAIMI
0.471778084B 0.70 0.4856 0.67630623
U412121 MAIMI
-0.527753922B -0.45 0.6549 1.18030770
U412122 MAIMI
0.273843238B 0.34 0.7359 0.81164733
U412180 MAIMI
0.000000000B
D412145 TILAMO
1.075855357B 2.11 0.0352 0.51027286
M412146 TILAMO
1.466191352B 4.30 0.0001 0.34100774
M412148 TILAMO
0.784623603B 1.60 0.1102 0.49086458
M412212 TILAMO
1.955743183B 6.06 0.0001 0.32258822TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL(6) -- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr >ITI Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE)M412324 TILAMO
1.669336003B 5.31 0.0001 0.31427927
U412150 TILAMO
1.377299825B 2.61 0.0091 0.52697691
U412151 TILAMO
1.518693266B 4.84 0.0001 0.31406267
U412214 TILAMO
0.147186749B 0.22 0.8285 0.67924122
U412228 TILAMO
1.189913273B 3.69 0.0002 0.32258202
U412325 TILAMO
1.862534287B 5.89 0.0001 0.31617705
U412326 TILAMO
0.000000000B . . .
D402596 WILSON
2.707038001B 4.07 0.0001 0.66518986
D402597 WILSON
2.037869816B 3.53 0.0004 0.57722681TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr > ITI Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE)D412130 WILSON
2.160218202B 4.04 0.0001 0.53431558
D412223 WILSON
0.972810078B 0.85 0.3943 1.14162328
M412131 WILSON
3.405801218B 5.37 0.0001 0.63473839
M412132 WILSON
1.369228995B 2.23 0.0259 0.61399349
M412138 WILSON
4.870649708B 6.99 0.0001 0.69645526
U412134 WILSON
-0.502482897B -0.70 0.4827 0.71568037
U412135 WILSON
0.000000000B
D404632 zTRASK
-3.579331370B -2.45 0.0144 1.46053988
0412139 zTRASK
-0.019922406B -0.01 0.9890 1.44613648TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr >ITI Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) D412140 zTRASK
-1.169461875B -0.80 0.4217 1.45497660
D412141 zTRASK
-1.445561401B -0.99 0.3225 1.46041689
M412142 zTRASK
-1.301772131B -0.90 0.3678 1.44493699
M412215 zTRASK
-1.410241941B -0.80 0.4243 1.76452003
M412217 zTRASK
-0.558250596B -0.32 0.7504 1.75432722
M412218 zTRASK
-1.076810848B -0.61 0.5395 1.75432722
M412253 zTRASK
-2.465332384B -1.41 0.1602 1.75432722
U412143 zTRASK
-1.990362423B -1.32 0.1870 1.50759918
U412144 zTRASK
-3.293932899B -2.17 0.0305 1.52036746TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6)-- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO: Pr > IT! Std Error of
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
NEWSTATN(DRAINAGE) U412191 zTRASK
-3.924539809 B -1.93 0.0535
U412252 zTRASK
0.000000000 B . .
YEARCALC -0.028164151 -3.74 0.0002
2.03089136
0.00753452
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular and a generalized inversewas used to
solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter 'B' are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) -- (1960 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Level of
SEASON N
NLFECAL
Mean SD
PREC 120
Mean SD
AUTUMN 353 4.95474304 1.65015902 148.005666 181.349205
SPRING 285 4.33532920 1.79912332 161.178947 145.146161
SUMMER 315 5.37763093 1.79737146 49.298413 93.476213 WINTER 318 3.82032411 1.69599875 150.676101 151.941625
Level of POSTBMP YEARCALC
SEASON N Mean SD Mean SD
AUTUMN 353 0.52691218 0.49998390 21.4702550 9.88397717
SPRING 285 0.68421053 0.46564716 24.5368421 7.37498225 SUMMER 315 0.70476190 0.45687549 24.7492063 7.85481055 WINTER 318 0.50314465 0.50077812 20.8993711 9.52976077
General Linear Models Procedure
Least Squares Means
SEASON NLFECAL
LSMEAN
AUTUMN 4.38174219
SPRING 3.91980955
SUMMER 4.90119099
WINTER 3.23766190TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK DRAINAGE MODEL (6) -- (1960 - 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Level of
DRAINAGE N
NLFECAL
Mean SD
PREC 120
Mean SD
BAY 73 4.14433206 1.83257848 88.082192 133.221386
KILCHI 230 4.53502710 1.93066490 120.539130 149.666633
MAIMI 136 4.55993600 1.65045947 114.522059 143.692932
TILAMO 315 5.03977825 1.75973903 144.644444 164.706477
WILSON 228 4.46242531 1.95449396 126.328947 151.163189
zTRASK 289 4.57682711 1.73583750 129.865052 156.438994
Level of POSTBMP YEARCALC
DRAINAGE N Mean SD Mean SD
BAY 73 0.61643836 0.48961825 21.4657534 10.7226165
KILCHI 230 0.64347826 0.48001645 23.8478261 8.0140907 MAIMI 136 0.47058824 0.50097943 22.3161765 8.2243561 TILAMO 315 0.75873016 0.42853436 24.5968254 7.7680951 WILSON 228 0.50877193 0.50102299 21.4429825 10.1156874
zTRASK 289 0.52249135 0.50036031 21.7647059 9.3860121
General Linear Models Procedure
Least Squares Means
DRAINAGE NLFECAL
LSMEAN
BAY 3.88561293
KILCHI 3.78414949
MAIMI 3.61287000
TILAMO 4.93438735
WILSON 4.30874710
zTRASK 4.13484007154
Apppendix V/*SAS PROGRAM: TILLAMOOK PRECIP DATASET*/
FILENAME DATAIN 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\TILAMOK.PRN';
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL =
INPUT
170 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS=2
LAT 1- 9
LONG 10- 18
LOCATION$ 19- 72
STATION 76- 83
STATN $ 76- 83
YEAR 87- 91
YEARC 87- 91
YEARB 87- 91
MONTH 95- 99
DAY 103- 107
TIME 110- 115
PREC 24 119 123
PREC 120 125- 132
FECAL 134 140
ENTERO 142- 149
TEMP 151- 157
SALINITY 159 164;
YEARCALC=YEAR 59;
IF YEAR > 84 THEN POSTBMP = 1;
ELSE POSTBMP = 0;
NLFECAL = LOG(FECAL);
OBS=7795;OBS =N ,
SAS_DAY = MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
/*AREA = DOWN */
IF (STATION = 402596) OR (STATION = 402597) OR (STATION = 404632) OR (STATION =
404633) OR (STATION = 412119) OR (STATION = 412123) OR (STATION = 412124) OR (STATION
= 412129)
OR (STATION = 412130) OR (STATION = 412136) OR (STATION = 412137) OR (STATION = 412139)
OR (STATION = 412140) OR (STATION = 412145) OR (STATION = 412183) OR (STATION = 412184)
OR (STATION = 412185) OR (STATION = 412222) OR (STATION = 412223) OR (STATION = 412141)
THEN AREA = 'DOWN';/*AREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATION=404632)OR(STATION=412120)OR(STATION=412125)OR
(STATION=412131)OR(STATION=412132)OR(STATION=412138)OR
(STATION=412142)OR(STATION=412146)OR(STATION=412148)OR
(STATION=412181)OR(STATION=412182)OR(STATION=412186)OR
(STATION=412188)OR(STATION=412194)OR(STATION=412195)OR
(STATION=412196)OR(STATION=412206)OR(STATION=412210)OR
(STATION=412212)OR(STATION=412215)OR(STATION=412216)OR
(STATION=412217)OR(STATION=412218)OR(STATION=412221)OR
(STATION=412250)OR(STATION=412251)OR(STATION=412253)OR
(STATION=412323)OR(STATION=412324)OR(STATION=412126)OR
(STATION=412254)OR(STATION=412255)
THEN AREA='MIDDLE ';
/* AREA = UP *1
ELSE IF (STATION=402258)OR(STATION=412121)OR(STATION=412122)OR
(STATION=412127)OR(STATION=412128)OR(STATION=412134)OR
(STATION=412135)OR(STATION=412144)OR(STATION=412150)OR
(STATION=412151)OR(STATION=412180)OR(STATION=412189)OR
(STATION=412190)OR(STATION=412191)OR(STATION=412192)OR
(STATION=412193)OR(STATION=412197)OR(STATION=412198)OR
(STATION=412199)OR(STATION=412200)OR(STATION=412201)OR
(STATION=412202)OR(STATION=412203)OR(STATION=412204)OR
(STATION=412205)OR(STATION=412207)OR(STATION=412208)OR
(STATION=412209)OR(STATION=412211)OR(STATION=412213)OR
(STATION=412214)OR(STATION=412219)OR(STATION=412220)OR
(STATION=412224)OR(STATION=412225)OR(STATION=412226)OR
(STATION=412227)OR(STATION=412228)OR(STATION=412325)OR
(STATION=412326)OR(STATION=412123)OR(STATION=412179)OR
(STATION=412187)OR(STATION=412252)OR(STATION=412143)
THEN AREA = 'UP ';/*TRIB -AREA = DOWN*/
IF (STATN='402596')OR(STATN='402597')OR(STATN='404632')OR (STATN='404633')OR(STATN='412119')OR(STATN='412123')OR (STATN='412124')OR(STATN='412130')OR(STATN='412136')OR (STATN='412137')OR(STATN='412139')OR(STATN='412140')OR
(STATN='412145')OR(STATN='412183')OR(STATN='412184')OR
(STATN='412185')OR(STATN='412222')OR(STATN='412223')OR
(STATN='412141')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'D'IISTATN;
/*TRIB -AREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATN='404632')OR(STATN='412120')OR(STATN='412125')OR
(STATN='412131')OR(STATN='412132')OR(STATN='412138')OR (STATN='412142')OR(STATN='412146')OR(STATN='412148')OR
(STATN='412181')OR(STATN='412182')OR(STATN='412186')OR
(STATN='412188')OR(STATN='412194')OR(STATN='412195')OR
(STATN='412196')OR(STATN='412206')OR(STATN='412210')OR
(STATN='412212')OR(STATN='412215')OR(STATN='412216')OR
(STATN='412217')OR(STATN='412218')OR(STATN='412221')OR
(STATN='412250')OR(STATN='412251')OR(STATN='412253')OR
(STATN='412323')OR(STATN='412324')OR(STATN='412126')OR
(STATN='412254')OR(STATN='412255')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'M'II STATN;/* TRIBAREA= UP */
ELSEIF (STATN='402258')OR(STATN='412121')OR(STATN='412122')OR
(STATN='412127')OR(STATN='412128')OR(STATN='412134')OR
(STATN='412135')OR(STATN='412144')OR(STATN='412150')OR
(STATN='412151')OR(STATN='412180')OR(STATN='412189')OR
(STATN='412190')OR(STATN='412191')OR(STATN='412192')OR
(STATN='412193')OR(STATN='412197')OR(STATN='412198')OR
(STATN='412199')OR(STATN='412200')OR(STATN='412201')OR
(STATN='412202')OR(STATN='412203')OR(STATN='412204')OR
(STATN='412205')OR(STATN='412207')OR(STATN='412208')OR
(STATN='412209')OR(STATN='412211')OR(STATN='412213')OR
(STATN='412214')OR(STATN='412219')OR(STATN='412220')OR
(STATN='412224')OR(STATN='412225')OR(STATN='412226')OR
(STATN='412227')OR(STATN='412228')OR(STATN='412325')OR
(STATN='412326')OR(STATN='412123')OR(STATN='412179')OR
(STATN='412187')OR(STATN='412252')OR(STATN='412143')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'U'11 STATN;
/*REMOVE OUTLIERS */
ELSE DELETE;
RUN;DATA TILLAMOK;
SET FIRST;
PROC SORT DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
OUTPUT OUT = TILL1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEAR
YEARC
YEARB
YEARCALC
POSTBMP
SEASON
AREA;
VARPREC 24
PREC 120
NLFE-6AL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY;
/*PROC PRINT DATA = TILL1;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK DATA';
RUN;
*/PROC GLM DATA = TILL1;
CLASSES SEASON AREA NEWSTATN;
MODEL NLFECAL = PREC 24 PREC 120 SEASON AREANEWSTATN(AREA)
YEARCALC /SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET7 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TILLAMOOK MODEL (1960 - 1992)';
MEANS SEASON;
LSMEANS SEASON;
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET7;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA-- TILLAMOOK MODEL -- (1960 1992)';162
Appendix VI2_MODEL.DOC
SAS PROGRAM TILLAMOOK TRIBUTARYMODEL (2): 14 STATION MODEL
FILENAME DATAIN 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\tilamok.prn';
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL
INPUT
= 170 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS=2 OBS=7795;
LAT 1- 9
LONG 10- 18
LOCATION$ 19- 72
STATION 76- 83
STATN $ 76- 83
YEAR 87- 91
YEARC 87- 91
MONTH 95- 99
DAY 103- 107
TIME 110- 115
PREC 24 119- 123
PREC 120 125- 132
FECAL 134- 140
ENTERO 142- 149
TEMP 151- 157
SALINITY 159- 164;
/* TIME VARIABLE */
YEARCALC = YEAR - 59;
IF YEAR >84 THEN POSTBMP = 1;
ELSE POSTBMP = 0;
OBS =N ;2_MODEL.DOC
SAS DAY =MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
IF (YEAR =85)OR(YEAR =86)OR(YEAR =87)OR(YEAR=88)OR(YEAR=89)OR
(YEAR =90)OR(YEAR =91)OR(YEAR =92)OR(YEAR=93)
THEN BMPYEAR =YEAR;
IF (YEAR =60)OR(YEAR =61)OR(YEAR =62)OR(YEAR=63)OR(YEAR=64)OR
(YEAR =65)OR(YEAR =66)OR(YEAR =67)OR(YEAR=68)OR(YEAR=69)OR
(YEAR =70)OR(YEAR =71)OR(YEAR =72)OR(YEAR=73)OR(YEAR=74)OR
(YEAR =75)OR(YEAR =76)OR(YEAR =77)OR(YEAR=78)OR(YEAR=79)OR
(YEAR =80)OR(YEAR =81)OR(YEAR =82)OR(YEAR=83)OR(YEAR=84)
THEN PREVYEAR = YEAR;
NLFECAL = LOG(FECAL);
/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON= 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON= 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON= 'WINTER';
Cr-N2_MODEL.DOC
/*AREA = DOWN*/
IF (STATION = 402596) OR (STATION= 402597) OR (STATION = 404632) OR (STATION= 404633) OR (STATION = 412119) OR (STATION= 412123) OR (STATION = 412124) OR (STATION
OR (STATION = 412130) OR (STATION= 412136) OR (STATION = 412137) OR (STATION
OR (STATION = 412140) OR (STATION= 412145) OR (STATION = 412183) OR (STATION
OR (STATION = 412185) OR (STATION= 412222) OR (STATION = 412223) OR (STATION
THEN AREA = 'DOWN';
/*AREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATION=404632)OR(STATION=412120)OR(STATION=412125)OR
(STATION=412131)OR(STATION=412132)OR(STATION=412138)OR
(STATION=412142)OR(STATION=412146)OR(STATION=412148)OR
(STATION=412181)OR(STATION=412182)OR(STATION=412186)OR
(STATION=412188)OR(STATION=412194)OR(STATION=412195)OR
(STATION=412196)OR(STATION=412206)OR(STATION=412210)OR
(STATION=412212)OR(STATION=412215)OR(STATION=412216)OR
(STATION=412217)OR(STATION=412218)OR(STATION=412221)OR
(STATION=412250)OR(STATION=412251)OR(STATION=412253)OR
(STATION=412323)OR(STATION=412324)OR(STATION=412126)OR
(STATION=412254)OR(STATION=412255)
THEN AREA = 'MIDDLE';
=412129)
=412139)
=412184)
=412141)2_MODEL.DOC
/* AREA = UP
ELSE IF
*/
(STATION = 402258) OR (STATION= 412121) OR (STATION = 412122) OR
(STATION = 412127) OR (STATION= 412128) OR (STATION = 412134) OR
(STATION = 412135) OR (STATION= 412144) OR (STATION = 412150) OR
(STATION = 412151) OR (STATION= 412180) OR (STATION = 412189) OR
(STATION = 412190) OR (STATION= 412191) OR (STATION = 412192) OR
(STATION = 412193) OR (STATION= 412197) OR (STATION = 412198) OR
(STATION = 412199) OR (STATION= 412200) OR (STATION = 412201) OR
(STATION = 412202) OR (STATION= 412203) OR (STATION = 412204) OR
(STATION = 412205) OR (STATION= 412207) OR (STATION = 412208) OR
(STATION = 412209) OR (STATION= 412211) OR (STATION = 412213) OR
(STATION = 412214) OR (STATION= 412219) OR (STATION = 412220) OR
(STATION = 412224) OR (STATION= 412225) OR (STATION = 412226) OR
(STATION = 412227) OR (STATION= 412228) OR (STATION = 412325) OR
(STATION = 412326) OR (STATION= 412123) OR (STATION = 412179) OR
(STATION = 412187) OR (STATION= 412252) OR (STATION = 412143)
THEN AREA = 'UP';
/*DELETE OUTLERS*/
ELSE DELETE;
/*14 STATION MODEL = DOWN */
IF (STATN = '412119') OR (STATN= '412130') OR (STATN = '412137') OR
(STATN = '412139') OR (STATN= '412140') OR (STATN = '412141')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'D'IISTATN;2_MODEL.DOC
/*14 STATION MODEL = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATN = '412120') OR (STATN= '412125') OR (STATN = '412131')
OR (STATN = '412138') OR (STATN= '412142') OR (STATN = '412146')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'M'II STATN;
/* 14 STATION MODEL= UP */
ELSE IF (STATN = '412151') OR (STATN= '412214')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'U'IISTATN;
/* REMOVE OUTLIERS */
ELSE DELETE;
RUN;2_1q0DELDOC
DATA TILLAMOK;
1*
SET FIRST;
PROC SORT DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
OUTPUT OUT = TILL1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEARC
YEARCALC
POSTBMP
BMPYEAR
PREVYEAR
SEASON
AREA;
VARPREC 24
PREC 120
NLFECAL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY;
PROC PRINT DATA = TILL1;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK DATA'; */
RUN;2_MODEL.DOC
PROC GLM DATA = TILL1;
CLASSES SEASON AREA NEWSTATN;
MODEL NLFECAL =PREC_120 PREC_120*POSTBMP SEASON AREANEWSTATN(AREA)
YEARCALC/SOLUTION;
OUTPUT OUT = SET7 R = RESIDUAL;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TRIBUTARY MODEL (2)14 STATION MODEL';
MEANS SEASON;
LSMEANS SEASON;
RUN;
PROC PLOT DATA = SET7;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA-- TRIBUTARY MODEL (2)14 STATION MODEL';Class
TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TRIBUTARY MODEL (B)14 STATION MODEL
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Levels Values
SEASON 4 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER WINTER
AREA 3 DOWN MIDD UP
NEWSTATN 14 D412119 D412130 D412137 D412139 D412140D412141M412120 M412125
M412131 M412138 M412142 M412146 U412151U412214
Number of observations in data set= 905
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 670 observationscan be used in this analysis.TILLAMOOK COUNTY
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source DF
DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (B)14 STATION MODEL
General Linear Models Procedure
Sum of Squares Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 19 498.53286966 26.23857209 14.64 0.0001
Error 650 1164.63628075 1.79174812
Corrected Total 669 1663.16915042
R-Square C.V. Root MSE NLFECAL Mean
0.299749 27.28680 1.33856196 4.90552975
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC_120 1 0.00396469 0.00396469 0.00 0.9625 PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 33.89194713 33.89194713 18.92 0.0001 SEASON 3 231.88110237 77.29370079 43.14 0.0001 AREA 2 7.64544186 3.82272093 2.13 0.1192 NEWSTATN(AREA) 11 210.48448077 19.13495280 10.68 0.0001 YEARCALC 1 14.62593284 14.62593284 8.16 0.0044TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (B) 14 STATION MODEL
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source
General Linear Models Procedure
DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
PREC 120 1 14.56276046 14.56276046 8.13 0.0045
PREC 120*POSTBMP 1 9.49353249 9.49353249 5.30 0.0217
SEASON 3 234.97070860 78.32356953 43.71 0.0001
AREA 2 23.31883581 11.65941791 6.51 0.0016
NEWSTATN(AREA) 11 194.11389944 17.64671813 9.85 0.0001
YEARCALC 1 14.62593284 14.62593284 8.16 0.0044
Parameter
T for HO: Pr > ITI Std Error of
Estimate Parameter=0 Estimate
INTERCEPT 3.462802411 B 5.48 0.0001 0.63225553
PREC 120 0.001265149 2.85 0.0045 0.00044377
PREC 120*POSTBMP -0.001438544 -2.30 0.0217 0.00062495
SEASON AUTUMN 1.107210156 B 7.90 0.0001 0.14008455
SPRING 0.570359056 B 3.66 0.0003 0.15580029
SUMMER 1.646785431 B 10.70 0.0001 0.15383792
WINTER 0.000000000 B . . .
AREA DOWN 0.554894805 B 0.86 0.3919 0.64765275
MIDD 1.387442083 B 2.15 0.0318 0.64497883
UP 0.000000000 B .173TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET-- TRIBUTARY MODEL (B) 14
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO:
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0
STATION MODEL
Pr >ITI Std Error of
Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) D412119 DOWN
0.772514243B 2.52 0.0119 0.30619300
D412130 DOWN
0.155737829B 0.57 0.5674 0.27217489
D412137 DOWN
0.055965557B 0.12 0.9054 0.47073256
D412139 DOWN
1.392081842B 4.71 0.0001 0.29559976 D412140 DOWN
0.299734586B 0.96 0.3391 0.31328939
D412141 DOWN
0.000000000B
M412120 MIDD
-0.631164729B -2.10 0.0362 0.30064802
M412125 MIDD
-0.844934106B -3.15 0.0017 0.26837769
M412131 MIDD
0.668463388B 1.54 0.1247 0.43476982TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL (B)14
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
T for HO:
Parameter Estimate Parameter=0
STATION MODEL
Pr >ITI Std Error of
Estimate
NEWSTATN(AREA) M412138 MIDD
2.094034877B 4.12 0.0001 0.50823927
M412142 MIDD
-0.690277247B -2.52 0.0120 0.27415390
M412146 MIDD
0.000000000B
U412151 UP
1.385640883B 2.19 0.0292 0.63383530
U412214 UP
0.000000000B
YEARCALC -0.021429483 -2.86 0.0044 0.00750047
NOTE: The X'X matrix has been found to be singular and a generalized inverse was used to
solve the normal equations. Estimates followed by the letter 'B' are biased, and
are not unique estimators of the parameters.TILLAMOOK COUNTY
Level of
SEASON N
DATA SET -- TRIBUTARY MODEL
General Linear Models
NLFECAL
Mean SD
(B)14 STATION MODEL
Procedure
PREC 120
Mean SD
AUTUMN 202 5.22346218 1.40820690 159.118812 185.389078
SPRING 139 4.56749098 1.62898260 147.553957 141.498255
SUMMER 158 5.64206701 1.33774439 46.892405 90.711735
WINTER 171 4.12419730 1.51660255 141.058480 149.096246
Level of POSTBMP YEARCALC
SEASON N Mean SD Mean SD
AUTUMN 202 0.39603960 0.49028792 20.8465347 9.23928520
SPRING 139 0.52517986 0.50117160 23.4820144 7.20140135
SUMMER 158 0.59493671 0.49246520 24.1455696 7.57285291
WINTER 171 0.39181287 0.48958889 20.3567251 9.00628531
General Linear Models Procedure
Least Squares Means
SEASON NLFECAL
LSMEAN
AUTUMN 5.23464043
SPRING 4.69778933
SUMMER 5.77421571
WINTER 4.12743028177
Appendix VII/*SAS PROGRAM: TILLAMOOK TRIBUTARY MODEL (4) RESIDUAL ANALYSIS*/
FILENAME DATAIN IF:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\TILAMOK.PRW;
DATA FIRST;
INFILE DATAIN LRECL = 170 MISSOVER FIRSTOBS=2 OBS=7795;
INPUT
LAT 1 9
LONG 10 18
LOCATION$ 19 72
STATION 76 83
STATN $ 76 83
YEAR 87 91
YEARC 87 91
YEARB 87 91
MONTH 95 99
DAY 103 107
TIME 110 115
PREC_24 119 123
PREC_120 125 132
FECAL 134 140
ENTERO 142 149
TEMP 151 157
SALINITY 159 164;
YEARCALC = YEAR 59;
IF YEAR > 84 THEN POSTBMP = 1;
ELSE POSTBMP = 0;
NLFECAL = LOG(FECAL);
OBS =N ;
SAS DAY = MDY (MONTH,DAY,YEAR);
00/* SEASON SUBROUTINE*/
IF (MONTH = 1) OR (MONTH = 2) THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
IF MONTH = 3 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF (MONTH = 4) OR (MONTH = 5) THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SPRING';
IF MONTH = 6 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF (MONTH = 7) OR (MONTH = 8) THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'SUMMER';
IF MONTH = 9 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF (MONTH = 10) OR (MONTH = 11) THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY < 22 THEN SEASON = 'AUTUMN';
IF MONTH = 12 AND DAY > 21 THEN SEASON = 'WINTER';
/*AREA = DOWN*1
IF (STATION = 402596) OR (STATION = 402597) OR (STATION = 404632) OR (STATION = 404633) OR
(STATION = 412119) OR (STATION = 412123) OR (STATION = 412124) OR (STATION = 412129)
OR (STATION = 412130) OR
OR (STATION = 412140) OR
OR (STATION = 412185) OR
THEN AREA = 'DOWN';
/*AREA = MIDDLE*1
(STATION
(STATION
(STATION
= 412136) OR
= 412145) OR
= 412222) OR
(STATION
(STATION
(STATION
= 412137) OR
= 412183) OR
= 412223) OR
(STATION
(STATION
(STATION
= 412139)
= 412184)
= 412141)
ELSE IF (STATION=404632)OR(STATION=412120)OR(STATION=412125)OR
(STATION=412131)OR(STATION=412132)OR(STATION=412138)OR
(STATION=412142)OR(STATION=412146)OR(STATION=412148)OR
(STATION=412181)OR(STATION=412182)OR(STATION=412186)OR
(STATION=412188)OR(STATION=412194)OR(STATION=412195)OR
(STATION=412196)OR(STATION=412206)OR(STATION=412210)OR
(STATION=412212)OR(STATION=412215)OR(STATION=412216)OR
(STATION=412217)OR(STATION=412218)OR(STATION=412221)OR
(STATION=412250)OR(STATION=412251)OR(STATION=412253)OR
(STATION=412323)OR(STATION=412324)OR(STATION=412126)OR
(STATION=412254)OR(STATION=412255)THEN AREA =
/* AREA = UP
'MIDDLE';
*/
ELSEIF (STATION=402258)OR(STATION=412121)OR(STATION=412122)OR
(STATION=412127)OR(STATION=412128)OR(STATION=412134)OR
(STATION=412135)OR(STATION=412144)OR(STATION=412150)OR
(STATION=412151)OR(STATION=412180)OR(STATION=412189)OR
(STATION=412190)OR(STATION=412191)OR(STATION=412192)OR
(STATION=412193)OR(STATION=412197)OR(STATION=412198)OR
(STATION=412199)OR(STATION=412200)OR(STATION=412201)OR
(STATION=412202)OR(STATION=412203)OR(STATION=412204)OR
(STATION=412205)OR(STATION=412207)OR(STATION=412208)OR
(STATION=412209)OR(STATION=412211)OR(STATION=412213)OR
(STATION=412214)OR(STATION=412219)OR(STATION=412220)OR
(STATION=412224)OR(STATION=412225)OR(STATION=412226)OR
(STATION=412227)OR(STATION=412228)OR(STATION=412325)OR
(STATION=412326)OR(STATION=412123)OR(STATION=412179)OR
(STATION=412187)OR(STATION=412252)OR(STATION=412143)
THEN AREA = 'UP';
/*TRIBAREA = DOWN
IF (STATN='402596')OR(STATN='402597')OR(STATN='404632')OR
(STATN='404633')OR(STATN='412119')OR(STATN='412123')OR
(STATN='412124')OR(STATN='412130')OR(STATN='412136')OR
(STATN='412137')OR(STATN='412139')OR(STATN='412140')OR
(STATN='412145')OR(STATN='412183')OR(STATN='412184')OR
(STATN='412185')OR(STATN='412222')OR(STATN='412223')OR
(STATN='412141')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'D'IISTATN;/*TRIBAREA = MIDDLE*/
ELSE IF (STATN= '404632')OR(STATN='412120')OR(STATN='412125')OR
(STATN= '412131')OR(STATN='412132')OR(STATN='412138')OR
(STATN= '412142')OR(STATN='412146')OR(STATN='412148')OR
(STATN= '412181')OR(STATN='412182')OR(STATN='412186')OR
(STATN= '412188')OR(STATN='412194')OR(STATN='412195')OR
(STATN= '412196')OR(STATN='412206')OR(STATN='412210')OR
(STATN= '412212')OR(STATN='412215')OR(STATN='412216')OR
(STATN= '412217')OR(STATN='412218')OR(STATN='412221')OR
(STATN= '412250')OR(STATN='412251')OR(STATN='412253')OR
(STATN= '412323')OR(STATN='412324')OR(STATN='412126')OR
(STATN= '412254')OR(STATN='412255')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'M'IISTATN;
/* TRIBAREA = UP */
ELSE IF (STATN= '402258')OR(STATN='412121')OR(STATN='412122')OR
(STATN= '412127')OR(STATN='412128')OR(STATN='412134')OR
(STATN= '412135')OR(STATN='412144')OR(STATN='412150')OR
(STATN= '412151')OR(STATN='412180')OR(STATN='412189')OR
(STATN= '412190')OR(STATN='412191')OR(STATN='412192')OR
(STATN= '412193')OR(STATN='412197')OR(STATN='412198')OR
(STATN= '412199')OR(STATN='412200')OR(STATN='412201')OR
(STATN= '412202')OR(STATN='412203')OR(STATN='412204')OR
(STATN= '412205')OR(STATN='412207')OR(STATN='412208')OR
(STATN= '412209')OR(STATN='412211')OR(STATN='412213')OR
(STATN= '412214')OR(STATN='412219')OR(STATN='412220')OR
(STATN= '412224')OR(STATN='412225')OR(STATN='412226')OR
(STATN= '412227')OR(STATN='412228')OR(STATN='412325')OR
(STATN= '412326')OR(STATN='412123')OR(STATN='412179')OR
(STATN= '412187')OR(STATN='412252')OR(STATN='412143')
THEN NEWSTATN = 'U'IISTATN;/*REMOVE OUTLIERS
ELSE DELETE;
RUN;
DATA TILLAMOK;
SET FIRST;
PROC SORT DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS DAY;
PROC SUMMARY MAXDEC = 3 DATA = TILLAMOK;
BY NEWSTATN SAS_DAY;
FORMAT SAS DAY MMDDYY.;
OUTPUT OUT = TILL1 MEAN=;
IDLOCATION
YEAR
YEARC
YEARB
YEARCALC
POSTBMP
SEASON
AREA;
VARPREC_24
PREC_120
NLFECAL
ENTERO
TEMP
SALINITY;
/*PROC PRINT DATA = TILL1;
TITLE 'TILLAMOOK DATA';RUN;
PROC GLM DATA = TILL1;
CLASS NEWSTATN;
MODEL NLFECAL = NEWSTATN;
ID POSTBMP PREC_120;
OUTPUT OUT = TO PLOT R = RESIDUAL;
PROC PLOT DATA = TO_PLOT;
PLOT RESIDUAL*PREC 120 = POSTBMP;
FILENAME OUTFILE 'F:\HOME\KRAMERJ\SAS\PROGRAM\RESIDUAL.SASI;
DATA _NULL_;
SET TO PLOT;
FILE OUTFILE;
PUT NEWSTATN SAS DAY POSTBMP RESIDUAL PREC 120;
RUN;TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA TILLAMOOK MODEL (D) (1960 1992)
General Linear Models Procedure
Class Level Information
Class Levels Values
NEWSTATN 94 D402596 D402597 D404632 D404633 D412119 D412123 D412124 D412130
D412136 D412137 D412139 D412140 D412141 D412145 D412183 D412184
D412185 D412222 D412223 M412120 M412125 M412126 M412131 M412132
M412138 M412142 M412146 M412148 M412181 M412182 M412186 M412188
M412194 M412195 M412196 M412206 M412210 M412212 M412215 M412216
M412217 M412218 M412221 M412250 M412251 M412253 M412254 M412255
M412323 M412324 U402258 U412121 U412122 U412127 U412128 U412134
U412135 U412143 U412144 U412150 U412151 U412179 U412180 U412187
U412189 U412190 U412191 U412192 U412193 U412197 U412198 U412199
U412200 U412201 U412202 U412203 U412204 U412205 U412207 U412208
U412209 U412211 U412213 U412214 U412219 U412220 U412224 U412225
U412226 U412227 U412228 U412252 U412325 U412326
Number of observations in data set = 2162
NOTE: Due to missing values, only 1313 observations can be used in this analysis.TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA TILLAMOOK MODEL
General Linear Models Procedure
Dependent Variable: NLFECAL
Source DF Sum of Squares
(D) (1960 1992)
Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
Model 56 1316.70058938 23.51251052 9.52 0.0001
Error 1256 3102.27735076 2.46996604
Corrected Total 1312 4418.97794014
R-Square C.V. Root MSE NLFECAL Mean
0.297965 33.79257 1.57161256 4.65076346
Source DF Type I SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
NEWSTATN 56 1316.70058938 23.51251052 9.52 0.0001
Source DF Type III SS Mean SquareF Value Pr > F
NEWSTATN 56 1316.70058938 23.51251052 9.52 0.00015
TILLAMOOK COUNTY DATA
Plot of RESIDUAL*PREC
+0
1 1
TILLAMOOK MODEL (D)
120.Symbol is value of
(1960 1992)
POSTBMP.
0 0 0 0
1001 0 0 1 0 0
RESIDUAL11111111 1 011011 0 1 0 1 0 0
011001 0 01 1 10 00 0 10 0 0
00100 0101 0100 001 110 110 0 101 0 00 0 0
101000111000 001 01 0 1 101 110 011 1 1 10100 1 0
01000100010111110 100 1 11 100 01 101 1 1 0011 0 0
0 +0001100110 1 0 11100 01 111 010 011 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
111111101001 0011 0010001110101101 11 1 1 1 1 0 010 0
111111101001 1010100 0 00 101 110 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 110
010011 0 101110 0010 0 01 010 1 1 1
001 01 110 1 11 100 11 110 1 1 1 0
1 11 1 1 11100 1 110 1 1 1
0 1 011 1 00 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1
-5
-+ +-
0 99 198 297 396 495 594 693
PREC 120
NOTE: 861 obs had missing values.939obs hidden.187
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120
D402596 6/19/67 0 . 0 D402597 6/26/90 1 -0.331009 2
D402596 6/26/67 0 . 66 D402597 7/25/90 1 3.047716 0
D402596 7/18/67 0 . 0 D402597 8/14/90 1 . 0
D402596 8/14/67 0 . 0 D402597 9/19/90 1 -2.528233 80
D402596 9/21/67 0 . 11 D40259710/24/90 1 -1.835086 132
D402596 1/12/89 1 -0.81205 6 D40259711/26/90 1 0.036716 348
D402596 1/18/89 1 0.585059 549 D40259712/11/90 1 0.820096 148
D402596 1/23/89 1 1.063095 323 D402597 1/22/91 1 2.952406 0
D402596 1/25/89 1 -1.75032 126 D402597 4/16/91 1 -3.039059 35
D402596 1/30/89 1 1.533098 126 D4025974/30/91 1 2.952406 39
D402596 2/1/89 1 0.585059 99 D402597 6/3/91 1 -1.940447 40
D402596 2/7/89 1 -0.18634 143 D402597 6/11/91 1 -3.039059 0
D402596 2/8/89 1 1.063095 0 D402597 8/5/92 1 -2.528233 0
D402596 2/13/89 1 -1.23949 33 D40463211/29/88 1 -0.630173 290
D402596 2/15/89 1 -0.18634 24 D40463212/13/88 1 -0.630173 402
D402596 2/21/89 1 -0.18634 236 D404632 1/31/89 1 -0.917855 17
D402596 2/22/89 1 1.533098 221 D4046322/21/89 1 -0.630173 236
D402596 2/27/89 1 -2.00163 69 D4046323/28/89 1 -0.917855 258
D402597 6/19/67 0 . 0 D4046324/24/89 1 -0.917855 138
D402597 6/26/67 0 . 66 D4046326/26/89 1 -0.630173 0
D402597 7/18/67 0 . 0 D4046327/19/89 1 3.464171 59
D402597 8/14/67 0 . 0 D4046328/16/89 1 3.464171 0
D402597 8/23/88 1 0.467499 12 D404632 9/6/89 1 -0.917855 6
D402597 1/18/89 1 -0.29874 549 D40463210/31/89 1 4.505625 72
D402597 1/23/89 1 2.865394 323 D40463211/27/89 1 -0.917855 282
D402597 1/25/89 1 -2.75138 126 D40463212/18/89 1 -0.917855 0
D402597 1/30/89 1 2.865394 126 D404632 1/30/90 1 -0.917855 588
D402597 2/1/89 1 2.865394 99 D404632 2/26/90 1 -0.917855 0
D402597 2/13/89 1 2.865394 33 D4046324/11/90 1 -0.917855 12
D402597 2/15/89 1 2.865394 24 D4046325/23/90 1 -0.917855 153
D402597 2/21/89 1 0.394928 236 D404632 6/26/90 1 -0.40703 2
D402597 2/22/89 1 -0.77038 221 D404632 7/25/90 1 -0.40703 0
D402597 2/27/89 1 2.865394 69 D4046328/14/90 1 -0.40703 0
D402597 4/24/89 1 -2.75138 138 D404632 9/19/90 1 2.537409 80
D402597 6/26/89 1 -3.03906 0 D40463210/24/90 1 2.888807 132
D402597 7/19/89 1 -3.03906 59 D404632 11/7/90 1 -0.40703 338
D402597 8/16/89 1 2.865394 0 D40463211/26/90 1 -0.40703 348
D402597 8/23/89 1 4.561844 143 D404632 1/22/91 1 -0.40703 0
D402597 8/30/89 1 2.865394 6 D4046324/16/91 1 -0.917855 35
D402597 9/6/89 1 2.865394 6 D404632 4/30/91 1 -0.40703 39
D402597 9/14/89 1 -3.03906 0 D404632 6/3/91 1 -0.070557 40
D402597 9/25/89 1 -3.03906 0 D404632 2/9/93 1 -1.32332 .
D40259710/31/89 1 -0.04333 72 D404633 2/9/93 1 -1.78E-15 .
D40259711/27/89 1 -3.03906 282 D412119 11/7/60 0 -1.552453 0
D40259712/18/89 1 -3.03906 0 D4I211912/19/66 0 1.296999 3
D402597 1/30/90 1 -2.75138 588 D412119 1/9/67 0 -1.357625 79
D402597 2/26/90 1 -3.03906 0 D412119 1/17/67 0 0.49228 297
D402597 4/11/90 1 1.993555 12 D412119 5/22/67 0 0.359369 0
D402597 4/18/90 1 . 13 D412119 8/7/67 0 0.750132 0
D402597 5/23/90 1 2.865394 153 D412119 10/9/67 0 0.174738 23188
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120
D412119 2/26/68 0 -1.00559 192 D412119 7/22/82 0 -2.605603 0
D412119 6118/68 0 . 0 D41211910/12/82 0 0.033454 14
D412119 8/26/68 0 0.49228 311 D412119 11/3/82 0 -1.552453 38
D412119 10/1/79 0 1.30642 7 D412119 12/8/82 0 -1.912456 277
D412119 11/5/79 0 -0.30302 195 D4I2119 1/11/83 0 -2.269131 218
D412119 12/2/79 0 . 239 D412119 4/12/83 0 -1.730134 210
D412119 12/3/79 0 . 290 D412119 6/7/83 0 0.124426 0
D412119 12/4/79 0 . 485 D412119 8/9/83 0 -1.730134 0
D412119 12/5/79 0 475 D41211910/18/83 0 0.124426 56
D412119 12/6/79 0 . 471 D412119 11/7/83 0 0.166986 520
D41211912/11/79 0 1.30642 87 D412119 1/10/84 0 . 166
D412119 1/24/80 0 2.469571 0 D412119 1/30/84 0 -1.912456 19
D412119 1/29/80 0 . 0 D41211912/16/92 1 -0.944205 96
D412119 2/5/80 0 -0.30302 245 D41212312/19/66 0 -0.95655 3
D412119 3/4/80 0 2.33604 29 D412123 1/9/67 0 -0.95655 79
D412119 3/10/80 0 . 150 D412123 1/17/67 0 -1.37301 297
D412119 3/11/80 0 . 236 D412123 5/22/67 0 0.648872 0
D412119 3/12/80 0 . 306 D412123 8/7/67 0 0.588466 0
D412119 3/13/80 0 . 306 D412123 10/9/67 0 0.342733 23
D412119 4/1/80 0 2.469571 82 D412123 2/26/68 0 192
D412119 5/6/80 0 0.652494 12 D412123 6/18/68 0 0
D412119 6/3/80 0 0.124426 141 D412123 8/26/68 0 1.706038 311
D412119 7/8/80 0 0.652494 17 D412123 12/2/79 0 . 239
D412119 7/28/80 0 . 0 D412123 12/3/79 0 . 290
D412119 7/29/80 0 . 0 D412123 12/4/79 0 . 485
D412119 7/30/80 0 . 0 D412123 12/5/79 0 . 475
D412119 8/5/80 0 0.750132 0 D41212412/19/66 0 4.852587 3
D412119 10/7/80 0 -0.30302 0 D412124 1/9/67 0 -2.488018 79
D41211910/24/80 0 . 22 D412124 1/17/67 0 -2.488018 297
D41211910/25/80 0 . 55 D412124 5/22/67 0 -2.396857 0
D412119 10/26/80 0 . 127 D412124 8/7/67 0 -0.451136 0
D412119 11/4/80 0 0.124426 115 D412124 10/9/67 0 0.854288 23
D412119 12/2/80 0 1.521531 668 D412124 2/26/68 0 . 192
D412119 1/6/81 0 -1.73013 3 D412124 6/18/68 0 . 0
D412119 2/3/81 0 -1.91246 1 D412124 8/26/68 0 2.117153 311
D412119 2/9/81 0 -1.91246 93 D41213010/11/60 0 2.51817 264
D412119 4/7/81 0 1.521531 140 D41213010/24/60 0 2.51817 117
D412119 4/13/81 0 -1.91246 232 D412130 2/7/61 0 -2.645481 138
D412119 4/14/81 0 -0.80279 167 D412130 3/13/61 0 -0.592263 590
D412119 5/5/81 0 -1.91246 164 D412130 9/23/63 0 1.651737 72
D412119 6/2/81 0 1.521531 10 D412130 4/14/64 0 -0.831039 120
D412119 7/7/81 0 1.521531 38 D41213012/19/66 0 0.633296 3
D412119 8/4/81 0 2.469571 0 D412130 1/9/67 0 -1.25027 79
D412119 9/1/81 0 2.469571 0 D412130 1/17/67 0 -0.723695 297
D412119 9/22/81 0 . 178 D412130 5/22/67 0 -3.203961 0
D412119 10/6/81 0 0.750132 378 D412130 6/19/67 0 0.561482 0
D412119 11/3/81 0 -0.80279 127 D412130 6/26/67 0 10.553825 66
D412119 12/1/81 0 -0.80279 164 D412130 8/7/67 0 -0.167407 0
D412119 2/2/82 0 2.469571 37 D412130 10/9/67i 0 0.52574 23
D412119 3/3/82 0 0.817573 301 D412130 2/26/68 0 -1.083698 192189
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P120
D412130 6/18/68 0 . 0 D412130 11/3/82 0 0.995744 38
D412130 8/26/68 0 -0.90138 311 D412130 12/8/82 0 -1.083698 277
D412130 10/1/79 0 1.57889 7 D412130 1/11/83 0 -1.349401 218
D412130 11/5/79 0 0.953184 195 D412130 4/12/83 0 -1.083698 210
D412130 12/2/79 0 . 239 D412130 6/7/83 0 -1.083698 0
D412130 12/3/79 0 290 D412130 8/9/83 0 -0.901376 0
D412130 12/4/79 0 . 485 D41213010/18/83 0 1.57889 56
D412130 12/5/79 0 . 475 D412130 11/7/83 0 1.646331 520
D412130 12/6/79 0 471 D412130 1/10/84 0 . 166
D412130 12/11/79 0 -0.90138 87 D412130 1/30/84 0 -1.083698 19
D412130 1/24/80 0 -1.0837 0 D412130 11/6/84 0 -0.901376 529
D412130 1/29/80 0 . 0 D412130 1/14/85 1 0.025964 11
D412130 2/5/80 0 -1.0837 245 D412130 3/19/85 1 -2.18231 0
D412130 3/4/80 0 -0.08424 29 D412130 3/20/85 1 0.152045 31
D412130 3/10/80 0 . 150 D412130 3/21/85 1 -0.525706 139
D412130 3/11/80 0 236 D412130 3/22/85 1 -0.168892 202
D412130 3/12/80 0 . 306 D412130 3/23/85 1 0.874196 370
D412130 3/13/80 0 . 306 D412130 3/24/85 1 -1.354008 455
D412130 4/1/80 0 -0.90138 82 D412130 6/11/85 1 -0.723695 217
D412130 5/6/80 0 -0.18782 12 D412130 6/17/85 1 0.047704 0
D412130 6/3/80 0 1.57889 141 D412130 9/18/85 1 . 238
D412130 7/8/80 0 0.52574 17 D412130 9/17/86 1 2.382038 180
D412130 7/28/80 0 . 0
T
D41213010/20/86 1 1.601879 85
D412130 7/29/80 0 . 0 D412130 12/1/86 1 -0.796016 43
D412130 7/30/80 0 0 D412130 2/17/87 1 -1.306841 408
D412130 8/5/80 0 1.57889 0 D4121304/14/87 1 -1.999989 386
D412130 10/7/80 0 0.456747 0 D412130 5/18/87 1 -1.306841 57
D412130 10/24/80 0 . 22 D412130 6/22/87 1 1.075786 40
D41213010/25/80 0 . 55 D412130 7/15/87 1 0.456747 18
D412130 10/26/80 0 . 127 D412130 8/10/87 1 1.976573 0
D412130 11/4/80 0 0.862212 115 D412130 9/21/87 1 2.605182 0
D412130 12/2/80 0 3.298329 668 D412130 10/6/87 1 2.272037 0
D412130 1/6/81 0 -0.90138 3 D412130 12/8/87 1 0.862212 570
D412130 2/3/81 0 -1.0837 1 D412130 4/18/88 1 -3.098601 387
D412130 2/9/81 0 -0.90138 93 D412130 8/17/88 1 1.646331 12
D412130 4/7/81 0 -1.0837 140 D412130 9/12/88 1 0.215585 0
D412130 5/5/81 0 -1.0837 164 D41213010/10/88 1 0.833225 0
D412130 6/2/81 0 0.953184 10 D41213011/29/88 1 0.079453 290
D412130 7/7/81 0 3.298329 38 D41213012/13/88 1 -1.019159 402
D412130 8/4/81 0 2.350289 0 D412130 1/12/89 1 -0.723695 6
D412130 9/1/81 0 3.298329 0 D412130 1/18/89 1 -0.723695 549
D412130 9/22/81 0 . 178 D412130 1/23/89 1 -0.337995 323
D412130 10/6/81 0 3.298329 378 D412130 1/25/89 1 -2.538985 126
D412130 11/3/81 0 -0.90138 127 D412130 1/30/89 1 -1.776845 126
D412130 12/1/81 0 -1.0837 164 D412130 1/31/89 1 -0.821334 17
D412130 2/2/82 0 0.52574 37 D412130 2/1/89 1 -0.723695 99
D412130 3/3/82 0 0.047704 301 D412130 2/7/89 1 -0.167407 143
D412130 7/22/82 0 2.51817 0 D412130 2/8/89 1 0.995744 0
D412130 8/10/82 0 -1.0837 15 D412130 2/13/89 1 -0.723695 33
D41213010/12/82 0 0.025964 14 .D412130 2/15/89 1 2.51817 24190
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
D412130 2/21/89 1 -0.8323 236 D4121373/13/80 0 . 306
D412130 2/22/89 1 0.047704 221 D412137 7/28/80 0 . 0
D412130 2/27/89 1 -3.38628 69 D412137 7/29/80 0 . 0
D412130 3/28/89 1 -1.01916 258 D412137 7/30/80 0 . 0
D412130 4/24/89 1 -0.79602 138 D41213710/24/80 0 . 22
D412130 5/23/89 1 1.506569 61 D41213710/25/80 0 . 55
D412130 6/26/89 1 0.885743 0 D41213710/26/80 0 . 127
D412130 7/19/89 1 1.283426 59 D412137 1/23/89 1 0.696963 323
D412130 8/16/89 1 2.402657 0 D412137 6/17/91 1 -2.704235 42
D412130 9/5/89 1 -0.7237 6 D412137 8/14/91 1 -3.956997 0
D412130 10/31/89 1 -0.04224 72 D4121379/26/91 1 -1.51465 0
D412130 11/27/89 1 0.420379 282 D41213912/19/66 0 0.019951 3
D41213012/18/89 1 -1.0837 0 D4I2139 1/9/67 0 -0.10197 79
D412130 2/26/90 1 -2.18231 0 D412139 1/17/67 0 -0.877598 297
D412130 7/25/90 1 1.113527 0 D412139 5/22/67 0 0.288793 0
D412130 8/14/90 1 0.382639 0 D412139 8/7/67 0 -0.02406 0
D412130 9/19/90 1 0.52574 80 D412139 10/9/67 0 1.766096 23
D41213011/26/90 1 -0.47756 348 D412139 2/26/68 0 0.82467 192
D412130 1/22/91 1 -0.2364 0 D412139 6/18/68 0 . 0
D412130 4/30/91 1 -1.77685 39 D412139 8/26/68 0 1.060193 311
D412130 6/3/91 1 0.047704 40 D412139 12/2/79 0 239
D412130 8/27/91 1 0.708062 15 D412139 12/3/79 0 290
D412130 12/16/92 1 -0.11545 96 D412139 12/4/79 0 . 485
D412130 3/10/93 1 -2.53899 . D412139 12/5/79 0 . 475
D412130 6/9/93 1 -0.79602 D412139 3/10/80 0 . 150
D41213612/19/66 0 -0.07433 3 D412139 3/11/80 0 236
D412136 1/9/67 0 0.267357 79 D4121393/12/80 0 . 306
D412136 1/17/67 0 1.13379 297 D412139 3/13/80 0 306
D412136 5/22/67 0 -0.69215 0 D412139 7/28/80 0 . 0
D412136 8/7/67 0 -1.82209 0 D412139 7/29/80 0 . 0
D412136 10/9/67 0 0.053635 23 D412139 7/30/80 0 0
D412136 2/26/68 0 192 D41213910/24/80 0 . 22
D412136 6/18/68 0 . 0 D41213910/25/80 0 . 55
D412136 8/26/68 0 1.13379 311 D41213910/26/80 0 . 127
D412137 12/19/66 0 1.053638 3 D4121393/19/85 1 -1.627967 0
D412137 1/9/67 0 1.486487 79 D412139 3/20/85 1 -1.153558 31
D412137 1/17/67 0 2.352921 297 D4121393/21/85 1 -0.372957 139
D412137 5/22/67 0 0.324325 0 D4121393/22/85 1 1.028799 202
D412137 8/7/67 0 0.325994 0 D4121393/23/85 1 1.838824 370
D412137 10/9/67 0 -0.24949 23 D412139 3/24/85 1 2.56529 455
D412137 2(26/68 0 . 192 D412139 9/17/86 1 -0.294353 180
D412137 6/18/68 0 . 0 D41213910/20/86 1 -1.823748 85
1)412137 8/26/68 0 2.18504 311 D412139 12/1/86 1 -1.121032 43
D412137 12/2/79 0 . 239 13412139 2/17/87 1 1.315085 408
D412137 12/3/79 0 . 290 D412139 4/14/87 1 0.552945 386
D412137 12/4/79 0 . 485 D412139 5/18/87 1 -0.245563 57
13412137 12/5/79 0 . 475 13412139 6/22/87 1 0.588036 40
D412137 3/10/80 0
I
. 150 D412139 7/15/87 1 1.315085 18
D412137 3/11/80 0 . 236 D412139 8/10/87 1 1.315085 0
13412137 3/12/80 0 . 306 1)4121399/21/87 1 -1.074512 0191
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
D412139 10/6/87 1 -1.07451 0 D412140 1/9/67 0 1.350252 79
D41213911/19/87 1 0.439616 0 D412140 1/17/67 0 0.30099 297
D412139 12/8/87 1 1.315085 570 D412140 5/22/67 0 -0.397562 0
D412139 3/29/88 1 -1.24239 230 D412140 8/7/67 0 -1.507164 0
D412139 4/25/88 1 -3.57777 21 D412140 10/9/67 0 0.863851 23
D412139 5/11/88 1 -2.01379 177 D412140 2/26/68 0 -0.147614 192
D412139 6/27/88 1 -0.29435 0 D412140 6/18/68 0 . 0
D412139 7/6/88 1 -2.4077 0 D412140 8/26/68 0 1.155424 311
D412139 8/3/88 1 -0.76436 25 D412140 10/1/79 0 0.102274 7
D412139 9/12/88 1 0.970244 0 D412140 12/2/79 0 . 239
D412139 9/14/88 1 -3.06694 0 D412140 12/3/79 0 290
D41213910/10/88 1 2.264165 0 D412140 12/4/79 0 . 485
D412139 11/9/88 1 -0.29435 6 D412140 12/5/79 0 475
D41213911/29/88 1 1.395127 290 D412140 12/6/79 0 471
D41213912/13/88 1 -0.9317 402 D41214012/11/79 0 1.155424 87
D412139 1/23/89 1 0.356234 323 D412140 1/24/80 0 -1.507164
D412139 1/31/89 1 1.228073 17 D412140 1/29/80 0 . 0
D412139 2/7/89 1 -2.01379 143 D412140 2/5/80 0 -0.617902 245
D412139 2/21/89 1 0.654727 236 D412140 3/4/80 0 . 29
D412139 3/28/89 1 1.315085 258 D412140 3/10/80 0 . 150
D412139 4/24/89 1 1.315085 138 D412140 3/11/80 0 . 236
D412139 4/26/89 1 -2.01379 120 D412140 3/12/80 0 . 306
D412139 5/23/89 1 1.454847 61 D412140 3/13/80 0 306
D412139 5/24/89 1 -2.01379 113 D412140 4/1/80 0 -1.507164 82,
D412139 6/21/89 1 -0.29435 51 D412140 5/6/80 0 -1.507164 12
D412139 6/26/89 1 1.315085 0 D412140 6/3/80 0 0.529718 141
D412139 7/19/89 1 1.209724 59 D412140 7/8/80 0 -0.397502 17
D412139 7/26/89 1 -4.67638 3 D412140 7/28/80 0 . 0
D412139 8/16/89 1 1.379623 0 D412140 7/29/80 0 . 0
D412139 8/30/89 1 -1.38907 6 D412140 7/30/80 0 .
D412139 9/5/89 1 1.228073 6 D412140 8/5/80 0 -1.324843
D412139 9/13/89 1 -2.01379 0 D412140 10/7/80 0 -0.617902
D41213910/11/89 1 -2.6395 0 D41214010/24/80 0 . 22
D41213910/31/89 1 -0.61021 72 D41214010/25/80 0 55
D41213911/27/89 1 1.315085 282 D41214010/26/80 0 . 127
D41213912/18/89 1 1.315085 0 D412140 11/4/80 0 -0.397502 115
D412139 2/26/90 1 -1.86297 0 D412140 12/2/80 0 2.874862 668
D412139 7/25/90 1 1.315085 0 D412140 1/6/81 0 -1.507164 3
D412139 8/14/90 1 0.356234 0 D412140 2/3/81 0 -1.507164 1
D41213911/26/90 1 1.315085 348 D412140 4/7/81 0 -1.507164 140
D412139 1/22/91 1 1.191032 0 D412140 4/13/81 0 -1.507164 232
D412139 4/30/91 1 1.7316 39 D412140 4/14/81 0 -1.324843 167
D412139 6/3/91 1 1.228073 40 D412140 5/5/81 0 -0.397502 164
D412139 8/27/91 1 1.82591 15 D412140 6/2/81 0 -1.324843 10
D412140 10/25/60 0 1.155424 117 D412140 7/7/81 0 1.155424 38
D412140 11/1/60 0 1.222865 315 D412140 8/4/81 0 -1.507164
D412140 3/13/61 0 1.541123 590 D412140 9/1/81 0 0.529718
D412140 9/23/63 0 0.529718 72 D4121409/22/81 0 . 178
D412140 1/17/66 0 0.352415 291 D412140 10/6/81 0 2.874862 378
D412140 12/19/66 0 0.081863 3 D412140 11/3/81 0 1.1554241 127192
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
D412140 12/1/81 0 1.926823 164 D41214112/16/92 1 -1.00386 96
D412140 2/2/82 0 -1.50716 37 D412145 11/1/60 0 1.568658 315
D412140 3/3/82 0 0.572277 301 D41214512/19/61 0 1.878813 503
D412140 7/22/82 0 -1.14716 0 D412145 3/27/62 0 -0.459938 488
D412140 10/12/82 0 -0.3975 14 D41214512/19/66 0 0.629378 3
D412140 11/7/83 0 2.094704 520 D412145 1/9/67 0 -0.67366 79
D412140 12/1/86 1 0.414648 43 D412145 1/17/670 0.013962 297
D412140 1/23/89 1 -0.37576 323 0412145 5/22/67 0 -0.257285 0
D412141 10/25/60 0 0.980272 117 D412145 8/7/67 0 -1.588579 0
D412141 3/13/61 0 1.508298 590 D412145 10/9/670 -1.033748 23
D412141 9/23/63 0 1.563418 72 D412145 2/26/68 0 -1.478379 192
D41214112/19/66 0 0.606954 3 D412145 6/18/68 0 . 0
D412141 1/9/67 0 1.203415 79 D412145 8/26/68 0 1.400777 311
D412141 1/17/67 0 -0.54434 297 D412183 12/2/79 0 . 239
D412141 5/22/67 0 3.933444 0 D412183 12/3/79 0 . 290
D412141 8/7/67 0 0.84674 0 D412183 12/4/79 0 485
D412141 10/9/67 0 2.334817 23 D412183 12/5/79 0 . 475
D412141 2/26/68 0 -1.09917 192-, D412183 3/10/80 0 . 150
D412141 6/18/68 0 0 D412183 3/11/80 0 . 236
D412141 8/26/68 0 1.300101 311 D412183 3/12/80 0 . 306
D412141 3/10/80 0 . 150 D412183 3/13/80 0 . 306
D412141 3/11/80 0 236 D412183 7/28/80 0 . 0
D412141 3/12/80 0 . 306 D412183 7/29/80 0 . 0
D412141 3/13/80 0 . 306 D412183 7/30/80 0 . 0
D412141 7/28/80 0 0 D41218310/24/80 0 . 22
D412141 7/29/80 0 0 D41218310/25/80 0 . 55
D412141 7/30/80 0 . 0 D41218310/26/80 0 . 127
D412141 10/24/80 0 . 22 D412183 3/24/88 1 1.111311 54
D41214110/25/80 0 . 55 D412183 5/5/88 1 -1.453638 34
D41214110/26/80 0 127 D412183 8/16/88 1 . 0
D412141 2/9/81 0 -0.91685 93 D412183 9/14/88 1 0.114109 0
D412141 11/3/82 0 -0.73917 38 D41218310/13/88 1 -0.355026 0
D412141 12/8/82 0 0.010492 277 D412183 8/23/89 1 0.583244 143
D412141 1/11/83 0 -2.55446 218 D412184 12/2/79 0 . 239
D412141 4/12/83 0 -1.09917 210 D412184 12/3/79 0 . 290
D412141 6/7/83 0 -0.91685 0 D412184 12/4/79 0 . 485
D412141 8/9/83 0 -1.09917 0 D412184 12/5/79 0 . 475
D41214110/18/83 0 -0.91685 56 D412184 3/10/80 0 . 150
D412141 1/10/84 0 . 166 D412184 3/11/80 0 . 236
D412141 1/30/84 0 -0.91685 19 D412184 3/12/80 0 . 306
D412141 11/6/84 0 -0.91685 529 D412184 3/13/80 0 . 306
D412141 1/14/85 1 -1.09917 11 D412184 7/28/80 0 . 0
D412141 6/11/85 1 0.980272 217 D412184 7/29/80 0 . 0
D412141 6/17/85 1 -0.73917 0 D412184 7/30/80 0 . 0
D412141 9/18/85 1 1.630859 238 D41218410/24/80 0 . 22
D412141 9/17/86 1 1.439804 180 D41218410/25/80 0 . 55
D41214110/20/86 1 0.287125 85 D41218410/26/800 . 127
D412141 12/1/86 1 -0.47502 43 D412184 7/6/88 1 0.19824 0
D412141 2/17/87 1 -0.47502 408 D4I2184 8/3/88 1 -0.358048 25
D412141 4/18/88 1 -3.11407 387 D4121849/14/88 1 0.413351 0193
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
D412184 11/9/88 1 1.361391 6 D41222310/25/80 0 . 55
D41218412/13/88 1 -0.35805 402 D41222310/26/80 0 . 127
D412184 4/26/89 1 -0.98375 120 D412223 4/13/81 0 -1.33E-15 232
D412184 5/24/89 1 0.891387 113 D412223 4/14/81 0 -1.33E-15 167
D412184 6/21/89 1 1.361391 51 M412120 1/17/66 0 3.822234 291
D412184 7/26/89 1 -0.98375 3 M41212012/19/66 0 -0.70665 3
D412184 8/30/89 1 -0.35805 6 M412120 1/9/67 0 -1.214331 79
D412184 9/13/89 1 0.19824 0 M412120 1/17/67 0 -1.428053 297
D412184 10/11/89 1 1.361391 0 M4121205/22/67 0 -0.130079 0
D412184 12/19/89 1 -2.17334 0 M412120 10/9/67 0 0.81796 23
D412184 1/31/90 1 -0.98375 495 M4121202/26/68 0 -0.901479 192
D412184 5/22/90 1 0.413351 155 M4121206/18/68 0 . 0
D412185 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4121208/26/68 0 0.81796 311
D412185 12/3/79 0 290 M412120 1/8/73 0 -0.856016 28
D412185 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4121202/13/73 0 -0.568334 60
D412185 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4121202/15/73 0 0.775401 46
D412185 7/6/88 1 -0.10348 0 M4121202/19/73 0 -0.856016 62
D412185 8/3/88 1 -1.04175 25 M412120 12/2/79 0 . 239
D412185 9/14/88 1 1.078515 0 M412120 12/3/79 0 . 290
D412185 11/9/88 1 . 6 M412120 12/4/79 0 . 485
D412185 12/13/88 1 1.548518 402 M412120 12/5/79 0 . 475
D412185 4/26/89 1 1.078515 120 M4121203/10/80 0 . 150
D412185 5/24/89 1 -0.10348 113 M412120 3/11/80 0 . 236
D412185 6/21/89 1 -0.10348 51 M412120 3/12/80 0 . 306
D412185 7/26/89 1 -0.53092 3 M4121203/13/80 0 . 306
D412185 8/30/89 1 0.522227 6 M4121207/28/80 0 . 0
D412185 9/13/89 1 -0.10348 0 M4121207/29/80 0 . 0
D41218510/11/89 1 1.078515 0 M4121207/30/80 0 . 0
D41218512/19/89 1 -0.19445 0 M41212010/24/80 0 . 22
D412185 1/31/90 1 -1.04175 495 M41212010/25/80 0 . 55
D412185 4/16/90 1 -1.04175 5 M41212010/26/80 0 . 127
D412185 5/22/90 1 -1.04175 155 M412120 11/6/84 0 -1.07916 529
D412222 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4121206/11/85 1 0.81796 217
D412222 3/11/80 0 . 236 M4121206/17/85 1 0.81796 0
D412222 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4121209/18/85 1 -0.901479 238
D412222 3/13/80 0 306 M4121209/17/86 1 0.557677 180
D412222 7/28/80 0 . 0 M41212010/20/86 1 -1.196943 85
D412222 7/29/80 0 . 0 M4121204/14/87 1 -2.583237 386
D412222 7/30/80 0 . 0 M412120 5/18/87 1 -0.711435 57
D412222 10/24/80 0 . 22 M4121206/22/87 1 1.328786 40
D412222 10/25/80 0 . 55 M4121207/15/87 1 -0.057508 18
D412222 10/26/80 0 . 127 M4121208/10/87 1 0.989811 0
D412223 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4121209/21/87 1 -0.057508 0
D412223 3/11/80 0 . 236 M41212011/19/87 1 1.628891
D412223 3/12/80 0 . 306 M412120 12/8/87 1 0.165635 570
D412223 3/13/80 0 . 306 M4121208/17/88 1 0.81796 12
D412223 7/28/80 0 . 0 M4121209/12/88 1 1.389411 0
D412223 7/29/80 0 . 0 M41212010/10/88 1 1.511107 0
D412223 7/30/80 0 . 0 M41212011/29/88 1 -1.666946 290
D412223 10/24/80 0 . 22 M41212012/13/88 1 0.334534 402194
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M412120 1/31/89 1 -0.90148 17 M412125 3/13/80 0 . 306
M412120 2/21/89 1 -0.9738 236 M412125 4/1/80 0 -1.030831 82
M412120 3/28/89 1 -1.89009 258 M412125 5/6/80 0 -1.030831 12
M412120 4/24/89 1 -1.95463 138 M412125 6/3/80 0 0.578607 141
M412120 5/23/89 1 -0.22003 61 M412125 7/8/80 0 1.631757 17
M412120 6/26/89 1 0.635639 0 M412125 7/28/80 0 . 0
M412120 7/19/89 1 1.628891 59 M412125 7/29/80 0 . 0
M412120 8/16/89 1 0.530278 0 M412125 7/30/80 0 0
M412120 9/5/89 1 0.81796 6 M412125 8/5/80 0 2.403156 0
M41212010/31/89 1 -0.85602 72 M412125 10/7/80 0 0.078831 0
M41212011/27/89 1 -1.10733 282 M41212510/24/80 0 22
M41212012/18/89 1 -0.75066 0 M41212510/25/80 0 55
M412120 2/26/90 1 -1.95463 0 M41212510/26/80 0 . 127
M412120 7/25/90 1 2.427398 0 M412125 11/4/80 0 1.006051 115
M412120 8/14/90 1 1.424096 0 M412125 12/2/80 0 0.078831 668
M412120 9/19/90 1 0.347957 80 M412125 1/6/81 0 -1.030831 3
M41212011/26/90 1 -1.10733 348 M412125 2/3/81 0 -1.030831 1
M412120 1/22/91 1 -3.05324 0 M412125 2/9/81 0 -1.030831 93
M412120 4/30/9.1 1 -0.1088 39 M412125 4/7/81 0 -1.030831 140
M412120 6/3/91 1 2.340387 40 M4121254/13/81 0 -1.030831 232
M412120 8/27/91 1 2.161695 15 M4121254/14/81 0 -0.848509 167
M412120 3/10/93 1 -1.82947 M412125 5/5/81 0 -1.030831 164
M412120 6/9/93 1 2.71508 . M412125 6/2/81 0 0.578607 10
M412125 9/26/60 0 0.100571 20 M412125 7/7/81 0 -0.155362 38
M412125 11/7/60 0 -1.82212 0 M412125 8/4/81 0 1.006051 0
M41212512/19/66 0 -1.03083 3 M412125 9/1/81 0 2.881192 0
M412125 1/9/67 0 -2.68742 79 M4121259/22/81 0 . 178
M412125 1/17/67 0 -2.77858 297 M412125 10/6/81 0 1.631757 378
M412125 5/22/67 0 -0.28513 0 M412125 11/3/81 0 -1.030831 127
M412125 8/7/67 0 1.048611 0 M412125 12/1/81 0 -0.141569 164
M412125 10/9/67 0 0.899885 23 M412125 2/2/82 0 -0.848509 37
M412125 2/26/68 0 -1.55749 192 M412125 3/3/82 0 -1.296534 301
M412125 6/18/68 0 . 0 M4121257/22/82 0 -0.768467 0
M412125 8/26/68 0 0.188891 311 M41212510/12/82 0 0.078831 14
M412125 10/1/79 0 1.631757 7 M412125 11/3/82 0 0.578607 38
M41212510/30/79 0 214 M412125 12/8/82 0 -1.030831 277
M412125 11/5/79 0 0.578607 195 M412125 1/11/83 0 -3.333416 218
M412125 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4121254/12/83 0 -1.030831 210
M412125 12/3/79 0 . 290 M412125 6/7/83 0 . 0
M412125 12/4/79 0 . 485 M412125 8/9/83 0 -0.141569 0
M412125 12/5/79 0 . 475 M41212510/18/83 0 0.578607 56
M412125 12/6/79 0 471 M412125 11/7/83 0 1.048611 520
M41212512/11/79 0 -0.67599 87 M412125 1/10/84 0 . 166
M412125 1/24/80 0 -1.03083 0 M412125 1/30/84 0 -1.030831 19
M412125 1/29/80 0 . 0 M412125 11/6/84 0 0.578607 529
M412125 2/5/80 0 -1.03083 245 M412125 1/14/85 1 -0.848509 11
M412125 3/4/80 0 -1.03083 29 M412125 3/19/85 1 -1.324724 0
M412125 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4121253/20/85 1 -0.371777 31
M412125 3/11/80 0 236 M4121253/21/85 1 -0.764662 139
M412125 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4121253/22/85 1 -0.100413 202195
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_I20 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_I20
M412125 3/23/85 1 -0.71284 370 M412126 1/9/67 0 -2.196961 79
M412125 3/24/85 1 -2.12944 455 M412126 1/17/67 0 -2.196961 297
M412125 6/11/85 1 0.578607 217 M4121265/22/67 0 -0.089205
M412125 6/17/85 1 1.699198 0 M412126 8/7/67 0 3.152661
M412125 9/18/85 1 1.699198 238 M41212610/9/67 0 2.280822 23
M412125 9/17/86 1 1.997691 180 M4121262/26/68 0 -2.569471 192
M41212510/20/86 1 1.559436 85 M4121266/18/68 0 . 0
M412125 12/1/86 1 -0.56083 43 M4121268/26/68 0 1.630234 311
M412125 2/17/87 1 -1.65944 408 M412126 1/8/73 0 -0.043742 28
M412125 4/14/87 1 -1.94712 386 M4121262/13/73 0 -0.043742 60
M412125 5/18/87 1 0.866289 57 M4121262/15/73 0 -0.043742 46
M412125 6/22/87 1 2.606755 40 M4121262/19/73 0 -0.043742 62
M412125 7/15/87 1 1.454076 18 M41213110/11/60 0 1.483155 264
M412125 8/10/87 1 2.392345 0 M41213110/24/60 0 1.483155 117
M412125 9/21/87 1 1.528977 0 M412131 2/7/61 0 -2.34404 138
M412125 10/6/87 1 1.089433 0 M412131 3/13/61 0 0.761635 590
M41212511/19/87 1 1.382102 0 M412131 9/23/63 0 2.926021 72
M412125 12/8/87 1 -1.25397 570 M41213112/19/66 0 0.049705 3
M412125 4/18/88 1 -0.40668 387 M412131 1/9/67 0 -1.110208 79
M412125 8/17/88 1 2.571037 12 M412131 1/17/67 0 -0.163437 297
M412125 9/12/88 1 1.802383 0 M412131 5/22/67 0 -2.898872 0
M41212510/10/88 1 1.508143 0 M412131 8/7/67 0 1.013151 0
M41212511/29/88 1 -1.25397 290 M412131 10/9/67 0 2.133743 23
M41212512/13/88 1 -0.56083 402 M4121312/26/68 0 -2.71655 192
M412125 1/31/89 1 -1.29653 17 M412131 6/18/68 0 . 0
M412125 2/21/89 1 -2.35259 236 M4121318/26/68 0 0.535116 311
M412125 3/28/89 1 -0.48078 258 M41213111/19/87 1 -1.152574 0
M412125 4/24/89 1 -0.33768 138 M41213210/11/60 0 1.443333 264
M412125 5/23/89 1 2.174622 61 M41213210/24/60 0 1.443333 117
M412125 6/26/89 1 2.301374 0 M412132 2/7/61 0 -2.383862 138
M412125 7/19/89 1 2.277276 59 M412132 3/13/61 0 0.721813 590
M412125 8/16/89 1 2.658049 0 M4121329/23/63 0 2.886199 72
M412125 9/5/89 1 2.571037 6 M41213212/19/66 0 0.009884 3
M41212510/31/89 1 0.173142 72 M412132 1/9/67 0 -1.15003 79
M41212511/27/89 1 -0.74315 282 M412132 1/17/67 0 -0.203259 297
M41212512/18/89 1 -1.21315 0 M4121325/22/67 0 -2.938693 0
M412125 2/26/90 1 -2.82259 0 M412132 8/7/67 0 0.97333 0
M412125 7/25/90 1 3.006355 0 M412132 10/9/67 0 2.093921 23
M412125 8/14/90 1 2.347894 0 M4121322/26/68 0 -2.756372 192
M412125 9/19/90 1 1.859541 80 M4121326/18/68 0 0
M41212511/26/90 1 -0.42469 348 M4121328/26/68 0 0.495294 311
M412125 1/22/91 1 -2.82259 0 M412132 1/8/73 0 -0.230643 28
M412125 4/30/91 1 -2.82259 39 M4121322/13/73 0 -0.230643 60
M412125 6/3/91 1 0.100571 40 M4121322/15/73 0 -0.230643 46
M412125 8/27/91 1 2.147223 15 M4121322/19/73 0 0.057039 62
M41212512/16/92 1 -1.86708 96 M412132 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412125 3/10/93 1 -2.48612 . M412132 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412125 6/9/93 1 1.859541 . M412132 12/4/79 0 . 485
M412126 11/7/60 0 0.552283 0 M412132 12/5/79 0 . 475
M41212612/19/66 0 -0.38843 3 M4121323/10/80 0 . 150196
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M412132 3/11/80 0 . 236 M4121424/15/68 0 . 87
M412132 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4121426/18/68 0 . 0
M412132 3/13/80 0 . 306 M4121426/19/68 0 . 5
M412132 7/28/80 0 0 M4121428/26/68 0 0.862233 311
M412132 7/29/80 0 . 0 M4121423/11/69 0 -3.294913 33
M412132 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4121426/17/69 0 -2.784087 0
M41213210/24/80 0 . 22 M41214210/20/69 0 0.862233 101
M41213210/25/80 0 55 M412142 2/2/70 0 -0.769184 126
M41213210/26/80 0 . 127 M4121426/15/70 0 26
M41213812/19/66 0 0.571668 3 M41214210/13/70 0 -0.481502 20
M412138 1/9/67 0 1.004518 79 M412142 2/2/71 0 -0.481502 18
M412138 1/17/67 0 1.870951 297 M4121422/22/72 0 1.533401 137
M412138 5/22/67 0 -0.15764 0 M4121426/19/72 0 1.533401 5
M412138 8/7/67 0 -0.15598 0 M41214211/14/72 0 -0.769184 37
M412138 10/9/67 0 -0.73145 23 M412142 1/8/73 0 -0.769184 28
M412138 2/26/68 0 . 192 M4121422/13/73 0 -0.481502 60
M412138 6/18/68 0 . 0 M4121422/15/73 0 -0.481502 46
M412138 8/26/68 0 1.70307 311 M4121422/19/73 0 -0.481502 62
M412138 12/2/79 0 . 239 M412142 8/1/73 0 .
M412138 12/3/79 0 . 290 M41214212/11/73 0 -0.769184 267
M412138 12/4/79 0 485 M412142 4/1/74 0 0.862233 565
M412138 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4121427/22/74 0 0.862233 6
M412138 3/10/80 0 . 150 M41214212/16/74 0 -0.769184 538
M412138 3/11/80 0 . 236 M4121423/10/75 0 -0.769184 128
M412138 3/12/80 0 . 306 M412142 8/11/75 0 -0.769184 4
M412138 3/13/80 0 . 306 M412142 12/9/75 0 -0.769184 128
M412138 7/28/80 0 0 M41214210/26/76 0 -0.769184 206
M412138 7/29/80 0 0 M41214211/16/76 0 0.862233 136
M412138 7/30/80 0 . 0 M41214212/8/76 0 1.853873 138
M41213810/24/80 0 . 22 M412142 1/19/77 0 -0.747205 6
M41213810/25/80 0 . 55 M412142 2/8/77 0 -0.481502 15
M41213810/26/80 0 . 127 M412142 3/2/77 0 0.862233 487
M412138 1/23/89 1 -0.43163 323 M4121424/20/77 0 0.862233 11
M412138 2/7/89 1 -3.6735 143 M4121425/11/77 0 0.862233 31
M41214210/25/60 0 0.904792 117 M4121425/31/77 0 1.853873 140
M412142 3/13/61 0 -1.08349 590 M412142 7/5/77 0 0.862233 44
M412142 9/23/63 0 1.487939 72 M412142 8/2/77 0 0.862233 0
M412142 7/7/65 0 . 0 M412142 9/6/77 0 -0.481502 78
M412142 7/29/65 0 . 0 M41214212/2/79 0 . 239
M412142 5/4/66 0 . 0 M41214212/3/79 0 . 290
M412142 8/2/66 0 . 0 M41214212/4/79 0 485
M41214210/25/66 0 . 292 M41214212/5/79 0 . 475
M41214212/19/66 0 1.127936 3 M4121423/10/80 0 . 150
M412142 1/9/67 0 1.107525 79 M4121423/11/80 0 . 236
M412142 1/17/67 0 0.195771 297 M4121423/12/80 0 . 306
M412142 5/22/67 0 0.862233 0 M4121423/13/80 0 306
M412142 8/7/67 0 2.259338 0 M4121427/28/80 0 . 0
M412142 10/9/67 0 3.207378 23 M4121427/29/80 0 . 0
M41214210/11/67 0 . 69 M4121427/30/80 0 . 0
M412142 2/26/68 0 I-1.17465 192 M41214210/24/80 0 22197
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M41214210/25/80 0 . 55 M41214612/19/61 0 4.121477 503
M41214210/26/80 0 . 127 M4121463/27/62 0 1.782726 488
M412142 3/19/85 1 -2.27326 0 M41214612/19/66 0 2.872042 3
M412142 3/20/85 1 -1.16253 31 M412146 10/1/79 0 -1.910809 7
M412142 3/21/85 1 -0.81259 139 M412146 11/5/79 0 0.189043 195
M412142 3/22/85 1 -0.37555 202 M412146 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412142 3/23/85 1 1.219097 370 M412146 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412142 3/24/85 1 -0.91924 455 M412146 12/4/79 0 485
M412142 9/17/86 1 1.364325 180 M412146 12/5/79 0 . 475
M41214210/20/86 1 0.211645 85 M412146 12/6/79 0 471
M412142 4/14/87 1 -3.18955 386 M41214612/11/79 0 0.569457 87
M412142 5/18/87 1 -1.24364 57 M412146 1/24/80 0 -1.203869 0
M412142 6/22/87 1 1.415618 40 M412146 1/29/80 0 . 0
M412142 7/15/87 1 0.078114 18 M412146 2/5/80 0 1.125745 245
M412142 8/10/87 1 0.799432 0 M412146 3/4/80 0 -1.910809 29
M412142 9/21/87 1 -0.19382 0 M4121463/10/80 0 . 150
M412142 10/6/87 1 0.499327 0 M412146 3/11/80 0 . 236
M41214211/19/87 1 0.276184 0 M412146 3/12/80 0 . 306
M412142 12/8/87 1 0.697153 570 M4121463/13/80 0 . 306
M412142 8/17/88 1 0.904792 12 M412146 4/1/80 0 0.569457 82
M412142 9/12/88 1 1.111129 0 M412146 5/6/80 0 -2.093131 12
M41214210/10/88 1 0.336808 0 M412146 6/3/80 0 2.939483 141
M41214211/29/88 1 -0.79166 290 M412146 7/8/80 0 -1.203869 17
M41214212/13/88 1 -0.14503 402 M412146 7/28/80 0 . 0
M412142 1/23/89 1 -0.81465 323 M4121467/29/80 0 . 0
M412142 1/31/89 1 -0.25836 17 M4121467/30/80 0 0
M412142 2/21/89 1 -1.24364 236 M412146 8/5/80 0 -1.910809 0
M412142 3/28/89 1 -0.55049 258 M412146 10/7/80 0 -2.093131 0
M412142 4/24/89 1 -0.66382 138 M41214610/24/80 0 . 22
M412142 5/23/89 1 0.078114 61 M41214610/25/80 0 . 55
M412142 6/26/89 1 1.127936 0 M41214610/26/80 0 . 127
M412142 7/19/89 1 0.530099 59 M412146 11/4/80 0 1.47031 115
M412142 8/16/89 1 1.058943 0 M412146 12/2/80 0 0.569457 668
M412142 9/5/89 1 1.55538 6 M412146 1/6/81 0 -0.983469 3
M41214210/31/89 1 -0.1332 72 M412146 213/81 0 -2.093131 1
M41214211/27/89 1 1.510928 282 M412146 4/7/81 0 -1.910809 140
M41214212/18/89 1 0.124634 0 M412146 5/5/81 0 0.569457 164
M412142 2/26/90 1 -2.27326 0 M412146 6/2/81 0 0.569457 10
M412142 7/25/90 1 0.644509 0 M412146 7/7/81 0 -0.983469 38
M412142 8/14/90 1 0.400887 0 M412146 8/4/81 0 -1.910809 0
M412142 9/19/90 1 0.291688 80 M412146 9/1/81 0 -0.983469 0
M41214211/26/90 1 -0.25836 348 M412146 9/22/81 0 178
M412142 1/22/91 1 -2.96641 0 M412146 10/6/81 0 2.288896 378
M412142 4/30/91 1 -1.35697 39 M412146 11/3/81 0 -0.793848 127
M412142 6/3/91 1 0.434789 40 M412146 12/1/81 0 1.340856 164
M412142 8/27/91 1 0.644509 15 M412146 2/2/82 0 -2.093131 37
M412142 2/9/93 1 -0.91327 . M412146 7/22/82 0 -0.961729 0
M412142 3/10/93 1 -1.74263 . M41214610/12/82 0 -0.056249 14
M412142 6/9/93 1 -0.2064 . M412146 11/7/83 0 0.636898 520
M412146 11/1/60 0 3.811322 315 M412146 12/1/86 1 -0.329542 43198
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M412148 11/1/60 0 2.010961 315 M4121819/14/88 1 -0.033228 0
M41214812/19/61 0 1.071681 503 M41218110/13/88 1 0.592478 0
M412148 3/27/62 0 -0.48131 488 M4121818/23/89 1 -1.782428 143
M41214812/19/66 0 -0.94492 3 M412182 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412148 1/9/67 0 -1.40859 79 M412182 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412148 1/17/67 0 -0.12783 297 M412182 12/4/79 0 . 485
M412148 5/22/67 0 1.84308 0 M412182 12/5/79 0 . 475
M412148 10/9/67 0 1.071681 23 M4121823/24/88 1 0.562759 54
M412148 2/26/68 0 -0.48124 192 M412182 5/5/88 1 -0.780975 34
M412148 6/18/68 0 . 0 M4121826/22/88 1 0.406477 0
M412148 8/26/68 0 0.445975 311 M4121828/16/88 1 . 0
M412148 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4121829/14/88 1 -0.37551 0
M412148 12/3/79 0 . 290 M41218210/13/88 1 0.562759 0
M412148 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4121828/23/89 1 -0.37551 143
M412148 12/5/79 0 . 475 M412186 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412148 3/10/80 0 . 150 M412186 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412148 3/11/80 0 . 236 M412186 12/4/79 0 485
M412148 3/12/80 0 . 306 M412186 12/5/79 0 . 475
M412148 3/13/80 0 . 306 M4121863/29/88 1 0.875867 230
M412148 7/28/80 0 . 0 M4121865/11/88 1 -1.499039 177
M412148 7/29/80 0 . 0 M4121866/27/88 1 -1.786721 0
M412148 7/30/80 0 . 0 M412186 8/3/88 1 -0.688109 25
M41214810/24/80 0 22 M4121869/14/88 1 -1.786721 0
M41214810/25/80 0 . 55 M412186 11/9/88 1 1.647266 6
M41214810/26/80 0 . 127 M41218612/13/88 1 0.875867 402
M412148 4/13/81 0 -1.59091 232 M4121864/26/89 1 -0.246276 120
M412148 4/14/81 0 -1.40859 167 M4121865/24/89 1 0.875867 113
M412181 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4121866/21/89 1 1.647266 51
M412181 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4121867/26/89 1 -0.939423 3
M412181 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4121868/30/89 1 -0.177283 6
M412181 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4121869/13/89 1 -1.499039 0
M412181 3/10/80 0 . 150 M41218610/11/89 1 -0.177283 0
M412181 3/11/80 0 . 236 M412186 11/2/89 1 0.875867 0
M412181 3/12/80 0 . 306 M41218612/19/89 1 0.875867 0
M412181 3/13/80 0 . 306 M412186 1/31/90 1 0.875867 495
M412181 3/19/85 1 0.72289 0 M4121865/22/90 1 0.250161 155
M412181 3/20/85 1 0.256295 31 M41218810/30/79 0 . 214
M412181 3/21/85 1 1.516534 139 M412188 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412181 3/22/85 1 2.067586 202 M412188 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412181 3/23/85 1 2.339465 370 M412188 12/4/79 0 . 485
M412181 3/24/85 1 0.834462 455 M412188 12/5/79 0 . 475
M412181 9/17/86 1 2.051634 180 M4121883/10/80 0 . 150
M41218110/20/86 1 0.297014 85 M4121883/11/80 0 . 236
M412181 12/1/86 1 -1.08928 43 M4121883/12/80 0 . 306
M412181 2/17/87 1 -0.39613 408 M4121883/13/80 0 . 306
M412181 3/24/88 1 -0.9715 54 M4121887/28/80 0 . 0
M412181 4/18/88 1 -1.78243 387 M4121887/29/80 0 . 0
M412181 5/5/88 1 -1.78243 34 M4121887/30/80 0 . 0
M412181 6/22/88 1 -2.07011 0 M41218810/24/80 0 . 22
M412181 8/16/88 1 -0.77083 0 M41218810/25/80 0 . 55199
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M41218810/26/80 0 127 M4122063/10/80 0 150
M41219410/30/79 0 . 214 M4122063/11/80 0 236
M412194 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4122063/12/80 0 . 306
M412194 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4122063/13/80 0 . 306
M412194 12/4/79 0 485 M4122067/28/80 0 . 0
M412194 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4122067/29/80 0 0
M412194 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4122067/30/80 0 0
M412194 3/11/80 0 . 236 M41220610/24/80 0 . 22
M412194 3/12/80 0 . 306 M41220610/25/80 0 55
M412194 3/13/80 0 . 306 M41220610/26/80 0 . 127
M412194 7/28/80 0 . 0 M412210 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412194 7/29/80 0 . 0 M412210 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412194 7/30/80 0 0 M412210 12/4/79 0 . 485
M41219410/24/80 0 22 M412210 12/5/79 0 . 475
M41219410/25/80 0 . 55 M4122103/10/80 0 . 150
M41219410/26/80 0 . 127 M4122103/11/80 0 236
M41219510/30/79 0 . 214 M4122103/12/80 0 . 306
M412195 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4122103/13/80 0 . 306
M412195 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4122107/28/80 0 . 0
M412195 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4122107/29/80 0 0
M412195 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4122107/30/80 0 . 0
M412195 3/10/80 0 . 150 M41221010/24/80 0 22
M412195 3/11/80 0 . 236 M41221010/25/80 0 55
M412195 3/12/80 0 . 306 M41221010/26/80 0 127
M412195 3/13/80 0 . 306 M412212 12/2/79 0 239
M412195 7/28/80 0 . 0 M412212 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412195 7/29/80 0 . 0 M412212 12/4/79 0 . 485
M412195 7/30/80 0 . 0 M412212 12/5/79 0 . 475
M41219510/24/80 0 . 22 M4122123/10/80 0 . 150
M41219510/25/80 0 . 55 M4122123/11/80 0 . 236
M41219510/26/80 0 . 127 M4122123/12/80 0 . 306
M41219610/30/79 0 . 214 M4122123/13/80 0 . 306
M412196 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4122127/28/80 0 . 0
M412196 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4122127/29/80 0 . 0
M412196 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4122127/30/80 0 . 0
M412196 12/5/79 0 . 475 M41221210/24/80 0 . 22
M412196 3/10/80 0 150 M41221210/25/80 0 55
M412196 3/11/80 0 . 236 M41221210/26/80 0 . 127
M412196 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4122123/19/85 1 1.942247 0
M412196 3/13/80 0 . 306 M4I22123/20/85 1 0.773829 31
M412196 7/28/80 0 . 0 M4122123/21/85 1 -0.121363 139
M412196 7/29/80 0 0 M4122123/22/85 1 0.779711 202
M412196 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4122123/23/85 1 1.304192 370
M41219610/24/80 0 . 22 M4122123/24/85 1 -0.650278 455
M41219610/25/80 0 . 55 M4122129/17/86 1 1.689392 180
M41219610/26/80 0 . 127 M41221210/20/86 1 0.576391 85
M412206 12/2/79 0 . 239 M412212 12/1/86 1 0.485419 43
M412206 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4122122/17/87 1 -2.782247 408
M412206 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4122124/14/87 1 -2.376782 386
M412206 12/5/79 0 475 M4122125/18/87 1 0.213485 57200
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_I20 STATIONDATEP-BM_ PRES.P_I20
M412212 6/22/87 1 1.466248 40 M4122173/11/80 0 . 236
M412212 7/15/87 1 1.178566 18 M4122173/12/80 0 . 306
M412212 8/10/87 1 1.024415 0 M4122173/13/80 0 . 306
M412212 9/21/87 1 1.535241 0 M412217 1/25/89 1 0.410109 126
M412212 10/6/87 1 -0.90088 0 M412217 2/7/89 1 -0.410109 143
M41221211/19/87 1 2.194487 0 M412218 12/2/79 0 . 239
M412212 12/8/87 1 0.436629 570 M412218 12/3/79 0 . 290
M412212 4/18/88 1 -0.51141 387 M412218 12/4/79 0 . 485
M412212 8/17/88 1 -0.0742 12 M412218 12/5/79 0 . 475
M412212 9/12/88 1 0.061935 0 M4122183/10/80 0 150
M412212 10/10/88 1 -3.06993 0 M4122183/11/80 0 . 236
M412212 11/29/88 1 -1.97132 290 M4122183/12/80 0 . 306
M41221212/13/88 1 -1.60359 402 M4122183/13/80 0 . 306
M412212 1/31/89 1 -0.0742 17 M4122181/25/89 1 -1.406705 126
M412212 2/21/89 1 -1.86596 236 M412218 2/7/89 1 1.406705 143
M412212 3/28/89 1 -1.77065 258 M4122213/10/80 0 . 150
M412212 4/24/89 1 0.27411 138 M4122213/11/80 0 . 236
M412212 5/23/89 1 1.50134 61 M4122213/12/80 0 . 306
M412212 6/26/89 1 1.50134 0 M4122213/13/80 0 . 306
M412212 7/19/89 1 1.835346 59 M4122503/10/80 0 . 150
M412212 8/16/89 1 1.731356 0 M4122503/11/80 0 . 236
M412212 9/5/89 1 -1.02224 6 M4122503/12/80 0 . 306
M41221210/31/89 1 -0.61319 72 M4122503/13/80 0 . 306
M41221211/27/89 1 -0.0742 282 M4122507/28/80 0 . 0
M41221212/18/89 1 -1.38045 0 M4122507/29/80 0 . 0
M412212 2/26/90 1 -1.64281 0 M4122507/30/80 0 . 0
M412215 12/2/79 0 . 239 M41225010/24/80 0 . 22
M412215 12/3/79 0 . 290 M41225010/25/80 0 55
M412215 12/4/79 0 -0.20273 485 M41225010/26/80 0 . 127
M412215 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4122503/19/85 1 -0.600661 0
M412215 4/14/81 0 0.202733 167 M4122503/20/85 1 1.073683 31
M412216 12/2/79 0 . 239 M4122503/21/85 1 0.92539 139
M412216 12/3/79 0 . 290 M4122503/22/85 1 0.460057 202
M412216 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4122503/23/85 1 1.43517 370
M412216 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4122503/24/85 1 0.589798 455
M412216 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4122509/17/86 1 0.347899 180
M412216 3/11/80 0 . 236 M41225010/20/86 1 0.347899 85
M412216 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4122504/14/87 1 . 386
M412216 3/13/80 0 306 M4122505/18/87 1 -0.108859 57
M412216 7/28/80 0 0 M4122506/22/87 1 0.347899 40
M412216 7/29/80 0 . 0 M4122507/15/87 1 0.347899 18
M412216 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4122508/10/87 1 0.347899 0
M41221610/24/80 0 . 22 M4122509/21/87 1 0.347899 0
M41221610/25/80 0 . 55 M41225010/6/87 1 0.347899 0
M41221610/26/80 0 . 127 M41225011/19/87 1 0.347899 0
M412217 12/2/79 0 . 239 M41225012/8/87 1 -0.884244 570
M412217 12/3/79 0 290 M4122504/18/88 1 -1.954686 387
M412217 12/4/79 0 . 485 M4122508/17/88 1 -0.610951 12
M412217 12/5/79 0 . 475 M4122509/12/88 1 -1.038395 0
M412217 3/10/80 0 . 150 M4I225010/10/88 1 0.347899 0201
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
M41225011/29/88 1 -1.48468 290 M4123233/24/85 1 0.289415 455
M41225012/13/88 1 0.980942 402 M4 I 23234/18/85 1 . 38
M412250 1/31/89 1 0.260888 17 M412323 3/3/86 1 -2.509796 166
M412250 2/21/89 1 -1.10739 236 M4123234/14/86 1 - 1.883415 0
M412250 3/28/89 1 0.347899 258 M4123234/15/86 1 -0.805048 131
M412250 4/24/89 1 -1.10739 138 M4123234/16/86 1 2.402859 141
M412250 5/23/89 1 0.696206 61 M4123234/17/86 1 0.752896 259
M412250 6/26/89 1 0.347899 0 M4123234/18/86 1 -0.438229 215
M412250 7/19/89 1 0.347899 59 M4123239/17/86 1 2.808324 180
M412250 8/16/89 1 0.347899 0 M41232310/20/86 1 2.011992 85
M412250 9/5/89 1 0.260888 6 M412323 12/1/86 1 -3.426087 43
M41225010/31/89 1 0.347899 72 M4123232/17/87 1 -2.039793 408
M41225011/27/89 1 0.742191 282 M4123234/14/87 1 -3.426087 386
M41225012/18/89 1 0.347899 0 M4123235/18/87 1 -0.290593 57
M412250 2/26/90 1 -3.74645 0 M4123236/22/87 1 2.033498 40
M412251 3/10/80 0 150 M4123237/15/87 1 1.179083 18
M412251 3/11/80 0 . 236 M4123238/10/87 1 2.277695 0
M412251 3/12/80 0 . 306 M4123239/21/87 1 2.277695 0
M412251 3/13/80 0 306 M412323 10/6/87 1 2.277695 0
M412251 7/28/80 0 . 0 M41232311/19/87 1 2.81808 0
M412251 7/29/80 0 . 0 M412323 12/8/87 1 -0.207211 570
M412251 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4123234/18/88 1 -1.051181 387
M41225110/25/80 0 . 55 M4123238/17/88 1 2.970843 12
M41225110/26/80 0 . 127 M4123239/12/88 1 1.97884 0
M412253 7/28/80 0 . 0 M41232310/10/88 1 1.584548 0
M412253 7/29/80 0 . 0 M41232311/29/88 1 0.891401 290
M412253 7/30/80 0 . 0 M41232312/13/88 1 -1.228862 402
M41225310/24/80 0 22 M412323 1/31/89 1 -3.426087 17
M41225310/25/80 0 55 M4123232/21/89 1 - 3.426087 236
M41225310/26/80 0 127 M4123233/28/89 1 -2.327475 258
M412253 1/25/89 1 -0.82911 126 M4123234/24/89 1 -3.202944 138
M412253 2/7/89 1 0.829114 143 M4123235/23/89 1 -2.509796 61
M412254 7/28/80 0 . 0 M4123236/26/89 1 1.584548 0
M412254 7/29/80 0 . 0 M4123237/19/89 1 1.318845 59
M412254 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4123238/16/89 1 2.208703 0
M41225410/24/80 0 . 22 M412323 9/5/89 1 2.190684 6
M41225410/25/80 0 . 55 M41232310/31/89 1 1.274393 72
M41225410/26/80 0 . 127 M41232311/27/89 1 -0.805048 282
M412254 2/9/93 1 -1.78E-15 . M41232312/18/89 1 -1.816649 0
M412255 7/28/80 0 . 0 M4123232/26/90 1 -3.202944 0
M412255 7/29/80 0 0 M4123243/19/85 1 -1.318499 0
M412255 7/30/80 0 . 0 M4123243/20/85 1 -1.563155 31
M41225510/24/80 0 22 M4123243/21/85 1 -0.683469 139
M41225510/25/80 0 55 M4123243/22/85 1 -0.440723 202
M41225510/26/80 0 . 127 M4123243/23/85 1 0.883358 370
M412323 3/19/85 1 -0.46262 0 M4123243/24/85 1 -0.678032 455
M412323 3/20/85 1 0.01023 31 M4123244/14/86 1 -0.913034 0
M412323 3/21/85 1 0.163627 139 M4123244/15/86 1 0.418453 131
M412323 3/22/85 1 0.454499 202 M4123244/16/86 1 1.924094 141
M412323 3/23/85 1 0.725563 370 M4123244/17/86 1 1.339383 259202
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P120
M412324 4/18/86 1 0.030501 215 U402258 3/4/75 0 -1.655263 175
M412324 9/17/86 1 2.219558 180 U402258 3/10t75 0 -1.655263 128
M41232410/20/86 1 -0.40221 85 U402258 8/11/75 0 -0.311528 4
M412324 12/1/86 1 -1.20517 43 U402258 12/9/75 0 -1.942945 128
M412324 2/17/87 1 -2.74562 408 U40225810/26/76 0 2.033617 206
M412324 4/14/87 1 -2.05247 386 U40225811/16/76 0 2.033617 136
M412324 5/18/87 1 -0.58613 57 U402258 12/8/76 0 2.033617 138
M412324 6/22/87 1 1.859555 40 U402258 1/19/77 0 -1.942945 6
M412324 7/15/87 1 1.859555 18 U402258 2/8/77 0 -1.920966 15
M412324 8/10/87 1 1.428772 0 U402258 3/2/77 0 2.033617 487
M412324 9/21/87 1 0.760943 0 U402258 4/20/77 0 -0.079726 11
M41232411/19/87 1 -0.31787 0 U402258 5/11/77 0 -0.311528 31
M412324 12/8/87 1 -1.76479 570 U402258 5/31/77 0 3.104058 140
M412324 4/18/88 1 -2.09503 387 U402258 7/5/77 0 0.680112 44
M412324 8/17/88 1 2.552702 12 U402258 8/2/77 0 -0.311528 0
M412324 9/12/88 1 1.604663 0 U402258 9/6/77 0 -0.311528 78
M41232410/10/88 1 0.900705 0 U41212112/19/66 0 0.828297 3
M41232411/29/88 1 -2.74562 290 U412121 1/9/67 0 -0.828297 79
M41232412/13/88 1 -0.58613 402 U412122 11/7/60 0 1.899495 0
M412324 1/31/89 1 -0.21989 17 U412122 1/17/67 0 -1.864174 297
M412324 2/21/89 1 -3.84423 236 U412122 5/22/67 0 -2.671774 0
M412324 3/28/89 1 -2.45793 258 U412122 8/7/67 0 1.298894 0
M412324 4/24/89 1 0.984086 138 U412122 10/9/67 0 3.064798 23
M412324 5/23/89 1 2.518801 61 U412122 2/26/68 0 -2.489452 192
M412324 6/26/89 1 1.261718 0 U412122 6/18/68 0 . 0
M412324 7/19/89 1 2.319088 59 U412122 8/26/68 0 0.762213 311
M412324 8/16/89 1 2.821456 0 U412127 11/7/60 0 -1.106146 0
M412324 9/5/89 1 1.772544 6 U41212712/19/66 0 1.196439 3
M41232410/31/89 1 0.163106 72 U412127 1/9/67 0 -0.570354 79
M41232411/27/89 1 -2.23479 282 U412127 1/17/67 0 -1.106146 297
M41232412/18/89 1 1.061047 0 U412127 5/22/67 0 1.556442 0
M412324 2/26/90 1 -1.82932 0 U412127 8/7/67 0 --0.923824 0
U402258 3/11/69 0 . 33 U412127 10/9/67 0 0.503292 23
U402258 6/17/69 0 . 0 U412127 2/26/68 0 -1.106146 192
U402258 10/20/69 0 -0.31153 101 U412127 6/18/68 0 0
U402258 2/2/70 0 -1.94294 126 U412127 8/26/68 0 1.556442 311
U402258 6/15/70 0 . 26 U41212812/19/66 0 1.089231 3
U40225810/13/70 0 -1.94294 20 U412128 1/9/67 0 -1.122193 79
U402258 2/2/71 0 -0.88207 18 U412128 1/17/67 0 -1.213354 297
U402258 2/22/72 0 0.35964 137 U412128 5/22/67 0 -0.103692 0
U402258 6/19/72 0 0.680112 5 U412128 8/7/67 0 -1.031033 0
U40225811/14/72 0 0.680112 37 U412128 10/9/67 0 2.220633 23
U402258 2/13/73 0 -1.65526 60 U412128 2/26/68 0 -1.213354 192
U402258 2/15/73 0 0.680112 46 U412128 6/18/68 0 0.550234 0
U402258 2/19/73 0 -1.65526 62 U412128 8/26/68 0 0.823528 311
U402258 8/1/73 0 . 0 U41213412/19/66 0 1.049734 3
U40225812/11/73 0 2.033617 267 U412134 1/9/67 0 -1.16169 79
U402258 4/1/74 0 -0.31153 565 U412134 1/17/67 0 -1.252851 297
U402258 7/9/74 0 3.104058 114 U412134 5/22/67 0 1.409737 0
U402258 7/22/74 0 -0.31153 6 U412134 8/7/67 0 1.312098 0203
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412134 10/9/67 0 -1.07053 23 U412144 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412134 2/26/68 0 -1.07053 192 U412144 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412134 6/18/68 0 0 U412144 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412134 8/26/68 0 0.784031 311 U412144 12/6/79 0 471
U41213512/19/66 0 0.547251 3 U412144 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412135 1/9/67 0 -1.75533 79 U412144 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412135 1/17/67 0 -1.57301 297 U412144 3/12/80 0 . 306
U412135 5/22/67 0 4.149119 0 U412144 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412135 8/7/67 0 -0.64567 0 U412144 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412135 10/9/67 0 -0.64567 23 U412144 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412135 2/26/68 0 -1.75533 192 U412144 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412135 6/18/68 0 . 0 U41214410/24/80 0 . 22
U412135 8/26/68 0 1.678653 311 U41214410/25/80 0 . 55
U41214310/25/600 2.641408 117 U41214410/26/80 0 . 127
U412143 3/13/61 0 0.149202 590 U41215012/19/61 0 2.752749 503
U412143 9/23/63 0 1.076422 72 U412150 3/27/62 0 -0.674443 488
U412143 12/19/66 0 0.281993 3 U41215012/19/66 0 -0.825505 3
U412143 1/9/67 0 -0.96046 79 U412150 1/9/67 0 -1.633873 79
U412143 1/17/67 0 -2.15338 297 U412150 1/17/67 0 -2.188704 297
U412143 5/22/67 0 1.076422 0 U412150 5/22/67 0 1.154122 0
U412143 8/7/67 0 2.473527 0 U412150 8/7/67 0 1.632158 0
U412143 10/9/67 0 -1.65361 23 U412150 10/9/67 0 2.102162 23
U412143 2/26/68 0 -3.08072 192 U412150 2/26/68 0 -1.170203 192
U412143 6/18/68 0 . 0 U412150 6/18/68 0 . 0
U412143 8/26/68 0 0.149202 311 U412150 8/26/68 0 -1.148463 311
U412143 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412151 3/27/62 0 -2.295379 488
U412143 12/3/79 0 290 U41215112/19/66 0 -0.706352 3
U412143 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412151 1/9/67 0 -0.706352 79
U412143 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412151 1/17/67 0 -1.633632 297
U412143 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412151 5/22/67 0 0.220928 0
U412143 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412151 8/7/67 0 0.846634 0
U412143 3/12/80 0 . 306 U412151 10/9/67 0 1.618034 23
U412143 3/13/80 0 . 306 U412151 2/26/68 0 -1.815954 192
U412143 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412151 6/18/68 0 . 0
U412143 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412151 8/26/68 0 0.846634 311
U412143 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412151 12/2/79 0 . 239
U41214310/24/80 0 . 22 U412151 12/3/79 0 . 290
U41214310/25/80 0 . 55 U412151 12/4/79 0 . 485
U41214310/26/80 0 . 127 U412151 12/5/79 0 475
U412144 3/13/61 0 1.084628 590 U412151 12/6/79 0 . 471
U41214412/19/66 0 1.68109 3 U412151 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412144 1/9/67 0 0.438636 79 U412151 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412144 1/17/67 0 -1.86395 297 U412151 3/12/80 0 . 306
U412144 5/22/67 0 -0.97469 0 U412151 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412144 8/7/67 0 0.438636 0 U412151 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412144 10/9/67 0 0.620958 23 U412151 7/29/80 0 0
U412144 2/26/68 0 -1.86395 192 U412151 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412144 6/18/68 0 . 0 U41215110/24/80 0 . 22
U412144 8/26/68 0 0.438636 311 U41215110/25/80 0 55
U412144 12/2/79 0 239 U41215110/26/80 0 .1 127204
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412151 3/19/85 1 -2.91457 0 U412180 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412151 3/20/85 1 -0.93627 31 U412180 7/28/80 0 0
U412151 3/21/85 1 0.621976 139 U412180 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412151 3/22/85 1 1.276828 202 U412180 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412151 3/23/85 1 1.53589 370 U41218010/24/80 0 . 22
U412151 3/24/85 1 -0.27807 455 U41218010/25/80 0 . 55
U412151 9/17/86 1 1.872926 180 U41218010/26/80 0 . 127
U412151 10/20/86 1 1.649782 85 U412180 6/22/88 1 0.593564 0
U412151 12/1/86 1 -1.1918 43 U412180 8/16/88 1 -1.781341 0
U412151 2/17/87 1 -0.94048 408 U41218010/13/88 1 1.364964 0
U412151 4/14/87 1 -3.83086 386 U412180 6/21/89 1 -0.970411 51
U412151 5/18/87 1 -1.26591 57 U412180 8/23/89 1 0.19966 143
U412151 6/22/87 1 1.983274 40 U41218010/31/89 1 0.593564 72
U412151 7/15/87 1 0.444034 18 U412187 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412151 8/10/87 1 1.330242 0 U412187 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412151 9/21/87 1 1.492153 0 U412187 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412151 11/19/87 1 1.872926 0 U412187 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412151 12/8/87 1 0.362579 570 U412187 12/6/79 0 471
U412151 10/10/88 1 1.212569 0 U412187 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412151 11/29/88 1 -1.75141 290 U412187 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412151 12/13/88 1 -1.12281 402 U412187 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412151 1/31/89 1 -1.45595 17 041218710/24/80 0 . 22
U412151 2/21/89 1 -2.73224 236 U41218710/25/80 0 . 55
U412151 3/28/89 1 -1.88495 258 U41218710/26/80 0 . 127
U412151 4/24/89 1 1.872926 138 0412189 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412151 5/23/89 1 1.585244 61 U412189 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412151 6/26/89 1 1.607223 0 U412189 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412151 7/19/89 1 1.821633 59 U412189 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412151 8/16/89 1 1.872926 0 U412189 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412151 9/5/89 1 1.785915 6 U412189 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412151 10/31/89 I 0.823104 72 U412189 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412151 11/27/89 1 -0.38884 282 U41218910/24/80 0 . 22
U412151 12/18/89 1 -1.04276 0 U41218910/25/80 0 . 55
U412151 2/26/90 1 -1.6618 0 U41218910/26/80 0 . 127
U412179 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412190 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412179 12/3/79 0 290 U412190 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412179 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412190 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412179 7/29/80 0 0 U412190 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412179 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412190 7/28/80 0 0
U412179 10/24/80 0 . 22 U412190 7/29/80 0 0
U412179 10/25/80 0 . 55 U412190 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412179 10/26/80 0 127 U41219010/24/80 0 . 22
U412180 12/2/79 0 . 239 U41219010/25/80 0 55
U412180 12/3/79 0 . 290 U41219010/26/80 0 127
U412180 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412191 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412180 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412191 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412180 12/6/79 0 . 471 U412191 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412180 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412191 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412180 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412191 9/25/84 0 -8.88E-16 62
U412180 3/12/80 0 . 306 U412192 12/2/79 0 . 239205
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412192 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412201 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412192 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412201 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412192 12/5/79 0 475 U412201 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412193 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412201 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412193 12/3/79 0 . 290 U41220110/24/80 0 . 22
U412193 12/4/79 0 . 485 U41220110/25/80 0 . 55
U412193 12/5/79 0 . 475 U41220110/26/80 0 127
U412197 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412202 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412197 12/3/79 0 290 U412202 12/3/79 0 290
U412197 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412202 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412197 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412202 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412197 7/28/80 0 0 U412202 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412197 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412202 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412197 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412202 7/30/80 0 . 0
U41219710/24/80 0 . 22 U41220210/24/80 0 22
U412197 10/25/80 0 55 U41220210/25/80 0 . 55
U41219710/26/80 0 . 127 U41220210/26/80 0 . 127
U412198 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412203 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412198 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412203 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412198 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412203 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412198 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412203 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412198 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412203 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412198 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412203 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412198 7/30/80 0 0 U412203 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412198 10/24/80 0 . 22 U41220310/24/80 0 . 22
U41219810/25/80 0 55 U41220310/25/80 0 . 55
U41219810/26/80 0 . 127 U41220310/26/80 0 . 127
U412199 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412204 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412199 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412204 12/3/79 0 290
U412199 12/4/79 0 485 U412204 12/4/79 0 . 485
U4I2199 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412204 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412199 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412204 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412199 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412204 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412199 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412204 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412199 10/24/80 0 . 22 U41220410/24/80 0 22
U412199 10/25/80 0 . 55 U41220410/25/80 0 . 55
U412199 10/26/80 0 . 127 U41220410/26/80 0 . 127
U412200 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412205 12/2/79 0 239
U412200 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412205 12/3/79 0 . 290
U412200 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412205 12/4/79 0 . 485
U412200 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412205 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412200 7/28/80 0 . 0 U41220510/26/80 0 . 127
U412200 7/29/80 0 0 U412207 12/2/79 0 239
U412200 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412207 12/3/79 0 290
U41220010/24/80 0 . 22 U412207 12/4/79 0 . 485
U41220010/25/80 0 . 55 U412207 12/5/79 0 . 475
U41220010/26/80 0 127 U4I2207 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412201 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412207 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412201 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412207 3/12/80 0 306
U4I2201 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412207 3/13/80 0 306206
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412207 7/28/80 0 . 0 U41221310/24/80 0 22
U412207 7/29/80 0 0 U41221310/25/80 0 . 55
U412207 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412214 12/2/79 0 . 239
U412207 10/24/80 0 . 22 U412214 12/3/79 0 . 290
U41220710/25/80 0 55 U412214 12/4/79 0 . 485
U41220710/26/80 0 . 127 U412214 12/5/79 0 475
U412208 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412214 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412208 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412214 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412208 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412214 3/12/80 0 . 306
U412208 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412214 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412209 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412214 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412209 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412214 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412209 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412214 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412209 12/5/79 0 . 475 U41221410/24/80 0 . 22
U412209 12/6/79 0 . 471 U41221410/25/80 0 . 55
U412209 3/10/80 0 . 150 U41221410/26/80 0 127
U412209 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412214 4/14/81 0 1.524376 167
U412209 3/12/80 0 306 U412214 3/19/85 1 -1.183675 0
U412209 3/13/80 0 . 306 U41221410/20/86 1 1.11891 85
U412209 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412214 12/1/86 1 -0.052793 43
U412209 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412214 2/17/87 1 -1.406818 408
U412209 7/30/80 0 0 U412219 12/2/79 0 . 239
U41220910/24/80 0 . 22 U412219 12/3/79 0 . 290
U41220910/25/80 0 . 55 U412219 12/4/79 0 . 485
U41220910/26/80 0 . 127 U412219 12/5/79 0 . 475
U412211 12/2/79 0 . 239 U412219 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412211 12/3/79 0 . 290 U412219 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412211 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412219 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412211 12/5/79 0 . 475 U41221910/24/80 0 . 22
U412211 3/10/80 0 150 U41221910/25/80 0 . 55
U412211 3/11/80 0 . 236 U41221910/26/80 0 . 127
U412211 3/12/80 0 . 306 U412220 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412211 3/13/80 0 . 306 U412220 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412211 7/28/800 . 0 U4122203/12/80 0 . 306
U412211 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412220 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412211 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412220 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412211 10/24/80 0 . 22 U412220 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412211 10/25/80 0 . 55 U412220 7/30/80 0 0
U412211 10/26/80 0 . 127 U41222010/24/80 0 22
U412213 12/2/79 0 . 239 U41222010/25/80 0 . 55
U412213 12/3/79 0 290 U41222010/26/80 0 . 127
U412213 12/4/79 0 . 485 U412224 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412213 12/5/79 0 . 475 U412224 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412213 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412224 3/12/80 0 . 306
U412213 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412224 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412213 3/12/80 0 . 306 U412225 3/10/80 0 . 150
U412213 3/13/80 0 . 306 U412225 3/11/80 0 . 236
U412213 7/28/80 0 0 U412225 3/12/80 0 . 306
U412213 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412225 3/13/80 0 . 306
U412213 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412225 7/28/80 0 . 0207
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES.P 120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412225 7/29/80 0 . 0 U412228 9/21/87 1 1.603739 0
U41222510/24/800 . 22 U412228 10/6/87 1 0.748073 0
U412225 10/25/80 0 . 55 U41222811/19/87 1 0.176623 0
U412225 10/26/80 0 . 127 U412228 12/8/87 1 -0.228843 570
U412226 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412228 4/18/88 1 -1.657697 387
U412226 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412228 8/17/88 1 -0.260591 12
U412226 3/12/80 0 306 U412228 9/12/88 1 0.767491 0
U4 I 2226 3/13/80 0 . 306 U41222810/10/88 1 0.767491 0
U412226 7/28/80 0 . 0 U41222811/29/88 1 -2.308284 290
U412226 7/29/80 0 . 0 U41222812/13/88 1 -1.104311 402
U412226 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412228 1/31/89 1 0.687448 17
U412226 10/24/80 0 . 22 U412228 2/21/89 1 -3.406896 236
U41222610/25/80 0 . 55 U412228 3/28/89 1 -1.797458 258
U412226 10/26/80 0 . 127 U412228 4/24/89 1 2.296886 138
U412227 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412228 5/23/89 1 2.280079 61
U412227 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412228 6/26/89 1 1.668277 0
U412227 3/12/80 0 . 306 U412228 7/19/89 1 59
U412227 3/13/80 0 306 U412228 8/16/89 1 2.094362 0
U412227 7/28/80 0 . 0 U412228 9/5/89 1 -1.657697 6
U412227 7/29/80 0 . 0 U41222810/31/89 1 0.281983 72
U412227 7/30/80 0 . 0 U41222811/27/89 1 -0.881168 282
U412227 10/24/80 0 . 22 U41222812/18/89 1 -0.544695 0
U41222710/25/80 0 . 55 U412228 2/26/90 1 -1.797458 0
U41222710/26/80 0 . 127 U412252 7/28/80 0 . 0
U412228 3/10/80 0 . 150 U412252 7/29/80 0 . 0
U412228 3/11/80 0 . 236 U412252 7/30/80 0 . 0
U412228 3/12/80 0 . 306 1341225210/24/800 . 22
U412228 3/13/80 0 306 U41225210/25/80 0 . 55
U412228 7/28/80 0 0 U41225210/26/80 0 . 127
U412228 7/29/80 0 0 U412252 1/23/89 1 -1.78E-15 323
U412228 7/30/80 0 . 0 U412325 3/19/85 1 -2.159535 0
U412228 10/24/80 0 . 22 U412325 3/20/85 1 0.052822 31
U412228 10/25/80 0 . 55 U412325 3/21/85 1 -0.041988 139
U41222810/26/80 0 . 127 U412325 3/22/85 1 -0.211444 202
U412228 3/19/85 1 -1.39199 0 U412325 3/23/85 1 0.192003 370
U412228 3/20/85 1 0.232223 31 U412325 3/24/85 1 -1.085318 455
U412228 3/21/85 1 -1.5462 139 U412325 4/14/86 1 -0.458342 0
U412228 3/22/85 1 -0.03135 202 U412325 4/15/86 1 -0.829905 131
U412228 3/23/85 1 -0.19749 370 U412325 4/16/86 1 1.511901 141
U412228 3/24/85 1 -0.69885 455 U412325 4/17/86 1 0.686127 259
U412228 9/17/85 1 2.296886 0 U412325 4/18/86 1 0.420813 215
U412228 9/17/86 1 2.296886 180 U412325 9/17/86 1 1.655001 180
U41222810/20/86 1 2.296886 85 U41232510/20/86 1 1.008498 85
U412228 12/1/86 1 -1.61514 43 U412325 12/1/86 1 -2.257022 43
U412228 2/17/87 1 -1.79746 408 U412325 2/17/87 1 -0.829905 408
U412228 4/14/87 1 -3.4069 386 U412325 4/14/87 1 -1.340731 386
U412228 5/18/87 1 0.687448 57 U412325 5/18/87 1 0.217414 57
U412228 6/22/87 1 1.940211 40 U412325 6/22/87 1 1.655001 40
U412228 7/15/87 1 2.296886 18 U412325 7/15/87 1 1.655001 18
U412228 8/10/87 1 0.910592 0 13412325 8/10/87 1 1.687791 0208
STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120 STATIONDATEP-BMPRES. P_120
U412325 9/21/87 1 1.655001 0 U412326 2/21/89 1 -2.192116 236
U41232511/19/87 1 1.6211 0 U412326 3/28/89 1 -2.192116 258
U412325 12/8/87 1 0.106188 570 U412326 4/24/89 1 -1.968973 138
U412325 8/17/88 1 2.348149 12 U412326 5/23/89 1 -1.968973 61
U412325 9/12/88 1 0.54381 0 U412326 6/26/89 1 0.228252 0
U412325 10/10/88 1 2.114534 0 U412326 7/19/89 1 -0.023063 59
U412325 11/29/88 1 -1.96934 290 U412326 8/16/89 1 0.428923 0
U412325 12/13/88 1 1.878145 402 U412326 9/5/89 1 0.18279 6
U412325 1/31/89 1 -2.29958 17 U41232610/31/89 1 -0.177213 72
U412325 2/21/89 1 -2.95017 236 U41232611/27/89 1 -1.968973 282
U412325 3/28/89 1 -4.04878 258 U41232612/18/89 1 -1.968973 0
U412325 4/24/89 1 -2.72703 138 U412326 2/26/90 1 -1.968973 0
U412325 5/23/89 1 1.655001 61
U412325 6/26/89 1 1.655001 0
U412325 7/19/89 1 2.114534 59
U412325 8/16/89 1 2.544263 0
U412325 9/5/89 1 1.56799 6
U41232510/31/89 1 0.556389 72
U41232511/27/89 1 -2.72703 282
U41232512/18/89 1 -1.34073 0
U412325 2/26/90 1 -3.82564 0
U412326 3/19/85 1 -1.27583 0
U412326 3/20/85 1 -1.27583 31
U412326 3/21/85 1 -1.27583 139
U412326 3/22/85 1 -0.58268 202
U412326 3/23/85 1 -1.23025 370
U412326 3/24/85 1 -1.27583 455
U412326 4/18/85 1 0.921399 38
U412326 4/14/86 1 -0.17721 0
U412326 4/15/86 1 -0.58268 131
U412326 4/16/86 1 2.23572 141
U412326 4/17/86 1 1.906722 259
U412326 4/18/86 1 0.132632 215
U412326 9/17/86 1 3.511666 180
U412326 10/20/86 1 1.02676 85
U412326 4/14/87 1 -0.94966 386
U412326 5/18/87 1 -1.0935 57
U412326 6/22/87 1 -0.11267 40
U412326 7/15/87 1 3.054908 18
U412326 8/10/87 1 1.902228 0
U412326 9/21/87 1 3.511666 0
U41232611/19/87 1 3.665817 0
U412326 12/8/87 1 0.29279 570
U412326 4/18/88 1 -0.44292 387
U412326 8/17/88 1 2.552816 12
U412326 9/12/88 1 1.668613 0
U412326 10/10/88 1 1.636525 0
U412326 11/29/88 1 -2.19212 290
U412326 12/13/88 1 -1.0935 402
U412326 1/31/89 1 -0.87036 17